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Abstract

In quantum mechanics, the measurement problem is commonly regarded as rea-
son for deep concern. It seems that, either, the problem can be solved and there
is hope for quantum mechanics, or the theory better be left behind in search of
another one. We investigate the prospect of finding a solution to the measure-
ment problem—within quantum mechanics, as well as in theoretical frameworks
beyond it. As we do so, there emerges a perspective on doing physics drawing
from considerations in the philosophy of language and in epistemology. Develop-
ing this perspective for further aspects in physics reveals: The notion of a system
is similarly problematic. Eventually, the question arises whether these are prob-
lems of specific physical theories, or rather of specific stances towards physics. In
this regard, we examine in particular the role and understanding of assumptions.
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Prependix

1 Not a prologue
The conceptualization of a measurement in quantum mechanics gives rise to
problems—facets of the so-called measurement problem. Is the measurement
problem a problem of quantum mechanics, or even a contradiction within the
theory? A hint that we have not found the ultimate truth yet? A cue that we
do not truly understand quantum mechanics yet, or that we have to search for
another truer theory? As subsequently discussed, the measurement problem af-
fects a wider class of theories—namely theories that require empirical evidence
for the occurrence of a measurement, empirical evidence for our contact with the
world out there. Thus, the problem poses rather as a clash of epistemological1

stances than as a defect of specifically quantum mechanics. We cannot commen-
surate the requirement of empirical evidence for our contact with the world with
the idea of definite measurement results as the basis of certain knowledge. The
measurement problem takes us back to considerations by Dewey and Bohr on
the epistemological import of quantum mechanics. Before the wake of quantum
mechanics, the doubt uttered by Wittgenstein with the following quote,

A picture held us captive. And we could not get outside it, for it lay in
our language and language seemed to repeat it to us inexorably. [129,
§115]

could be confronted by emphasizing the special status of the picture. That was
to say, the picture that holds us captive is the objective reality. While quantum
mechanics warrants our contact with the world, it does no longer present us with
clear picture that allows for an unquestioned acceptance of this captivity.

In light of the unclarity of the picture, the focus is commonly turned to struc-
tures that “shine through the picture.” The picture analogy can, however, be

1Epistemology is, roughly speaking, concerned with what we can know and how we get to
know what we know.

1



2 2 Why not to read on — a disclaimer

developed another way by raising the question what pictures—i.e., what ways of
doing physics—result in regarding the measurement as problematic.

If physics aims for a description of the world, then reflections on the nature
of language by Nietzsche, Wittgenstein, Sellars, Putnam, and Rorty apply also to
quantum mechanics: Can we hope to fully describe a measurement, or a system?
How can a physical theory exhaustively capture an observer’s account of expe-
rience, while it draws legitimacy from experimental findings? Can we reduce
scientific practice to pure description short of any normative elements? The stir
that the “problem” creates among physicists, becomes a symptom for the preva-
lence of the assumption that physical theories, at least possibly, exhaust anything
that can be said. We are left with a dilemma: The measurement problem leads us
to a reflection that has no room within the philosophic and epistemological stances
that lead to the measurement problem. In order to see the problem in the measure-
ment as a technical problem of quantum mechanics that asks for a solution, one
needs to assume the exhaustiveness of the physical description—not to question
it.

The dilemma also reflects in what to make of an assumption: What is an as-
sumption under the assumption of exhaustiveness? Is it a statement whose truth
value cannot be decided yet? Or is it, instead, a creative and contingent act of
forming agreement—a starting point for merely one among many possible ways
of thinking, speaking and describing; neither necessary nor sufficient? The latter
idea that language relies on creative elements that entail their own contingencies
prohibits itself to be proven by an absolute and finally decisive argument. Even-
tually, it seems, one cannot evade obstacles before entering into new language
games as noted by Wittgenstein: Without having had similar thoughts before,
the reader might not easily be convinced. The ladder is merely useful to those,
who have already stepped onto it.

2 Why not to read on — a disclaimer
There is reason not to read this document: Language games cannot be un-played.
If cognition is a creative act of forming and being formed2, then this document

2“Denn Erkennen ist weder passive Kontemplation noch Erwerb einzig möglicher Einsicht im
fertig Gegebenen. Es ist ein tätiges, lebendiges Beziehungseingehen, ein Umformen und Umge-
formtwerden, kurz ein Schaffen. [. . . ] Erkenntnisse werden von Menschen gebildet, aber auch
umgekehrt: sie bilden Menschen.” [33, p. 48] — “For cognition is neither passive contemplation
nor acquirement of uniquely possible insight in the readily given. It is an active, lively partaking
in relationships, a shaping and being reshaped, in short a creative act. [. . . ] Insights are formed
by people, but also inversely: they form people.” [33, p. 48, own translation]



3 3 Outline

creates its own contingencies. We hope that the following encourages the reader
to dare, at least in some aspects, a re-description [103].3 Though, if we cannot
step outside language, then, we suspect, this is an irreversible move.

3 Outline
In the subsequent Section 4, we anticipate the measurement problem, before
we introduce the quantum mechanical formalism in Section 5. In Section 6, we
discuss common reading of the measurement problem in greater detail. The fol-
lowing sections widen and alter the perspective on the measurement problem.
In Section 7, we examine how the measurement is problematic for a wider class
of physical theories. This raises epistemological questions. In Section 8, we in-
vestigate what stance on doing physics gives rise to the measurement problem
by looking closer at linguistic subtleties surrounding the Wigner’s-friend experi-
ment. In light of this critical perspective onto the measurement problem, we con-
clude: Instead of giving way to the urge to solve the problem, one might rather
reflect on our ways of doing aspects. To this end, we examine facets of promi-
nent concepts in physics—the state, in Section 9, information, in Section 10, and
systems, in Section 11.4

3“Ich möchte nicht mit meiner Schrift Andern das Denken ersparen. Sondern, wenn es
möglich wäre, jemand zu eigenen Gedanken anregen.” [130, preface]

4We suspect that there is less of a linear narrative than this outline might make believe. The
lack of a directedness in the figure below supports this suspicion. In a sense, it constitutes a
visual argument for holism. The figure shows textual elements with color transitions indicating
the tree that emerges from the document structure via the chapters and sections down to the
(sub-)*subsections. The drawn edges show references between these elements.

We encourage the reader to try different entry points. To this end, we point out the consider-
ations about Gibbs paradox in Section 10.2 and 11.2, and about the Object/Relation Impedance
Mismatch in computer science considered in 11.4.
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Introduction

4 The Problem
The bone of contention is the measurement problem in quantum mechanics. Be-
fore we give a detailed introduction to quantum mechanics, we roughly outline
the problem in this section.

Linearity in quantum mechanics (Q1) seems at odds with measurements yield-
ing exclusively one of multiple possible results (Q2):

(Q1) In quantum mechanics, a system is assigned a state, i.e., a normalized ele-
ment in a Hilbert space. Any normalized superposition of vectors is again a
permissible state. The composition of systems via tensor products preserves
this linearity. The time evolution of a state is governed by Schrödinger’s
equation, which yields a unitary time evolution operator for isolated sys-
tems, and, thus, preserves linearity.

(Q2) A measurement yields a definite result. In a Stern-Gerlach experiment,
each silver atom either goes up or down. If we measure the brain activity
of a cat, we find it either dead or alive. We might loose or forget the result.
But we do not know, receive, or perceive two results. What allows us to
speak of two different possible results, is exactly this distinction. What al-
lows us to say that we have obtained a result, is that we get one of multiple
possible results. This aspect appears in quantum mechanics in the form of
orthogonality.

Combining these aspects within quantum mechanics creates problems:

(P1) There is a divide into two different realms, the world of quantum states
and the world of measurement results. The latter is termed classical by
an inflation of the distinction of quantum and classical mechanics. This
invites to think, that there is a world of classical information, constituted by
measurement results and governed by classical mechanics, as opposed to

5



6 5 Introducing Quantum Mechanics

a world of quantum information governed by quantum mechanics. Where
is the border between these worlds? Where do we leave one and step into
the other?

(P2) Quantum mechanics does not forbid its application to an experimenter ob-
serving a quantum mechanical system. How is it, that the observer sees a
definite result (see (Q2)) despite the linearity5 of quantum mechanics?

The two problems are related. The latter problem can be termed as follows: How
can an observation be part of the quantum realm? This problem is attenuated
in the Wigner’s-friend experiment. After introducing the formalism of quantum
mechanics in Section 5, we elaborate on the separation into two irreconcilable
realms (P1), in Section 6.1; and we discuss the Wigner’s-friend experiment in
detail in Section 6.2.

5 En route to Quantum Mechanics:
The Stern/Gerlach experiment

The experiment proposed by Stern in 1921 [115] and carried out by Gerlach in
1922 [42] is an experimental cornerstones of quantum mechanics: Single silver
atoms are accelerated and shot through an inhomogeneous magnetic field which
deflects the silver atom. The deflecting magnetic field allows to measure how
much the magnetic dipole moment—in a sense the inner magnetization of the
silver atoms—is oriented up or down along a given axis, i.e., the axis along which
the magnetic field is oriented. If we shoot the single silver atoms—one after the
other with a sufficiently large time gap in between them to ensure that they do
not interact with one another—, then we find that some of the silver atoms are
deflected up and some are deflected down. In particular, the silver atoms do not
go up and down to different degrees but, instead, bunch around an upper and a
lower point.

N

S

5More precisely, unitarity is required here as we will discuss below: The notion of an isolated
system turns out to be essential to the measurement problem.



7 5 Introducing Quantum Mechanics

This is little surprising, if the silver atoms from the beginning come as a mixture
of two categories. Experimentally we may find equally many in the up and in the
down category. If we measure the ones that are deflected up a second time, we
find all of them going up; and, vice versa, for the ones that are deflected down.

50%

50%

100%
0%

100%
0%

We can rotate the magnetic field, and measure how much the magnetic dipole of
the silver atom is aligned with another spatial axis.6 Surprisingly, we still find the
silver atoms bunched around two distinct points, up and down along the axis we
measure. In a suitable experimental setup, the distribution of the silver atoms
does not change as we rotate the magnetic field.7

N

S

N

S

N

S

N

S

N

S

(1)

While we can inquire about arbitrarily many different questions, there are, for any
of these questions, merely two different answers. This seems at odds with what we
initially thought we would measure—namely, how much the dipole moment of
the silver atoms is aligned with a given axis. This question seems to be a binary
question8 only if the particles already come in two categories. Then, however, as
we rotate the magnetic field, we expect the gap between the two points on the
screen to eventually close as the axis of the magnetic field becomes orthogonal
to the dipole moment of the incoming silver atoms. That is, we expect to obtain
an answer from a continuous set to the question we inquire about.

How does this affect the stability of the answers? Do we obtain the same
answers to subsequent inquiries of the same question? It turns out that, indeed,
we do: No matter the orientation of the magnetic field, measuring the particles
going up (down), we still find them to go up (down), as along as we measure in

6This is called commonly a “measurement in another basis” because of the mathematical
representation of measurements in quantum mechanics. We, therefore, illustrate measurements
with a set of basis vectors.

7The red ellipses illustrate the bunched particle positions detected on the screen; the green
dot illustrates the incoming silver atoms.

8That is, a question with two possible answers; a yes-no-question.
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the same basis.
50%

50%

100%
0%

100%
0%

In this sense, we can confirm previous measurements by inquiring about the same
question again.

In light of the previous findings, one should maybe let go of the idea that, no
matter the orientation, we always measure the magnetic dipole moment of the
silver atoms, i.e., the same characteristic, merely from different perspectives. Are
then the measurements with different orientations of the magnetic field rather
inquiries about independent questions corresponding to different characteristics of
the silver atoms? If we perform different measurements on the same silver atom,
can we compile the information of measurement results for specific choices of
bases and expect later measurements to reproduce the listed results? Can we,
thus, characterize the silver atom by the results for different measurement bases?
If we perform measurements in different bases, then we find that hopes to this
end are disappointed:

50%
50%

50%

50%
50%

50%
50%

M1

M2

M3

M 03

In half of the cases, the measurements M1 and M3 (M 03) yield different results
despite having used the same measurement bases. The intermediate measure-
ment in a different basis, M2, disturbs the result. The silver atom does not seem
to inherently carry the answers to the questions we inquire about.

This, however, offers another, complementary insight: If we measure twice
the same silver atom in the same bases, and we obtain different answers, then we
conclude that the silver atom has been interacted with in a way that corresponds
to inquiring about a measurement in a different basis. There is an apparent
trade-off: The limitation on speaking about “the inherent and antecedently exis-
tent properties of the silver atoms” has yielded us the new ability to empirically
trace our interactions with the particles under investigation. It enables us to
meaningfully speak about the interactions necessary for empirical evidence, i.e.,
it renders our connection to the world out there empirically tangible.

There are two routes from here: On the one hand, the situation above com-
pares to wave mechanics. Along this path we are lead to the formalism of quan-
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tum mechanics for single systems in Section 5.1. On the other hand, we can
attribute the second measurement M2 to another observer. Then, the question
arises: If we include the other observer into our quantum mechanical consid-
eration, does then the combined system carry the answers to the questions we
inquire about? Can we control for the disturbance the other observer causes, by
including him into our considerations? In other words, we may wonder: Are we
addressing the right questions to the right system? Along this latter route, we
introduce composite systems in Section 5.5.

5.1 Superposition
If we modify the picture above slightly, discarding the downwards deflected silver
atoms, we obtain:

50% 50% 50%

The behavior resembles the one of initially unpolarized light shun onto a se-
quence of polarizing filters with the depicted orientation:

50% 50%
50%

The percentages refer to the intensity after the filter relative to the intensity before
it. For light thought of as electromagnetic waves, it is not surprising to find
half the intensity after a filter oriented at 45� angle relative to the polarization
direction of the light before the filter. The superposition of waves allows to think
of vertically polarized light as the sum of two vectors:

The interference patterns in a single particle double-slit experiment are another
striking example of wave properties of single particles, i.e., superposition in
quantum mechanics. Conversely, the electromagnetic effect shows that light has
particle properties, and, thus, follows the scheme of single particles with wave
properties that show in their statistical behavior. This motivates the introduction
of the quantum states as elements in a vector space.
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The quantum state

An isolated quantum system is associated with a normalized vector in a
complex or real Hilbert space,

 2H k k2 = h | i= 1

where the norm is derived from the inner product, written here in the Dirac
notation. Any linear combination, or superposition of quantum states
 1, 2 2 H yields another valid state, ↵ 1 + � 2, if we ensure that its
norm is preserved, i.e., |↵|2 + |� |2 = 1.

A structural comparison with wave mechanics has prompted us to turn to a
vector space structure. But, how does one associate a state to a system? As we
have seen above: The term “state” should not be understood as codification of
answers to questions we might inquire about—answers that, e.g., a silver atom
carries with itself. The discussion above also shows: After we have performed a
measurement and we know its results, we can say about a system that performing
a second time the same measurement recovers that result with certainty.9 In other
words, after having performed a measurement M and obtained a result x , the
state should codify that we expect to retrieve x with probability one, and¬x (“not
x”) with probability zero if we perform M again. Thus, the state characterizes
a probability distribution for results of a measurement M corresponding to the
question “x or ¬x?” .

How do we characterize a measurement, so that a vector carries the afore-
mentioned meaning? We observe that k⇧  k2 = 1 and k⇧?  k

2 = 0 where ⇧ 
is the projector onto the subspace spanned by  , and ⇧? the projector onto the
orthogonal complement to that subspace. The projectors ⇧ and its orthogonal
complement ⇧? allow to derive the desired probability distribution, and, thus,
provide a representation of the measurement “x or ¬x?” . To turn this reasoning
around, we associate different measurement results with mutually orthogonal
subspaces. A measurement is then represented by a complete set of projectors
onto an orthogonal subspace ofH ,

M =
¶
⇧�

���� 2 RM ⇢ R,
X

�

⇧� = 1, Tr(⇧�i
⇧� j
) = �i j

©
(2)

where the range RM is the set of possible, real-valued results of M . The measure-
ment basis of M is an orthonormal basis B of the Hilbert space that allows to

9We implicitely assume that the system is isolated.
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express the projectors as
⇧�2B� =

X

�2B�

|�ih�|

where {B�} is a partitioning of B . The spectral theorem allows to associate
measurements with Hermitian operators via the linear combination

A=
X

�2RM

�⇧� .

To obtain a (positive) probability measure, we compute the probability to ob-
tain the result � 2 R associated with a subspace with projector ⇧� as the norm
squared,

P(�) = k⇧� k2

of a system being in the state  , i.e., after having previously measured x . The
normalization of quantum states ensures the normalization of the probability
distributions over measurement results.

Measurements

We generalize the notion expressed in (2) for arbitrary Hilbert spaces: A
measurement in quantum mechanics is represented by a projector valued
measure, i.e., a map P : B(R) ! L(H ) from the Borel sets of R to the
(C?-algebra of) linear, continuous operators on the Hilbert space H that
satisfies

1. P(B)� 0 8B 2B(R),

2. P(B)P(B0) = P(B \ B0) 8B, B0 2 B(R),

3. P(R) = 1,

4. for any countable family {Bn}n2N ⇢B(R) of disjoint sets, Bn\Bm = ;
if n 6= m:a X

n

P(Bn) = P
ÄS

n Bn

ä
.

It follows, that P maps elements from B(R) to projectors, i.e., P(B) is
self-adjoint and idempotent. We denote the set of projectors on H by
P(H ). The spectral theorem establishes a correspondence between PVMs
and Hermitian operators. PVMs generalize further to positive operator-
valued measures (POVM) if we drop the second requirement.
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The probability to obtain a value in a set B 2 B(R) as a result if one
performs the measurement M on a system in state  is

P(�) = kP(B) k2 .
aWe assume here that this sum exists and is well-defined. For the technical details

we refer to [82].

If we perform a measurement and obtain a result associated with a one-
dimensional subspace of H , we know what state to assign to the measured sys-
tem. The situation is, however, less clear if one obtains a result associated with a
subspace of dimension larger than one. To remedy the issue, we generalize the
quantum states from above to density matrices.

5.2 Density Matrices
Above, we consider subsequent measurements with bases at a relative angle
of 45� degrees, i.e., where the magnetic field is rotated by 90�. Then, the proba-
bility to retrieve the same measurement result after an intermediate measurement
in a rotated basis drops to 1/2. What happens if this angle is varied? Experimen-
tally, we find the following behavior:

↵

M1 x1 M2 x2 M3 x3

↵

P(x1 = x3)

0� 22.5� 45� 67.5� 90�
0.5

1

This leads to the following observations: Firstly, the continuity of possible ques-
tions does not (necessarily) reflect in the continuity of possible answers, but in
the continuity of the possible probability distributions. Secondly, the case we
discuss in Section 5 (in particular the scenario in (1)) is not covered here: If
we could associate a state  2 H to the system leaving the source on the left,
then rotating the magnetic field in a first measurement M1 appropriately should
yield one particular result with certainty. In a suitable Stern-Gerlach experiment,
however, the probability for both results is 1/2, no matter the orientation of the
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magnetic field. How to account for this kind of uncertainty? What state should
one associate to the system leaving the source? A normalized linear combina-
tion of vectors is not a solution here: It merely changes for which measurement
the probability distribution becomes deterministic. Instead, a normalized linear
combination of projectors yields a way out.

Density matrices

A system is associated with a density matrix, i.e., with a trace-class, posi-
tive semi-definite operator ⇢ onH , i.e.,

⇢ 2 L(H ) : ⇢ � 0 and Tr(⇢) = 1 .

We silently drop the requirement for the system to be isolated for reasons that
become clear in the next section. The states from before—i.e., the normalized
vectors—integrate here as the one-dimensional projectors ⇢ = ⇧ = | ih |,
and are called the pure states. The density matrices require to adapt the compu-
tation of measurement probabilities.

Measuring and assigning density matrices

The probability to obtain the result in B 2B(R) if one performs the mea-
surement M with a PVM PM on a system with a density matrix ⇢ is

P(B) = Tr(PM(B) ·⇢) .

After having measured a value in B, the system is assigned the density
matrix ⇢0 = 1/n PM(B)⇢ PM(B) where n= Tr(PM(B)⇢).

What if there is no previously known ⇢? If in a measurement M we obtain
a value � and there exists a set B 2 B(R) such that B 3 � with PM(B) being
trace class, i.e., if Tr(PM(B)) <1, then one can assign the state ⇢0 = PM(B)/n
where n = Tr(PM(B)). For finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, with dimH = n,
all projectors are trace class and one can initially assign the maximally mixed
state ⇢init = 1/n.

5.3 The lattice of projectors

How does the mathematical framework apply to the case of multiple, subsequent
measurements? First, we confirm that if we measured the value � 2 RM1

, then
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the density matrix assigned to the system after the measurement

⇢0 =
1
n
⇧�⇢⇧�

satisfies Tr(⇧�⇢0) = Tr(⇢0) = 1 as for projectors, by definition, we have ⇧�⇧� =
⇧�. This means that any subsequent measurement in the same basis yields the
same results as we demanded above. Generally, the joint probability to obtain the
results � and ⌫ in two subsequent measurements given an initial density matrix
⇢ is

P(�,⌫) = P(⌫ |�)P(�) = Tr(⇧⌫⇧�⇢⇧�) = Tr(⇧⌫⇧�⇢⇧�⇧⌫) .

The probability of the same results in the inversely ordered measurements is
equal to P(�,⌫) if and only if ⇧�⇧⌫ = ⇧⌫⇧�. If the latter is the case, we say that
the projectors commute. The binary measurements associated with commuting
projectors do not disturb each other. Note that projectors for different values in
the range RM and their complements 1�⇧�, i.e., the elements in the set

{⇧� | � 2 RM}[ {1�⇧� | � 2 RM} ,

commute.10 Thus, we can think of any measurement M as a series of binary
questions, each corresponding to question “� or ¬�?” and we can focus the
discussion about measurements on the projectors, i.e., elements in P(H ).

In this new context of projectors on a Hilbert space, Gleason’s theorem [46]
strengthens the notion of density matrices as probability measures.

Theorem 1 (Gleason). For a Hilbert spaceH of dimension dimH � 3 (or infinite
dimensional and separable), any map µ : P(H )! R+ with

µ(1) = 1 and µ
ÄP

i Pi

ä
=
X

i

µ(Pi)

can be expressed with a positive trace-1 operator ⇢ 2 L(H ) as

µ(P) = Tr(⇢P) 8P 2P(H ) .

With the exception of two-dimensional Hilbert spaces, where there exist mea-
sures on P(C2) that cannot be expressed by means of a two-dimensional density
matrix,11 the density matrices can be seen as a consequence of representing mea-
surement by elements in P(H ).

10This follows generally for PVM from characteristic (2).
11See, e.g., Remark 7.26 (4) in Ref. [82].
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A way to understand the structure of P(H ) is to regard it as lattice, i.e.,
a partially ordered set for which any two elements have a unique least upper
bound and a unique greatest lower bound. Lattices can be seen as a detour
towards a Boolean algebra—the standard logical structure that we know, e.g.,
from classical mechanics12: In an orthocomplemented lattice the order relation
corresponds to the material conditional, the orthocomplement to the negation,
logical conjunction and disjunction to the greatest lower and least upper bounds.
In a distributive or Boolean lattice all elements can be consistently assigned truth
values. The set P(H ) together with the order relation equivalently characterized
by any of the following features13

1. P Q, defined as hx |P xi  hx |Qxi 8x 2H ,

2. P(H ) is subspace of Q(H ),

3. PQ =QP = P ,

forms a orthocomplemented lattice—albeit not a distributive one if the dimension
of the Hilbert space H is greater or equal than two. In other words, associat-
ing measurements with elements in P(H ) allows to merely go part of the way
towards a Boolean algebra: The elements in P(H ) cannot be assigned values t
and f consistently.

There are different ways to arrive at this conclusion:

1. From Gleason’s Theorem 1, it follows that there is no deterministic proba-
bility distribution on P(H ) if the dimension of the Hilbert space is larger
than three.

2. The lattice P(H ) has a trivial center, i.e., only 0 and 1 commute with all
other elements in P(H ). Thus, with the result by Jauch and Piron [66]
(see also [50]), there is no dispersion-free state on P(H ), i.e., no deter-
ministic probability distribution.

3. Kochen and Specker show in Ref. [70] that there is no consistent assign-
ment of values to orthogonal bases (see also [61]).

12In classical mechanics, the binary questions are of the form “Is the state of a system in a
given subset of phase space?” The corresponding lattice is the power set of phase space with
subset relation as partial order.

13See [82, Proposition 7.16].
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measurements $ P(H )

Gleason

orthomodular lattice
with trivial center/ without superselection rules

Kochen/Specker

These statements ascertain mathematically what we suspected previously: As
long as we characterize measurements with projectors on a Hilbert space, i.e.,
P(H ) (and we do not exclude projectors by means of a super-selection rule), we
cannot assign consistently truth values to all possible questions. Thus, a quantum
system generally cannot carry answers to all possible questions.

5.4 Time evolution: General classes of same questions
What does it mean, to “ask the same question”? Before, when we considered
silver atoms in a Stern/Gerlach experiment, we assumed that it is possible to
measure twice the same silver atom, once in a measurement M1 at time t1 and
then M2 at some later time t2 and take the two measurements to be the same. In
some cases, the measurements M1 and M2 might be characterized by the same
sets of projectors. But this is not necessarily case. Let f : P(H ) ! P(H ) be
the map that associates the projectors at t1 with the projectors at t2. We require
that the projectors of a measurement M = {⇧� | � 2 RM} are mapped again to a
measurement, i.e., that �

f (⇧�)
��� 2 RM

 

satisfy X

�

f (⇧�) = 1 Tr
Ä

f
�
⇧�i

�
f
Ä
⇧� j

ää
= �i j Tr

�
f (⇧�i

)
�

.

Further, we ask that f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 1.
We generalize the second requirement to the following: Conditional proba-

bilities are preserved. The probability of measuring �i in a measurement M1 at
time t1 and � j in a measurement M2 at time t2 only depends on the equivalence
class—provided that the order is preserved.

P( (� j, M2, t1) | (�i, M1, t1) ) = P( (� j, M2, t2) | (�i, M1, t1) ) (3)

= P( (� j, M2, t2) | (�i, M1, t2) ) (4)

The requirement ensures continuity as it can be read as: The conditional prob-
ability is the same in the limit t1 ! t2, i.e., for cases in which M1 is performed
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infinitesimally before M2. With the state assignment rules from above we obtain
that

Tr
Ä
⇧

M1
�i
⇧M2
� j

ä

Tr
Ä
⇧

M1
�i

ä =
Tr
Ä

f
Ä
⇧

M1
�i

ä
f
Ä
⇧M2
� j

ää

Tr
Ä

f
Ä
⇧

M1
�i

ää .

It follows, by setting ⇧M1 = 1, that f is trace-preserving, i.e.,

Tr( f (⇧)) = Tr(⇧) 8 ⇧ ,

and the requirement for conditional probability distributions reduces to

Tr
Ä
⇧

M1
�i
⇧M2
� j

ä
= Tr

Ä
f
Ä
⇧

M1
�i

ä
f
Ä
⇧M2
� j

ää
.

In particular, this requirement has to hold for any two one-dimensional projec-
tors. Thus, using Wigner’s Theorem, we conclude that f is of the form

f : ⇧ 7! U⇧U†

for some unitary (or anti-unitary) map U , i.e., U† = U�1. Note, that the require-
ment (3) ensures that f preserves the lattice structures, and constitutes thus a
lattice isomorphism.

To turn the above static Wigner symmetry into a continuous one, we require
a map R 3 t 7! Ut , such that14

U(t + s) = U(t) · U(s) U(0) = 1 .

The time-evolution, i.e., the classes of equivalent questions, is characterised by
unitary one-parameter groups.

Instead of translating the projection operators in time, we can apply the dual
map

f ? : ⇢ 7! U†⇢U

to the density matrix.
The above characterizes inquiries to isolated systems. What happens, how-

ever, if the system we are dealing with is not isolated? One way to approach
systems that are not isolated is to include enough of their environment to turn it
into an isolated one. For that, we need to introduce the composition of systems,
i.e., how to formally consider two systems S1 and S2 together as one combined
system.

14This answers the question whether we should opt for unitary or for anti-unitary operators:
The set of anti-unitary operators is not closed under multiplication. Thus, asR allows for a square
root, we must restrict to unitary operators.
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5.5 Composite systems
In order to jointly describe two systems so that the superposition of the subsys-
tems carries over to the joint system we require a binary operation “⌦” such that
for all �,�i 2Ha, , i 2Hb,↵ 2 C

� ⌦ ( 1 + 2) = � ⌦ 1 +� ⌦ 2

(�1 +�2)⌦ = �1 ⌦ +�2 ⌦ 

(↵�)⌦ = ↵(� ⌦ ) = � ⌦ (↵ ) .

These are the defining properties of the tensor product of vector spaces [124].
The tensor product extends to operators: For an operator S onHa and T onHb,
the tensor product is defined by how they act on a tensor product of elements
inHa ⌦Hb,

(S ⌦ T )(� ⌦ ) = S� ⌦ T .

Thus, also density matrices ⇢1 2 End(Ha)15 and ⇢2 2 End(Hb) combine to a
density matrix ⇢1 ⌦⇢2 2 End(Ha ⌦Hb).

For a density matrix ⇢ 2 End(H1 ⌦H2), the partial trace on Ha defined by
the linear extension of the map

Trb : End(Ha ⌦Hb)! End(Ha)
S ⌦ T 7! Tr(T )S

allows to retrieve the density matrices of the subsystem Ha and, vice versa, an
analogously defined Trb : End(Ha ⌦ Hb) ! End(Hb) the density matrices of
the subsystem Hb. On a first glance it might seem unnecessary to introduce a
second operation for deriving the density matrices of the subsystems from the
joint density matrix: With the normalization of the density matrix, we obtain

Trb(⇢1 ⌦⇢2) = ⇢1 and Tra(⇢1 ⌦⇢2) = ⇢2 .

There are, however, vectors on the joint systems that are not of the form � ⌦ .
For instance, the vector

| +i=
1
p

2
(|0ia ⌦ |1ib + |1ia ⌦ |0ib) =

1
p

2
(|0, 1i+ |1,0i) 2Ha ⌦Hb

is entangled or not separable, i.e., cannot be written as a tensor product of a
vector in Ha, and a vector in Hb. Then, also the corresponding density ma-
trix ⇢ = | +ih +| cannot be written as a tensor product of density matrices on
the subsystems.

15With End(Ha), we denote the set endomorphisms, i.e., of homomorphism of a spaceHa into
itself.
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One might be tempted to assume that a density matrix is, analogously, en-
tangled, if it cannot be written in the form ⇢1 ⌦ ⇢2. This is sufficient, however
not necessary: A density matrix is entangled if it cannot be written as a linear
combination of such products, i.e., not in the form

X

i

�i ⇢
(i)
a ⌦⇢

(i)
b .

If a density matrix ⇢ on a joint system is separable, then the joint conditional
probability distribution for separate measurements is

P(a, b | x , y) = Tr
Ä
⇧(a)x ⌦⇧

(b)
y ⇢

ä

=
X

i

�i Tr
ÄÄ
⇧(a)x ⌦⇧

(b)
y

ä �
⇢(i)a ⌦⇢

(i)
b

�ä

=
X

i

�i Tr
Ä
⇧(a)x ⇢

(i)
a ⌦⇧

(b)
y ⇢

(i)
b

ä

=
X

i

�i Tr
�
⇧(a)x ⇢

(i)
a

�
Tr
Ä
⇧(b)y ⇢

(i)
b

ä

=
X

i

�i P(a | x , i) · P(b | y, i) .

A joint conditional probability distribution describes the behavior of a bipar-
tite input-output box, i.e., a black box that produces outputs a and b upon re-
ceiving inputs x and y .

a b

x y

P(a, b | x , y)

The behavior of a bipartite box is called local if it can be written in the above
form. As the weights �i are positive and normalized to sum to one, we can write
it as

P(a, b | x , y) =
X

i

P(i)P(a | x , i) · P(b | y, i) .

Thus, a local behavior can be explained by a so-called hidden variable i with dis-
tribution P(i) previously shared between parties A and B. To produce a local
behavior, all A needs to know from B—and, vice versa, B from A—is the shared
hidden variable i. Then, each party’s output merely depends on their respective
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input and the value of the hidden variable. We have discussed above that a quan-
tum state cannot be seen as a collection of definite answers to possible questions
due to contextuality. Thus, sharing a quantum state is not the same as sharing a
hidden variable. Indeed, Bell shows in Ref. [10] that there exist non-local behav-
iors deriving from measurements on entangled quantum states. Bell’s theoretical
results have found experimental confirmation, e.g., in Ref. [3, 78].16

The set of local behaviors forms a polytope. This polytope is a proper subset
of the polytope of non-signaling behaviors that satisfy

X

b

P(a, b | x , y) = P(a | x) and
X

a

P(a, b | x , y) = P(b | y)

and, thus, are in accordance with relativity theory. That is, no messages can
be transmitted employing the behavior and, therefore, special relativity theory
cannot be falsified by transmitting information faster than light.

Quantum mechanics accounts for a convex set of behaviors—not a polytope—
that contains the local behaviors as a proper subset and is itself properly con-
tained in the set of non-signaling behaviors. The latter follows from the obser-
vation that the partial trace suffices to compute probabilities for measurements
performed on the respective subsystem. If A performs a measurement, then the
probability to obtain the result associated with ⇧(a) is

P(a) = TrA

�
TrB

�
(⇧(a) ⌦ 1B)⇢

��
= TrA

�
⇧(a) TrB(⇢)

�
.

Here we used

Tr ((A⌦ 1B)⇢) = TrA (TrB ((A⌦ 1B)⇢)) = TrA (ATrB(⇢)) ,

which follows, e.g., from expanding both sides in a product basis (see also [1,
21]). Consequently, the probabilities for results of measurements performed by A
do not depend on the input of B, and any behavior derived from measurements
on joint quantum states is non-signaling. In other words, the probabilities of

16There has since been a debate about possible loopholes by means of which information
could still have been transferred from one remote site to another without violating relativity
theory. There has also been a corresponding race for “loophole-free” experimental evidence for
Bell non-locality. Whether any experiment can claim being “loophole-free” seems debatable in
itself. Usually, these claims refer to closed known loopholes. So the “loophole-free” does not
mean “free from any loopholes” but rather “free from the loopholes previously discovered.” Yet,
the connotation of a general absence of loopholes remains implicitly invoked, and spurs the hope
of a certainty.
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measurements performed on subsystems are fully characterized by the respective
partial traces. In this sense, quantum mechanics allows for a separability in the
sense that parts of the world around us can be described independent of other
such parts. This separability is crucial for the notion of a system, as has been
pointed out by Einstein and as we will discuss in Section 8.3. We do, however,
not intend to imply that, inversely, the joint behavior derives from the behavior
of the subsystems and previously shared information. This would take us back to
a local description of the world and, thus, be contradicting the findings of Bell.
Furthermore, we note that given a system with non-prime dimension it is not
clear how to split the sytem into subsystems. The choice how to split the system
into subsystems amounts to the choice on a particular basis (see Section 8.3
and 11.3).

The formulation in terms of input-output boxes is lent from information the-
ory and has spurred the search for a characterization of the set of quantum be-
haviors in terms of information theory and complexity theory. Conversely, re-
search on the foundations of quantum mechanics has employed information the-
ory. Along these lines we have attempted to strengthen results ruling our hidden
faster-than-light communication an explanation for non-locality building on the
work of Alberto Montina [81, 56].

5.5.1 Stinespring’s dilation

The initial idea of including enough of the environment into our description in
order to isolate a system manifests itself in Stinesprings’s dilation. Above, we
have characterized classes of equivalent measurement by a one-parameter group
of unitary operators. This is dual to the unitary time evolution of the state of an
isolated system. If the system is not isolated, then the time evolution of a state
is given by a completely-positive, trace-preserving map (CPTP map)

T : End(H )! End(H )
Tr(T (⇢)) = Tr(⇢)
T (⇢)⌦⌧> 0 8⇢,⌧> 0 .

A CPTP map does, in general, not preserve inner products. Any such map can,
however, be regarded as “part” of a unitary acting on a larger system: By the
Stringspring dilation,17 there exist for every CPTP map T acting onH a Hilbert
spaceHE and a isometry V 2 L(H ,H ⌦HE) so that

T : ⇢ 7! TrE(V⇢V †) .
17The Stinespring dilation can be derived from Choi-Jamiolkowski map as shown in Ref. [21].
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As there exists a unitary embedding U of V inH ⌦HE so that

U : w⌦ w0 7! V w

for some fixed w0 2HE, the CPTP map T can be regarded as the effect of unitary
map U on the joint systemH ⌦HE.

5.5.2 The relative state formalism

A measurement, or rather the effect of a measurement on the measured system,
can be described by a CPTPM acting on the measured system. Thus, it follows
from the Stinespring dilation: If we include enough of the system’s environment
into our quantum mechanical description, then we are left with a unitarily evolv-
ing isolated system. The measurement can be regarded as an interaction of the
system that is to be measured, henceforth denoted S, and a part of its envi-
ronment M . The unitary time evolution U describes this interaction. This per-
spective of measurement as an interaction between two quantum systems has
been introduced by Everett [30] and is commonly referred to as the relative-state
formalism. The system M is also referred to as the memory. Eventually, an ob-
server’s brain acts as such memory. If for the time span in which U acts, other
parts of the observer remain isolated, we can take M to correspond to the ob-
server. The interaction corresponding to measuring a PVM with the orthonormal
basis {�i}i2I

18 is characterized by a unitary that acts on the orthonormal basis as

U : |�iiS ⌦ |0iM 7! |�iiS ⌦ |iiM .

The vectors {|iiM}i2I form an orthonormal set and can be completed to a basis
of M . Thus, the dimension of the memory system is at least as large as the
cardinality |I |. The system M is at times taken to be in an initial “ready” state
orthogonal to span of {|iiM}i2I , and the dimension of M is at least |I | + 1. If
the system S is initially in a superposition state with respect to the measurement
basis {|�ii}, then the joint system S ⌦M ends up in an entangled state after the
action of U . To obtain measurement statistics in the relative-state formalism, we
apply the Born rule to the partial trace

P(i) = Tr(TrS(U(| iS ⌦ |0iM)(h |S ⌦ h0|M)U†)|iihi|M)

where i indexes the result corresponding to the basis vector |�ii.

18We assume a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. The projectors ⇧k correspond to disjoint
subsets of {|�ii}i2I .
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To compare results of different measurement on the system S one intro-
duces different memories. The stability of the measurement results shows in the
correlation—with P(i, j) = 0 if i 6= j—if the two measurements are equivalent
and if the system is isolated.19

5.6 The perspective onto quantum mechanics
In the previous sections, we not only give an introduction to quantum mechan-
ics, but also put it into a specific perspective. From classical mechanics, one
is used to see the state of a system as the definite characteristics sufficient to
describe the system’s evolution through time and space. This perspective onto
the state is shattered in quantum mechanics due to non-locality and contextual-
ity. The notion of a state in classical mechanics is merely possible because the
measurements—represented by the subsets of phase space—form a Boolean lat-
tice. The orthomodular lattice of projectors in quantum mechanics is no longer
distributive or Boolean—resulting in the above-mentioned contextuality. Thus,
the notion of a state needs to be altered, as anticipated by Hermann:20

In contrast to this [states in classical physics], the quantum mechan-
ical formalism requires for the description of a state new symbols
that express the mutual dependency of the determinability of differ-
ent measurements. [63, own translation]

Instead of taking quantum states to be of a different kind than states in clas-
sical mechanics, we shift the focus away from states altogether. Thus, we deviate
from the common approach maintaining the prominent role of states by featuring
them in the “1st Axiom” of quantum theory.

We place the measurements, or questions that can be inquired about, in the
focus of our perspective on quantum mechanics. In this regard, the second pillar
of our understanding of quantum mechanics—beside the orthomodular lattice of
projectors on a Hilbert space—is Gleason’s theorem that establishes a one-to-one
correspondence between density matrices and probability distributions over the
set of projectors.

With the emphasize on measurements, the Heisenberg picture suggests itself.
For an isolated system this amounts to classes of equivalent questions generated

19We assume that equivalent memory states for the different measurement have the same
index.

20“Im Gegensatz dazu [Zustände der klassischen Physik] braucht der quantenmechanische
Formalismus zur Zustandsbeschreibung neuartige Symbole, die die gegenseitige Abhängigkeit in
der Bestimmbarkeit verschiedener Größen zum Ausdruck bringt.” [63]
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by the one-parameter group of unitary operators.

This picture of quantum mechanics has been the starting point and inspi-
ration for the more general considerations about the measurement problem in
Section 7.

6 The Measurement Problem

Equipped with a formal basis of quantum mechanics, we retrace the common
characterization of the problem with measurements arising in quantum mechan-
ics. This extends the description in Section 4. Quantum mechanics has given rise
to philosophical discussions and doubts from the very beginning. In Section 6.1,
we discuss these early considerations and the older conceptual problem of a du-
alism between a quantum world and a classical one. Everett with his relative
state formalism characterized the measurement as an interaction between two
system that are both described, at least in principle, by quantum mechanics. This
leads to the description of the measurement problem by means of the so-called
Wigner’s-friend experiment discussed in Section 6.2.

6.1 Dualism: Quantum vs classical world

Bohr, when recounting discussions with Einstein about fundamental problems
arising with quantum mechanics in Ref. [17], turns to the Fifth Physical Confer-
ence of the Solvay Institute. Einstein uttered concerns about the abandonment
of a “causal account in space and time,” and provided to this end the following
example:

To illustrate his attitude, Einstein referred at one of the sessions to
the simple example, illustrated by Fig. I, of a particle (electron or
photon) penetrating through a hole or a narrow slit in a diaphragm
placed at some distance before a photographic plate. [17, p. 212]
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Bohr describes the problem arising in this example as follows:21

The apparent difficulty, in this description, which Einstein felt so
acutely, is the fact that, if in the experiment the electron is recorded
at one point A of the plate, then it is out of the question of ever ob-
serving an effect of this electron at another point (B), although the
laws of ordinary wave propagation offer no room for a correlation
between two such events. [17, p. 212f]

The “correlation between events” is the exclusivity of measurement results: We
either measure a particle at position A or at a position B. This reflects, more
formally, in the notion of orthogonality: The orthogonality of

qA = “effect observed at A”

and
qB = “effect observed at B”

is, analogue to orthogonality on a complemented lattice [91], defined by ¬qA

(not qA) implying qB.22 The orthogonality of propositions about measurement re-
sults is not warranted by the account of waves in electrodynamics or as coupled-
oscillators. Considering the same scenario with electromagnetic waves leads to

21 Bohr remarks after this quote: “The discussions [among Einstein, Ehrenfest, and Bohr in
Solvay, 1927], however, centered on the question of whether the quantum-mechanical descrip-
tion exhausted the possibilities of accouting for observable phenomena or, as Enstein maintained,
the analysis could be carried further and, especially, of whether a fuller description of the phe-
nomena could be obtained by bringing into consideration the detailed balance of energy and
momentum in individual processes.” [17, p. 213f] We turn to the question about physical theo-
ries offering an exhaustive description in Section 8.

22Note the symmetry: ¬qA! qB if and only if ¬qB ! qA.
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statements about intensities at different positions on the screen: The relation
between “the intensity at A” and “the intensity at B” is generally not character-
ized by exclusivity or orthogonality. The relation can also be regarded as the
spatio-temporal integrity of the system: If the detection on the screen is a mea-
surement performed on single particles—i.e., yields a statement about that single
particle—, then orthogonality allows to still refer to a single particle.23

We encounter the incommensurability of definite measurement results and
unitary evolution of isolated systems that characterizes the measurement prob-
lem. Landau and Lifshitz, thus, conclude that quantum mechanics necessarily
relies on classical mechanics.24

Thus quantum mechanics occupies a very unusual place among phys-
ical theories: it contains classical mechanics as a limiting case, yet
at the same time it requires this limiting case for its own formula-
tion. [74, §1, p. 3]

quantum states
superposition/linearity

classical (mechanics|information)
definite results

apparatus

A measurement is characterized in Ref. [74] as the interaction between the quan-
tum system and the “classical object” referred to as the apparatus.25 This classical-
quantum dualism comes with problems:26 For instance, the question where to

23This is weaker than to require a general criterion for the identity of the particle, by, e.g.,
spatio-temporal continuity. Here, we merely consider speaking meaningfully about one particle.
We return to this discussion in Section 11.2.

24Also other “classical theories” can be placed here. The term “classical information” has been
used to represent the orthogonality of measurement results. The inverse conclusion, that there
must exist “quantum information,” is questionable. Note also that requiring the orthogonality
does not imply the necessity for classical mechanics on our side of the border.

25“In this connection the ‘classical object’ is usually called apparatus, and its interaction with
the electron is spoken of as measurement. However, it must be emphasised that we are here not
discussing a process of measurement in which the physicist-observer takes part. By measurement,
in quantum mechanics, we understand any process of interaction between classical and quantum
objects, occuring apart from and independently of any observer. The importance of the concept
of measurement in quantum mechanics was elucidated by N. Bohr.” [74, §1, p. 2]

26These problems parallel general concerns about dualisms as uttered by, e.g., Quine and
Davidson [47].
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draw the line between the two realms remains unclear. If all observers must
find themselves on the classical side of the line, then who or what counts as an
observer? Bell puts this ironically as follows:27

It would seem that the theory is exclusively concerned about ‘results
of measurement’, and has nothing to say about anything else. What
exactly qualifies some physical systems to play the role of ‘measurer’?
Was the wavefunction of the world waiting to jump for thousands
of millions of years until a single-celled living creature appeared?
Or did it have to wait a little longer, for some better qualified sys-
tem . . . with a Ph. D.? If the theory is to apply to anything but highly
idealised laboratory operations, are we not obliged to admit that
more or less ‘measurement-like’ processes are going on more or less
all the time, more or less everywhere? Do we not have jumping then
all the time? [9, p. 216]

The quote highlights another aspect that often goes with the divide into two
worlds: the ontologization28 of the state-assignment rule (see Section 5). Where
the quantum and the classical world meet—in the interaction that goes with a
measurement—, the unitary evolution of an isolated system is interrupted and
the observed system “collapses” or “jumps” into the state associated with the
measurement result. This is then turned around in the context of the Wigner’s-
friend experiment (see Section 6.2): For a definite result to occur, the observed
system must collapse into the respective state.

6.2 Wigner’s friend

After having introduced concepts of quantum mechanics in Section 5, we now
introduce the Wigner’s-friend experiment mentioned in (P2). First we recapit-
ulate the experiment in its usual wording—employing references to states. Af-
terwards, we reframe it in terms of measurements—i.e., more in line with the
above developed perspective onto quantum mechanics.

27Despite the ironic tone, note that “applying to idealised laboratory operations” is not some
complement of “saying something about the ‘wavefunction of the world’ ” which, then, leads us to
expect “jumping everywhere.” We return to descriptions of “the state of the world” in Section 9.

28With ontology we refer to what one holds to be the basic building blocks of reality—the
basic furniture of the world. Consequently, with the ontologization of the “collapse,” the latter
becomes a primitive building block of quantum mechanics.
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Figure 1. The Wigner’s-friend experiment.

6.2.1 The traditional account

Employing references to states, the setup of the Wigner’s-friend experiment is
described as follows: A source emits a system in a state

|�i=
|0i+ |1i
p

2
2HS .

This state is then measured by an observer, called Wigner’s friend, and mod-
elled by a quantum system with Hilbert spaceHF , in the basis {|0i, |1i}. Finally,
Wigner himself measures the joint systemHS ⌦HF in a basis

ß
|0iS|0iF + |1iS|1iF

p
2

,
|0iS|0iF � |1iS|1iF

p
2

, . . .
™

.

Within Everett’s relative-state formalism Q of quantum mechanics [30]29, the joint
systemHS ⌦HF after the friend’s measurement is in a state

V (|�iS) =
1
p

2

�
V (|0iS) + V (|1iS)

�

=
1
p

2

�
|0iS ⌦ |0iF + |1iS ⌦ |1iF

�
,

where V is the isometry modelling the measurement of the friend [7]. Thus,
Wigner’s final measurement yields the eigenvalue, corresponding to the first basis
vector with probability one.

Within Q it seems, however, unclear, how we end up observing “definite re-
sults.” How are we to make sense of the superposition state

1
p

2

�
|0iS ⌦ |0iF + |1iS ⌦ |1iF

�

29Here, we do not refer to the many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics. We want to
emphasize not to confuse the formalism with an interpretation [8].
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if it corresponds to a measurement that yields either the result “0” or the result
“1”? Recall the state assignment rule: Assuming that in a measurement we ob-
tain a result corresponding to a one-dimensional projector | ih | on the Hilbert
space associated with the observed system, we assign the normalized vector | i
as the state of that system. This is usually put as “the state of the system collapses
to | i.” In this regard, Wigner’s friend can apply a formalism QC assigning the
state |0i or |1i to the system S depending on the result of his measurement. Note,
however, that QC introduces a collapse merely for the system under consideration.
Thus, if Wigner applies QC , he assigns a state to the joint system S⌦ F following
his measurement. For Wigner, the friend’s measurement does not induce a col-
lapse. In other words: A measurement inducing a collapse in QC is an interaction
of the system under consideration and its environment. Wigner and his friend
consider different systems. For Wigner, the friend’s interaction with S is not a
measurement in this sense. Therefore, QC yields predictions about the outcome
of Wigner’s final measurement identical to those of Q. But we still lack an “expla-
nation” for the friend obtaining a definite result in his measurement performed
on S.

To account for the idea that measurements (generally) yield definite results,
let us consider a third formalism with an objective collapse: In QOC , the joint sys-
tem HS ⌦HF collapses after the interaction modelled by the isometry V above,
conditioned on the obtained result. Importantly, this collapse is happening inde-
pendently of the observer, not merely subjectively—that is, it has to be consid-
ered also by Wigner (similarly to “GRW” [43]). For Wigner, who does not know
the result of the friend’s measurement, the entangled state V (|�i) collapses to a
mixture

⇢ =
1
2
(|0, 0ih0, 0|+ |1, 1ih1, 1|) , (5)

and Wigner measures either of the two first vectors in the basis above with equal
probability.

So, the question is: Does the interaction between S and F induce a collapse as
modelled in QOC despite S⌦ F being isolated—thus, evolving unitarily according
to Q and QC? Combining idea of “S interacting with F” and “the friend obtaining
a definite result about S” in the term measurement leaves us with an unclarity,
or even a contradiction:30 Following the former notion of a measurement, we

30Wigner already remarked on the imprecise use of terms: “Most importantly, he [the quantum
theorist] has appropriated the word ‘measurement’ and used it to characterize a special type of
interaction by means of which information can be obtained on the state of a definite object. [. . . ]
On the other hand, since he is unable to follow the path of the information until it enters his, or
the observer’s, mind, he considers the measurement completed as soon as a statistical relation has
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conclude that quantum mechanics leads us to apply either Q or QC , with equal
predictions. Following the later notion of a measurement, we might conclude
that quantum mechanics leads us to apply QOC leaving us with different contra-
dictions. If the Wigner’s-friend setup can be realized, then it allows to empirically
test this question and decide between the formalisms QOC from Q and QC .

Note, however, that the predictions of Q and QOC match as soon as Wigner
gets to know the result of the friend’s measurement, by either measuring the
joint system in a basis {|0iS|0iF , |1iS|1iF , . . .}, or S in a basis {|0iS, |1iS}, or F in
a basis {|0iF , |1iF}. The problem merely occurs if we insinuate that the friend
obtained a definite result without actually knowing it. So, can we establish that
a measurement has happened without revealing the result? One might assume
that the friend’s memory was in an initial state |�i orthogonal to both |0i and |1i
and there was a unitary operator U with

U : HM ⌦HS !HM ⌦HS

|�i ⌦ |ki 7! |ki ⌦ |ki 8k = 1, 0.

for an orthonormal basis {|ki}k. Then, a POVM could determine whether the
memory was still in the initial state or not without revealing the actual result. If
we were to build a consistent and universal theory, then any other unitary of the
same form as U should qualify as a “measurement.” And any such unitary should
induce a collapse if we were to apply QOC . So far, however, an isolated system
showing a collapse has not been observed31, while we assume that unitaries of the
form U have been experimentally investigated. Note that if there had been an
observation of an isolated system showing a collapse, we would have regarded
quantum mechanics generally in trouble, rather than as evidence for QOC . So, if

been established between the quantity to be measured and the state of some idealized apparatus.
He would do well to emphasize his rather specialized use of the word ‘measurement’ .” [127]
Later, Bell suggested to remove the term measurement altogether: “[T]he word [‘measurement’]
comes loaded with meaning from everyday life, meaning which is entirely inappropriate in the
quantum context. When it is said that something is ‘measured’ it is difficult not to think of the
result as referring to some pre-existing property of the object in question. [. . . ] When one forgets
the role of the apparatus, as the word ‘measurement’ makes all too likely, one despairs of ordinary
logic — hence ‘quantum logic’. When one remembers the role of the apparatus, ordinary logic is
just fine. [. . . ] [T]he word [‘measurement’] has had such a damaging effect on the discussion,
that I think it should now be banned altogether in quantum mechanics.” [9, p. 216] While
Bell, in some sense, points already into the direction we are headed in Section 7, we suggest to
remove neither the term “measurement” nor the burden to “say something about the results of
measurements.”

31More precisely, when we have observed a non-unitary evolution we commonly assume that
the system was not properly isolated rather than “a measurement occurred inside.”
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one is to assume a general flag for the occurrence of a measurement, then the
question whether Q or QOC applies seems to have been decided in favor of Q
(or, equivalently, QC). This illustrates that characterizing a measurement by the
form of an associated U is not sufficient. However, the flag in combination with
a measurement insuring the initial state |�i merely exhibits this form of U .

The flag is yet another formal way to say that “a measurement occurred”32

that per se also applies to situations that have been experimentally tested. Either
we take the results from these tests as evidence for deciding the measurement
problem, or we impose further requirements on our notion of “a measurement
occurred.” If we build on the intuition that low-dimensional quantum systems
do not qualify as observers, we are lead back to the dualistic picture discussed
in Section 6.1. We return to the idea that there is a realm of sufficiently qual-
ified observers protected against the perils of contextuality who may establish
“objective facts” and a realm of proper quantum systems. Note that we are lead
to these considerations merely by starting off with the idea of an “isolated ob-
server.” Usually we interact and communicate measurement results. Isolated
observers in the sense of Wigner’s friend are not part of our experience. Thus,
the assumption of the existence of such a realm might rather reflect the hope for
objective facts—facts without the need of being discursively established.

Let us pursue the idea for a criterion that qualifies observers: If we did ob-
serve an isolated proper quantum system showing a collapse, then how could we
be sure that we did not actually look at a qualified observer? Would quantum
mechanics be falsified if it did not follow our criterion for qualifying an observer?
Or is nature just telling us that our criterion is off? Conversely, if a flag qualified
an interaction within an isolated system as a measurement, should we not ob-
serve a collapse in order to be convinced of the flag working properly? So, either
we insinuate the flag simply works according to our notion of which systems
qualify as observers. Or we must assume the existence of a realm where QOC

applies—where we can actually test our flag—, and the measurement problem

32Note here Footnote 82.
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is decided—by the existence of a realm where QOC applies.33

Friend performs a measurement/obtains a definite result.

Flag detects the occurrence of a measurement.

MP is open. MP is decided.

as
su

m
pt

io
n

em
p.evidence

The measurement problem is already the question whether there can be experi-
mental evidence for a criterion that qualifies observers.

It seems that the measurement problem is either already decided or it cannot
shake off substantial assumptions. Whether the assumption that a flag detects
the occurrence of a measurement is less of a commitment than the assumption
that the friend obtained a definite result is surely debatable. And so is the need
for the flag in the first place. It is tempting to regard the Wigner’s-friend setup
merely as interesting as an isolated system showing a collapse—irrespective of
what is supposed to happen inside that system. The measurement problem at-
tracts, however, attention as the commotion about [36, 37] illustrates. In this re-
gard, these doubts are only first steps of a critical examination.34 What remains
from these considerations is that we might have to move from the question what
the measurement tells us about quantum mechanics to the question what the
measurement problems tells us about our ways of doing physics.

6.2.2 An alternative account

In this section, we present an alternative account of the Wigner’s-friend exper-
iment that is more aligned with the above established perspective on quantum
mechanics. Wigner ensures that the friend is ready to perform a measurement by
means of a measurement M F

W .35 He then prepares a system S with an initial mea-
surement MS

W and sends it to his friend. The friend performs a measurement MS
F

33The following figure does not distinguish between available empirical evidence and the pos-
sibility of empirical evidence.

34The motivation for this work is an observation about a discourse, rather than a somewhat
“real” problem—even though such a distinction stems from a philosophic position we do not
support.

35Subsequently, we adopt the following notation: The symbol MS
O denotes a measurement

performed by the observer O on the system S. Note that we refer to an observer O by a capital
letter: In this regard, O is just another system and, thus, can be measured, too. If we refer to
measurements on joint systems S ⌦ P, we abbreviate MS⌦P

O by MSP
O .
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on S. The joint system S ⌦ F remains however isolated, and, therefore, evolves
unitarily. Finally, Wigner performs the measurement MSF

W on the joint system.

S

F

MS
W MS

F

M F
W

MSF
W

unitary evolution/isolated system

Commonly, the measurement MS
W is replaced by a phrase of the sort “Wigner

prepares a system in a state � 2 H .” We grant Wigner the ability to choose
whether to send the system S to the friend or not conditioned on the result of
his measurement. Further, we allow for measurements such that eigenvalues to
projectors orthogonal to |�ih�| are different from the eigenvalue � associated
with �. Thus, when “Wigner prepares S in a state �,” he merely sends S to his
friend if the measurement MS

W yields the result �. Similarly, the statement “The
friend is ready to perform his measurement.” means that Wigner knows that
“the friend is ready.” If Wigner aims to describe his friend by means of quan-
tum mechanics, then he gets to know that “the friend is ready” by performing a
measurement M F

W .
The measurement problem in this setup amounts to the following: Quan-

tum mechanics ostensibly allows for two different descriptions of the friend’s
measurement. For suitably chosen measurements, these result in different pre-
dictions for the probability distribution of Wigner’s final measurement MSF

W . If we
ascribe one of these descriptions to the friend, and the other to Wigner, then we
conclude that they disagree on the predictions for Wigner’s final measurement.
Straight solutions36 to the measurement problem consist of restricting quantum
mechanics as to not apply to measuring observers, to preclude the system F to
be isolated, to choose one of the available descriptions as the correct one, or to
embrace the predictions of quantum mechanics as subjective.

36A straight solutions consists of “pointing out to the silly sceptic a hidden fact he over-
looked” [71, p. 69], i.e., that (at least) one of the assumptions is unwarranted.
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Ladders

In Section 7, we widen the perspective, and examine what characterizes theories
that are troubled by a measurement problem. This leads us to an epistemological
reflection on the measurement problem. In Section 8, we look more closely at
the use of words in the usual framing of the quantum measurement problem.
Reflections on the nature of language expose and challenge the assumption of
an exhaustive language necessary to the contradiction in the measurement prob-
lem.

7 Measuring Measuring
Epistemological Concerns

The measurement problem is not so much a peculiarity—or defect—of quantum
mechanics. Instead, we argue that it appears in theories that (a) account for in-
teractions so that they are empirically significant, (b) require that an observation
necessarily goes with such an interaction, (c) are falsifiable, and (d) in which ex-
perimental results have a minimal stability. The first two requirements render
an observation itself empirically traceable. They are combined in the interaction
assumption:

(IntA) Interactions are empirically traceable. An observation necessitates such an
interaction.

The last requirement (d) is a generalization of Popper’s characterization of physics
being concerned with reproducible effects to the demand that asking the same
question twice will yield the same answer:

(ISys) There exist conditions under which two equivalent, subsequent measure-
ments performed on the same system yield the same answer. These condi-
tions are independent of the questions asked.

A system satisfying these conditions will be called isolated.

35
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7.1 Describing systems
In order to discuss the consequences of the interaction assumption for theories
beyond quantum mechanics, we need to conceptualize physical theories more
generally. Popper states in Ref. [92] that the “scientifically meaningful physi-
cal effect” is characterized by being reproducible—regularly and by anybody who
builds the experiment according to the instructions.37 To capture this notion for-
mally, we assume a set of questions Q. In an experiment, we inquire about a
question. If the answer obtained in the experiment differs from the one associ-
ated by the theory, then the theory can be considered falsified.

We assume the elements in Q to carry a “time-stamp,” i.e., there is an order
relation on Q. If a measurement corresponding to ↵ is performed before another
one � , then ↵ <t � . Therefore, any two inquiries about questions correspond
to different elements in Q—even if the experimenter inquires “about the same
question twice.” In other words: With the set Q we are able to resolve and order
different inquiries.

Let us consider, for example, a Stern-Gerlach experiment [42]. In order to
distinguish the inquiries, we number both the runs and the measurements in
each run. The set of questions is then Qst = {(q, i, j) | q 2 Q, i, j 2 N+} where
elements in Q represent different measurement bases.

↵i,1 ↵i,2i’th run

Elements in Qst with coinciding first indices are questions referring to the identi-
cal system. The second index, in turn, distinguishes and orders the measurement
within a given run.

A theory associates answers—or measurement results—from a set A to the
questions in Q. Thus, a theory refers to ordered pairs (↵,⌧) 2 Q ⇥ A. For the
set of questions to allow for reproducible effects, we assume an equivalence rela-
tion ⇠ on Q. We say that an effect (↵1,⌧1) is reproduced by a pair (↵2,⌧2) if and
only if ↵1 ⇠ ↵2 and ⌧1 = ⌧2.38 In the example of the Stern-Gerlach experiment
above, this allows to reproduce effects within the same run, and across different
runs. In order to distinguish these two cases, we introduce a second equivalence
relation ⇠s on Q that associates questions referring to the same run or the iden-
tical system. For convenience, we denote the equivalence relation formed by the

37“Der wissenschaftlich belangvolle physikalische Effekt kann ja geradezu dadurch definiert
werden, daß er sich regelmäßig und von jedem reproduzieren läßt, der die Versuchsanordnung
nach Vorschrift aufbaut.” [92, §I.8]

38The quotient set Q/⇠ is denoted by Q and its elements by Latin letters.
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intersection of the two equivalence relations introduced before by ⌘. Then, two
questions ↵1 ⌘ ↵2 refer to the identical system and are associated to the same
effect.

Q⇥Q

⇠ ⇠
s

⌘
Associated with
the same effect

Reference to the
identical system

The equivalence on the left-hand side, ⇠, is categorically different from the on
the right hand side,⇠s—as we discuss in detail in Section 11.4: The former com-
pares statements that are assigned truth values, i.e., a relation or a proposition
from, e.g., propositional or predicate logic. The latter compares references from,
e.g., some object theory (see Section 11.4.5). Even though, we do not elaborate
on entailing problems in this section, we add a word of warning: The derived
equivalence relation ⌘ is deep in the quagmire.

If we return to the example of a Stern-Gerlach experiment with a set of ques-
tions

Q= {(A, i, j) | A2 End(C2), A† = A, i 2 N+, j 2 N+} ,

the situation looks as follows where questions are denoted by their measurement
basis:

run 1 ↵1,1 ↵1,2

run 2 ↵2,1 ↵2,2
⇠

⌘

⇠
s

7.2 An interacting system

Following the Interaction Assumption, we assume that there is a correspondence
between interactions and observations. Any observation goes with a necessary
interaction, but also every interaction corresponds to a question inquired about.
Imagine now there is an equivalence class qint 2 Q that represents the question
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“Did the system interact with its environment?” In light of the Interaction As-
sumption, inquiring about a question ⇠i 2 qint necessitates an interaction as well.
Let us consider a system under the condition specified in (ISys).

⇠1 ⇠2 ⇠3

⌧1 ⌧2 ⌧3

(6)

Independent of whether the inquiry about ⇠2 occurred or not, the answers are
equal, ⌧1 = ⌧3 (= ⌧2). Thus, the interaction associated with ⌧2 does not make a
difference: If the answers to ⇠1 let us conclude that the system interacted before,
then it does so also after when inquiring about ⇠3; and similarly if the answer let
us conclude that it did not interact. Whether or not the interaction corresponding
to ⇠2 occurred: The answers to questions in qint remain the same. Thus, the
interaction assumption cannot be realized by a single inquiry about questions
in a special equivalence class in Q. Yet, we can establish within Q whether an
interaction occurred by how questions relate to one another. In particular, if we
aim to position the characteristic “having interacted” dichotomously to “being
isolated” as described in (ISys), then the former characteristic is expected to be
relational as is the latter. To proceed in characterizing this relation, we need to
conceptualize how a theory refers to effects.

7.3 Deterministic theories

In a first step, we assume that a theory associates deterministically answers to
questions—or better sets of answers to sets of questions given that the theory
has relationally realize the Interaction Assumption (IntA). This takes a theory as
a map

P (Q)!P (Q⇥A)

that associates to any set of time-ordered questions Q ⇢Q a set of effects {(⇠,⌧) |
⇠ 2 Q,⌧ 2 A}. By the assumption (ISys), there are conditions for any system,
so that any inquiry about subsequent equivalent questions ⇠i 2 q yield the same
answer:

“the system”

⇠1 ⇠2

⌧1 ⌧2 = ⌧1

⌘
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By transitivity, this does not change we there is an intermediate inquiry about
another equivalent question ⇠0 2 q:

⇠1 ⇠0 ⇠2

⌧1 ⌧0 ⌧2

If, however, the intermediate question ⌘ is not in q, then, in order to sat-
isfy (IntA), the conditions of (ISys) cannot be satisfied anymore: For a given ⌘
there must exist an equivalence class q such that the answer to questions ⇠1,⇠2 2

q with ⇠1 <t ⌘ <t ⇠2 trace the interaction associated with the inquiry about ⌘:

⇠1 ⌘ ⇠2

⌧1 ⌧ ⌧2 6= ⌧1

⌘

Let us consider successive inquiries about three questions ⇠1,⇠2,⇠3 2 q in-
terrupted by intermediary questions ⌘1,⌘1 2 p 6= q such that the questions in q
detect interactions associated with questions in p:

⇠1 ⌘1 ⇠2 ⌘2 ⇠3

⌧1 ⌧0 ⌧2 6= ⌧1 ⌧00 ⌧3 6= ⌧2

⌘ ⌘

Say we inquired about the first question ⇠1 and obtained an answer ⌧1. Any
inquiry about a question ⌘1 with ⌘1 6⇠ ⇠1 alters the answer to questions ⇠2 ⌘ ⇠1.
If there is a binary set of answers, A = {t,f}, then answer ⌧2 is ¬⌧1 (“not ⌧1”).
With the same reasoning, we obtain that ⌧3 = ¬⌧2, and, thus

⌧3 = ¬⌧2 = ¬(¬⌧1) = ⌧1 .

The answers ⌧1 = ⌧3 to the questions ⇠1 ⌘ ⇠3 fail to detect the interactions
represented by ⌘1 and ⌘2. By the pigeon-hole principle, this extends to any finite
set of answers. We arrive at an inconsistent triad: A theory cannot

(a) satisfy the interaction assumption,
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(b) have sets of answers A and questions Q, such that |A|<1, |A|< |Q|, and

(c) be deterministic.

In order to go ahead, we leave behind the last assumption and turn to probabilis-
tic theories. At the same time, we tighten the second assumption and, henceforth,
reduce A to the binary set {t,f}.39

7.4 Probabilistic theories
Following the example of Gleason’s theorem [46], we examine probabilistic the-
ories. Note that the equivalence relation ⇠s introduced in Section 7.1 allows to
resolve different runs of an experiment, i.e., repetitions of the same experiment.
To accommodate a notion of probability, we drop the reference to different runs
within Q. Elements in Q thus refer to the identical system rendering ⇠s and ⌘
obsolete.40 Different runs yield the statistical evidence for the assigned probabil-
ities. This step is surely loaded with an interpretational baggage [55] that awaits
further exploration.

To the end of examining probabilistic theories, we take theories to be a map

P (Q⌦A)! [0, 1]

that assigns a set of time-ordered events a probability

P
�
(↵1,⌧1), (↵2,⌧2), . . .

�

with ↵i 2Q,↵l <t ↵l+1,⌧i 2 {t,f} .

Then, the requirement (ISys) that consecutive equivalent questions

↵⇠ � , ↵<t � , ↵,� 2Q

yield equal answers A, B 2 {t,f} translates to

P(A= B) = P(A= 1, B = 1) + P(A= 0, B = 0) = 1 .

Let us consider the possibility that the probability derives from a unary func-
tion

µ : Q! [0,1]
39Constraining ourselves to binary answers allows to regard the elements in Q as propositions

with truth values. Conversely, one might consider the cases of A with cardinality three with three-
valued logic [69, 101], and, beyond that, with many-valued logic.

40Reference to the identical system, however, remains a challenge for the measurement prob-
lem, as we discuss in Section 7.9.
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such that µ(↵) is the probability for the answer to ↵ being t. From the above
formulation of (ISys), it follows that

P(A= B) = µ(↵)µ(�) + (1�µ(↵))(1�µ(�)) = 1

which is the case if and only if µ(↵) = µ(�) = 0 or µ(↵) = µ(�) = 1. Thus,
the function µ : Q! {0, 1} takes merely two values, and is constant within an
equivalence class a 2 Q. Therefore, there is an induced function µ0 :Q ! {0, 1}.
An immediate consequence is that if the question qint from above is an element
in Q, then inquiring about the question “whether the system interacted” yields
either always t or always f, independently of inquiries about any other question.
This is a contradiction with (IntA). A theory satisfying both (IntA) and (ISys)
cannot allow for an assignment of probabilities to elements in Q independent
of inquiries about other, non-equivalent questions: The theory is contextual [70,
61].

To ensure a minimal detectability of inquiries and their corresponding inter-
actions, we are lead to assume the following, similar to Heisenberg uncertainty:
For any ↵ 2Q there exist equivalent �1 ⇠ �2,�1 <t ↵<t �2 such that

P(B1 6= B2) =
X

A,B

P(B, A,¬B)� ✏ (7)

for some ✏> 0.

7.5 Lattice structures
So far, the set of questions Q has not been particularly structured. Let us now
consider the situation described above in terms of lattices, as introduced in Ap-
pendix 1. In order to endow Q with more structure, let us consider the condi-
tional, i.e., ↵! � , defined as follows:

If the inquiry about ↵ yields t, then a subsequent inquiry about � >t

↵ yields t.

The conditional onQ induces an order relation on the set of equivalence classes, a <
b for a, b 2 Q, if verifying the order relation does not break the equivalence: If
we inquire about consecutive questions

↵<t � <t ↵
0 <t �

0, with ↵! � , ↵⇠ ↵0, � ⇠ � 0,

then we assume to still obtain equal answers for ↵ and ↵0, as well as for � and � 0.
Thus, we demand that the sublattice generated by {a,¬a, b,¬b} is distributive
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if a < b. If there exist elements 0 and 1 such that a ^ ¬a = 0 and a _ ¬a = 1
for all a 2 Q, then the above sublattice requirement renders the complement
defined above order-reversing and leaves us with an orthocomplemented lattice
of classes of equivalent questions (Q,<).41 To ensure the distributivity of the
sublattice defined above, we require the lattice to be orthomodular, i.e., to satisfy
the following:

If a < b, then a ^ (¬a _ b) = b .

We now turn to the question how to ensure the interaction assumption (IntA)
given that theQ forms an orthomodular lattice. As done above, we can examine
a potential equivalence class qint 2 Q corresponding to asking “whether the sys-
tem interacted.” If we inquire consecutively about ↵<t � with � 2 qint, then we
expect � to yield t independent of the result of the inquiry about ↵. This should
also hold for ¬↵. It follows that qint > ↵_¬↵, and, therefore, qint = 1. Thus, the
interaction assumption cannot be realized by a single inquiry about questions in
a special equivalence class in Q.

As done in Section 7.2, we can establish within Q whether an interaction
occurred by how questions relate to one another. In particular, if we aim to posi-
tion the characteristic “having interacted” dichotomously to “being isolated” as
described in (ISys), then the former characteristic is expected to be relational as is
the latter. Following this path, we demand that equivalent questions �,�0 2 qint

inquired about before and after an interaction corresponding to an inquiry about
a question ↵ 2 a with � <t ↵ <t �

0 do not necessarily yield the same answer
independent of what the result of the inquiry about ↵ is. For the equivalence
classes this entails42

(qint ^ a)_ (qint ^¬a) 6= qint . (8)

That is, qint is incompatible with a. Equivalently, the sublattice generated by qint

and a is not distributive (see Appendix). As compatibility in an orthomodular
lattice is symmetric, the interaction corresponding to inquiries about questions
in qint can be traced inversely with inquiries about questions in a.

41If a < b, then
b ^¬a = (a _ b)^¬a = (a ^¬a)_ (b ^¬a)

by distributivity. With a ^¬a = b ^¬b,

b ^¬a = (b ^¬b)_ (b ^¬a) = b ^ (¬a _¬b) ,

thus, ¬a > ¬b.
42Imagine inquiring about � <t ↵ <t ↵

0 <t �
0 where �,�0 2 qint,↵ 2 a,↵0 2 ¬a. Then, � 6!

�0. The same is the case for �,�0 2 ¬qint.
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To ensure that all elements in Q correspond to traceable interactions, we re-
quire that in the orthomodular latticeQ, the sublatticeZ of elements compatible
with all other elements in the lattice, called the center, contains merely 1 and 0.
The requirement forQ to form an orthomodular lattice with trivial center is suf-
ficient to satisfy the interaction assumption.

This links to the considerations in Section 7.4: What probability distributions
can be assigned to an orthomodular lattice? Let us assume that Q forms such a
lattice and that µ0 : Q! [0,1] is a function that satisfies

µ0(0) = 0 , µ0(1) = 1 ;

if a, b are compatible, then

µ0(a) +µ0(b) = µ0(a ^ b) +µ0(a _ b) ;
if µ0(ai) = 1 then µ0

�
^i ai

�
= 1 .

If we impose (ISys), then, with the same reasoning as above, µ0 is a dispersion-
free state [66]. From Theorem I in Ref. [66] and Theorem 1 in Ref. [50], it
follows that if there exists a dispersion-free state on Q then the center Z is not
trivial. Again, we conclude: If we require (IntA) and (ISys), then any assignment
of probabilities to elements in Q must be contextual.

7.6 Isolated systems
After the discussion in Section 7.2, we are now able to explicate the notion of an
isolated system consistent with the two assumptions (ISys) and (IntA): A system is
isolated if and only if inquiries about any two equivalent questions ↵⇠ � ,↵,� 2Q
yield equal answers with certainty.

To empirically verify whether a system is isolated—at least for the time be-
tween two inquiries—, one inquires about any two equivalent questions and
compares the thus obtained answers. If the answers differ, then the inquiries
detect an intermediate inquiry about a non-compatible question, and the system
is not isolated. While the equality of the answers is necessary, it is, however, not
sufficient for the system to be isolated.

This empirical test is an essential ingredient in a key-distribution protocol
like [13]. Inversely, any theory satisfying the assumptions (IntA) and (ISys) al-
lows for a similar protocol.

Note the interdependence of the equivalence relation and the notion of a sys-
tem being isolated: If a system is isolated, then we can empirically verify the
equivalence relation. For a system with an equivalence relation, we can empir-
ically verify whether it is isolated. Conversely, we cannot say whether a system
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is isolated without a pre-established equivalence relation, and, vice versa, we
cannot verify the equivalence relation without the system being isolated.

7.7 Interactions within a joint system

We now turn to interactions within an isolated system, i.e., between different
parts of a joint system. Two systems, S1 and S2, together can again be regarded
as one system assuming that the ability to refer to S1 and S2 suffices to refer to
the corresponding combined system. The joint system consisting of S1 and S2 is
denoted S1 ⇥ S2.

What does it mean for the two systems to interact? Along the above cor-
respondence between interactions and measurements, we can put this into an-
other perspective: One can think of S2 as a friendly experimenter measuring S1,
inspired by the Wigner’s-friend experiment [127, 24, 126].

S1

S2

Sc = S1 ⇥ S2

·

·

·

·

Let us, for now, merely consider S1: Before and after our friend inquires about
a non-trivial ↵ 2 Q1 we inquire about two equivalent �1 ⇠ �2 that belong to an
equivalence class incompatible to the one represented by ↵, i.e., �1,�2 2 b 6= a.43

�1

·

�2

·

↵

The joint system S1⇥S2 is however isolated. Thus, the equivalence classes of the
joint system are not induced by the subsystems if they interact: Despite, �1 ⇠ �2

in Q1, (�1, 1) 6⇠ (�2, 1) in Qc. The interaction between the subsystems shows in the
equivalence classes of the joint system.

43Here, it is irrelevant whether a and b are incompatible in the sense that they satisfy the
Heisenberg uncertainty 7 or, if Q forms an orthomodular lattice, the elements are incompatible
in the sense established for lattices.
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We are confronted by the measurement problem: As established in Section 7.6,
to empirically verify an equivalence relation for questions, we must take a cor-
responding system to be isolated and inquire about any questions in any of the
equivalence classes. This includes questions incompatible with the equivalence
class that allows to retrieve the measurement result from the friend. By the Interac-
tion Assumption (IntA), this incompatible equivalence class must exist. In other
words: We cannot at the same time empirically test whether the system interacted,
and know about the result of the measurement.44

7.7.1 Lattice considerations

We now turn to interactions within an isolated system, i.e., between different
parts of a joint system, in terms of lattices as introduced in Appendix 1. Two
systems, S1 and S2, together can again be regarded as one system assuming that
the ability to refer to S1 and S2 suffices to refer to the corresponding combined
system. The joint system consisting of S1 and S2 is denoted S1 ⇥ S2.

In Ref. [91], Piron shows that an orthomodular lattice has a trivial center if
and only if it is irreducible, i.e., the lattice cannot be written as a direct union,
defined as follows: The direct product of orthocomplemented lattices Li with i 2
I , forms another orthocomplemented lattice Lp with the order relation

x > y, x , y 2 Lp
, xi > yi 8i 2 I

and the orthocomplementation

¬x = (¬x1, . . . ,¬xi, . . .) .

It follows from (IntA) that the lattice Qc cannot be the direct product of lat-
tices Q1 and Q2.

We imagine S2 to be a friendly experimenter measuring S1, inspired by the
Wigner’s-friend experiment [127, 24, 126]. Let us, for now, merely consider S1:
Before and after our friend inquires about a non-trivial ↵ 2Q1 we inquire about
two equivalent ↵0 ⇠ ↵00 that belong to an equivalence class incompatible to the
one represented by ↵. The joint system S1 ⇥ S2 is however isolated. Thus, the
equivalence classes of the joint system are not induced by the subsystems if they
interact: Despite, ↵0 ⇠ ↵00 in Q1, (↵0, 1) 6⇠ (↵00, 1) in Qc. The interaction between
the subsystems shows in the equivalence classes of the joint system.

Let us characterize the friend’s inquiry about a non-trivial ↵ 2 a 2 Q1, more
specifically, as follows:

44For an explication of the problem in terms of lattices, see [57].
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If (↵1,�) <t (↵2,�) 2 Qc with ↵i,↵ 2 a 2 Q1, then ↵1 $ ↵2

and ↵1$ � , for some �.

A measurement effects an implication that reaches across systems.45 It is a case not
accounted for in a product lattice. In particular, the measurement establishes
the equivalence between (�,↵1) and (� ,↵2) in Qc while � and � might not
be equivalent in Q2. Let us denote m 2 Qc the equivalence class of (�,↵1)
and (� ,↵2). The characterizations also implies: (a, 1) and (a, 0) are equivalence
classes in Qc with (a, 0) < m < (a, 1). In particular, the equivalence class n 2
Qc represented by (�,↵01) is incompatible with (a, 0) and (a, 1) if a0 2 Q1 is
incompatible with a 2 Q1.46 Therefore, also n and m are incompatible.

To empirically test whether the two subsystems S1 and S2 interact with one
another, one empirically tests the equivalence relation on Qc by inquiring about
questions in the same equivalence class and verifying that their answers match.
That is, we test whether the joint system is isolated under this equivalence rela-
tion (see Section 7.6) and, therefore, whether equivalent questions yield same
answers, independent of the choice of the equivalence class. Imagine, we initially
inquired about a question in n. To verify that Sc is isolated, and, thus, the two
subsystems interacted, we inquire about a later element in n. By the incompati-
bility of n and (a, 1), we cannot at the same time empirically test whether the system
interacted, and know about the result of the measurement.

We encounter the measurement problem: We cannot meaningfully—i.e., with
the suitable empirical support—speak of the measurement as an interaction be-
tween two systems, while maintaining the idea of the measurement yielding def-
inite results.

45To illustrate this characterization, we resort to the relative-state formalism [30] of quantum
mechanics (see Section 5.5.2). The unitary describing a measurement is characterized by the
following effect: If an observer performs a measurement ⇧� 2 P(HS) on S, the observer is
initially attested to be in a “ready-state,” and S is prepared in a state � 2HS , then the observer
ends up in a state  2 HO of “having obtained the correct result.” If an observer performs a
measurement ⇧� 2P(HS) on S, the observer is initially attested to be in a “ready-state,” and S
is prepared in a state �? 2 HS orthogonal to �, then the observer ends up in a state  ? 2 HO
orthogonal to  .

46See Lemma 1 in Appendix 1. In quantum mechanics, this corresponds to preparing a super-
position state with respect to the friend’s measurement basis.
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7.8 Problems
In the above account of the measurement problem, the notions of equivalent
questions, isolated systems, and interacting systems are strongly interdependent.

isol. system

equiv. questions interact. system

measurement

To establish what the measurement problem consists of, we have to posit that a
system is isolated. This assumption, in turn, can merely be empirically grounded
if we posit an equivalence relation for the questions the system can be inquired
about. If we now place the notion of a measurement in this context, together with
the assumption that a measurement yields a definite result, then we can rephrase
the measurement problem as: An isolated system is supposed to behave as if it
had been interacted with.

As hinted at in Section 7.1 when discussing the equivalence relation ⌘, there
are already substantial problem if we merely relate equivalent questions with
isolated systems, as done in (ISys) and discussed in Section 7.6. We return to
these issues in Section 11.3.

7.9 The Epistemological Import: Spectator theories
The measurement problem unfolds if we compromise the interaction assump-
tion (IntA) in order to save the measurement and its result from contextual de-
pendences. Thus, the measurement problem exposes the idea that we can read
off measurement results without effects for the measured system—the idea of a
spectator theory.

The theory of knowing is modelled after what was supposed to take
place in the act of vision. The object refracts light to the eye and is
seen; it makes a difference to the eye and to the person having an
optical apparatus, but none to the thing seen. The real object is the
object so fixed in its regal aloofness that it is a king to any beholding
mind that may gaze upon it. A spectator theory of knowledge is the
inevitable outcome. [25, §1, p. 26]
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The idea of a spectator theory is the starting point of the article by Einstein,
Podolski, and Rosen [28]:47

The elements of the physical reality cannot be determined by a pri-
ori philosophical considerations, but must be found by an appeal to
results of experiments and measurements. A comprehensive defini-
tion of reality is, however, unnecessary for our purposes. We shall
be satisfied with the following criterion, which we regard as reason-
able. If, without in any way disturbing a system, we can predict with
certainty (i.e., with probability equal to unity) the value of a physical
quantity, then there exists an element of physical reality corresponding
to this physical quantity. [28]

The quest for certain measurement results leads to an epistemic problem:48

If knowledge is scientific knowledge and science is natural science, then the an-
chor of our knowledge is observation and measurement. And if knowledge must
be constituted of certainties, then these observations cannot carry contextual de-
pendences.49

For Dewey in his critique of absolute knowledge, quantum mechanics promises
to get the natural sciences back on the path instituted by Galileo: The path of a
dissolution of the distinction between immutable absolute knowledge and prac-
tical activity guided by belief.

The work of Galileo was not a development, but a revolution. It
marked a change from a qualitative to the quantitative or metric;

47The stance does not entirely comply with Einstein’s take of a system (see Section 8.3). In
fact, Einstein’s involvement in the so-called EPR article remains debated.

48It is an old problem: “Greek thinkers saw clearly—and logically—that experience cannot
furnish us, as respects cognition of existence, with anything more than contingent probabil-
ity. Experience cannot deliver to us necessary truths; truths completely demonstrated by rea-
son. Its conclusions are particular, not universal. Not being ‘exact’ they come short of ‘science’.
[. . . ] [E]mpirical or observational sciences were placed in invidious contrast to rational sciences
which dealt with eternal and universal objects and which therefore were possessed of necessary
truth.” [25, §2, p. 28]

49The spectator theory relates to correspondence theories of truth, as Habermas points out:
“The meaning of knowledge itself becomes irrational—in the name of rigorous knowledge. In this
way the naive idea that knowledge describes reality becomes prevalent. This is accompanied by
the copy theory of truth, according to which the reversibly univocal correlation of statements
and matters of fact must be understood as isomporphism. Until the present day this objectivism
has remained the trademark of a philosophy of science that appeared on the scene with Comte’s
positivism.” [53, §II, p. 68f, emphasis in original] The criticism of spectator theories relates to
critiques of correspondence theories of truth as, e.g., in Ref. [87, 130, 111, 103].
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from the heterogeneous to the homogeneous; from intrinsic forms to
relations; from aesthetic harmonies to mathematical formulae; from
contemplative enjoyment to active manipulation and control; from
rest to change; from eternal objects to temporal sequence. The idea
of a two-realm scheme persisted for moral and religious purposes; it
vanished for purposes of natural science. [25, §4, p.92]

Ironically, the core idea of spectator theories initially served to challenge estab-
lished certainties:50

When he [Galileo] pointed his telescope towards the moon, he deter-
mined that its surface was not as smooth and spherical, but uneven,
rough, with dips and heights, not different from the surface of the
earth. Had Galilei been a traditional philosopher, then he immedi-
ately would have had to ponder why the observed is a deception.
For according to the established cosmology, a celestial body was per-
fect and spherical and consisted of a very different substance as the
earth; to regard the moon to be of same quality as the earth was not
a possibility. Instead, Galilei did something that in the eyes of the
then philosophers was utterly absurd: relying on his senses, he took
the observed as prima facie truth, and went about to determine the
height of mountains on the moon. [85, §3, p. 211, own translation]

Not only did Galileo trust his observations in order to challenge existing cer-
tainties: He took his observations as the bearer of truth. Without necessity for
challenging established belief, he held onto the idea of certain knowledge.

For Dewey, Heisenberg uncertainty was less of a problem for maintaining
physics as a spectator theory, but rather a door opener towards overcoming the
idea itself.

The element of indeterminateness is not connected with defect in the
method of observation, but is instrinsic. The particle observed does

50“Als er [Galilei] sein Fernrohr auf den Mond richtete, stellte er sehr rasch fest, dass dessen
Oberfläche nicht glatt und sphärisch war, sondern uneben, rauh, mit Senkungen und Erhebungen,
nicht anders als die Oberfläche der Erde. Wäre nun Galilei ein traditioneller Philosoph gewesen,
so hätte er sich sofort überlegen müssen, warum das Gesehene eine Täuschung sei. Denn nach
gängiger Kosmologie war ein Himmelskörper vollkommen und sphärisch und bestand aus einer
anderen Substanz als die Erde; im Mond einen Körper von gleicher Beschaffenheit wie die Erde
zu sehen, ging nicht an. Galilei tat stattdessen etwas in den Augen damaliger Philosophen völlig
Absurdes: er nahm im Vertrauen auf seine Sinne das Beobachtete als prima facie Wahrheit, ging
hin und bestimmte die Höhe eines Mondberges.” [85, §3, p. 211]
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not have fixed position or velocity, for it is changing all the time be-
cause of interaction: specifically, in this case, interaction with the act
of observing, or more strictly, with the conditions under which an
observation is possible; for it is not the ‘mental’ phase of observation
which makes the difference. Since either position or velocity may be
fixed at choice, leaving the element of indeterminacy on the other
side, both of them are shown to be conceptual in nature. That is,
they belong to our intellectual apparatus for dealing with antecedent
existence, not to fixed properties of that existence. An isolation of a
particle for measurement is essentially a device for regulation of sub-
sequent perceptual experience. [25, §8, p. 194, emphasis in original]

The “intrinsic element of indeterminateness” is taken as an indicator for the par-
ticipatory and practical elements of knowing.

The change [that Heisenberg uncertainty calls for] for the underlying
philosophy and logic of science is, however, very great. In relation
to the metaphysics of the Newtonian system it is hardly less than
revolutionary. What is known is seen to be a product in which the
act of observation plays a necessary rôle. Knowing is seen to be a
participant in what is finally known. Moreover, the metaphysics of
existence as something fixed and therefore capable of literally exact
mathematical description and prediction is undermined. Knowing is,
for philosophical theory, a case of specially directed activity instead of
something isolated from practice. The quest for certainty by means
of exact possession in mind of immutable reality is exchanged for
search for security by means of active control of the changing course
of events. Intelligence in operation, another name for method, be-
comes the thing most worth winning. The principle of indetermi-
nacy thus presents itself as the final step in the dislodgement of the
old spectator theory of knowledge. It marks the acknowledgment,
within scientific procedure itself, of the fact that knowing is one kind
of interaction which goes on within the world. [25, §8, p. 195f]

Dewey was not alone in assigning epistemological import to quantum me-
chanics. Bohr writes in an article published in the same year as Dewey’s “Quest
for Certainty”:

The discovery of the quantum of action shows us, in fact, not only
the natural limitation of classical physics, but, by throwing a new
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light upon the old philosophical problem of the objective existence
of phenomena independently of our observations, confronts us with
a situation hitherto unknown in natural science. As we have seen,
any observation necessitates an interference with the course of the
phenomena, which is of such a nature that it deprives us of the foun-
dation underlying the causal mode of description. The limit, which
nature herself has thus imposed upon us, of the possibility of speak-
ing about phenomena as existing objectively finds its expression, as
far as we can judge, just in the formulation of quantum mechan-
ics. However, this should not be regarded as a hindrance to further
advance; we must only be prepared for the necessity of an ever ex-
tending abstraction from our customary demands for a directly visu-
alizable description of nature. [15, p. 115, as reprinted in [16]]

Dewey, expecting the eye-opening effects of quantum mechanics, disregards
his own, earlier concern about the Galilean revolution:

But—and this ‘but’ is of fundamental importance—in spite of the rev-
olution, the old conceptions of knowledge as related to an antecedent
reality and of moral regulation as derived from properties of this re-
ality, persisted. [25, §4, p.92]

The idea of immutable knowledge did not only survive the Galilean but also the
quantum revolution. It merely changed what could be absolutely known. With
a theory that satisfies (IntA) and (ISys), we cannot expect to know answers to
all questions that a system can be inquired about. But we can still hope for
either some properties to be more fundamental than others—the Bohmian way
out of the problem—or for the theory to expose the real structure of the world—
the Everettian, or Parallel Lives, way out of the problem. In both cases, there
remains a real and absolute element antecedent to any act of knowing to which
we have merely limited access. One might think of this as an exploration of the
middle ground between the incommensurable concepts of a spectator theory and
the interaction assumption.

spectator theory interaction assumption
contact with the world out therereading off results

This saves an essential aspect of spectator theories, namely, the positivist idea
that we can gain access to something that is independent of our act of knowing.
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If, however, the measurement problem reminds us that “Knowing is seen to
be a participant in what is finally known.” [25, §8, p.195]51—just as antecedent
“meaning” is a myth [111]—, then we are led to a very different reflection [58].
Following Habermas, we are in fact led to unwind the positivist removal of reflec-
tion.52 The idea that cognition must be scientific cognition can be understood
as a belief that we have put into the scientific act of knowing, and not some-
thing that the world imposes on us.53 The measurement “problem” opens the
door for reflection, for imagining new ways of looking at science and of doing
physics [104].

8 The “Measurement” Problem
The Linguistic Approach

The usual account of the Wigner’s-friend experiment goes as follows: Wigner
measures his friend who, in turn, measures another system. With appropriately
chosen measurements, the friend ends up being in a superposition of states after
his measurement. This is at odds with the idea that measurements yield definite
results. The definiteness is commonly translated to the case of Wigner’s friend
by demanding that the joint system F ⌦ S collapses to one of a number of or-
thogonal states representing different measurement results. In order to obtain a
formal contradiction, it is crucial to describe the friend’s measurement by means
of quantum mechanics. This amounts to the following statement:

(A) For an observer O observing a result x when measuring a system S, it is
sufficient that O⇥ S is in a state � for some � 2HO ⌦HS.

The measurement problem in its usual reading results from the discrepancy be-
tween �uni = U�init, i.e., the result of a unitary evolution U , and �cps, i.e., the
“collapsed” post-measurement state associated with “definite measurement re-
sults” if one chooses a suitable �init and U .

The association of “having measured x” with “being in a state �” is justified
if physical theories are taken to describe an ontological reality. We adopt the

51The idea has been established before by Fleck (see Footnote 2).
52“That we disavow reflection is positivism.” [53, p.vii, emphasis in original]
53“From then on, the theory of knowledge had to be replaced by a methodology emptied of

philosophical thought. For the philosophy of science that has emerged since the mid-nineteenth
century as the heir of the theory of knowledge is methodology pursued with a scientistic self-
understanding of the sciences. ‘Scientism’ means science’s belief in itself: that is, the conviction
that we can no longer understand science as one form of possible knowledge, but rather must
identify knowledge with science.” [53, §I, p. 4, emphasis in original]
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weaker position that physics provides us with descriptions gauged by our (ex-
perimentally acquired) experience. Thus, we start from the following two char-
acteristics which we regard as necessary (albeit not sufficient) for doing physics:

(C1) Physics strives for a (formal) description of the world.

(C2) Experience provides the basis for normative judgements about the correct-
ness of the theory.

Then, the association expressed in (A) faces obstacles that we examine in this
note: How can a general, contextual theory establish reference to a particular
system? How can we expect to exhaustively describe the measurement while
maintaining its role in deciding about the correctness of a theory? In light of
these questions, the statement (A) constitutes an implicit assumption necessary
to seeing a problem in the measurement. Conversely, maintaining that quan-
tum mechanics has a problem concerning the measurement as displayed in the
Wigner’s-friend experiment is a commitment to this assumption.

8.1 Theories, sentences, experience

In light of Characteristic (C1), we take physical theories to aim for a formal
language. A formal language is a set of sentences P ⇢ S⇤, with S⇤ being the
Kleene closure (the set of all finite strings or concatenations) of an alphabet S,
that are syntactically correct with respect to a set of rules R.54

The relation between observations and a formal language T = (S, R, P) is as
follows [92]:

If a formal language T forbids the observation of x , and yet I have
observed x , then I deem a formal language T untenable as a suitable
description of the world.

If, for instance, in two subsequent identical quantum measurements, one ob-
served different values, quantum mechanics, T qm = (Sqm, Rqm, Pqm), would be
falsified: There are no quantum states and measurement operators that could,
within the postulates of quantum mechanics, account for the corresponding re-
sult (x1, x2) with x1 6= x2. The elements in Sqm together with rules in Rqm do not
allow to conclude that the result (x1, x2) may be observed for either there is no

54Tarski similarly characterizes “formalized language” in Ref. [118] and remarks the addi-
tional structure for “formalized deductive sciences,” where the rules are specified by axioms and
deductive rules.
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sentence in Pqm corresponding to this result or an associated probability weight
is zero.

Let T = (S, R, P) be the formal language of some theory. In order to formally
characterize the sentences that falsify T , we assume a formal language T con =
(Scon, Rcon, Pcon) whose syntactically correct sentences p 2 Pcon refer to possible
results observable for a given context, i.e., an experimental setup. The lan-
guage T con can be thought of as to represent all possible value combinations
that can be displayed on the screens showing the results of a given experiment.
Furthermore, we assume that the formal language T can be restricted to some T 0

such that the corresponding sentences P 0 are the subset of Pcon of sentences that T
accounts for. For T to be falsifiable in a context T con, the set of sentences P 0 has
to be a proper subset of Pcon, i.e., if the set of falsifying sentences P fal := Pcon

\ P 0

is not empty.
P

P falP 0

Pcon

If a sentence in P fal represents an actual observation, then T is falsified for the
given context. In the previous example of two identical subsequent quantum
measurements, the result (x1, x2) with x1 6= x2 corresponds to a sentence in P fal.

Falsification refers to theories, including semantic concepts beyond a formal
language, rather than to the formal language directly.55 The semantic concepts
can be hidden in the condition “I have observed x” that connects to Characteris-
tic (C2). When I say “I have observed x” then I refer to the experimental setup
whose possible configuration are captured in T con, and I mean that the experi-
mental setup is in the configuration corresponding to x . This is the tension we
have mentioned before: Between the individual and singular experience required
in Characteristic (C2), and the formal language following universal rules in Char-
acteristic (C1). To see a problem in the measurement requires to represent the
individually experienced “definite measurement results” in the formal language
of the theory. Subsequently, we examine this step of subsuming the individual
and particular experience appearing in Characteristic (C2) under the paradigm
of Characteristic (C1).

Let vO : Pcon
! {true,false} be a function—the so-called verification func-

tion—, for which vO(p) = true if and only if the observer O has observed p. More

55Popper in Ref. [92] refers to “empirical-scientific systems.”
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specifically, if vO(p) = true then O deems some apparatus fit to produce values
in the contextM , and O is certain to have obtained the value p. The verification
function establishes whether the condition “I have observed p” is satisfied or not.
Thus, for the observer O, T is falsified for the context Pcon if there exists p 2 P fal

with vO(p) = true.
There remains, however, the undesired dependence on the observer O. So

the question above can be reframed as follows: Can we detach the verification
function from the observer? Can we ensure the objectivity of the experienced
results by demanding (at least in principle) the possibility to replace one ob-
server for another, and expect the possibility to repeat the experiment thereby
producing the “same experience”? Can we, if we know enough about the ob-
server O, describe his experience, and, thus, what O may ever say? Is there a
“single language sufficient to state all the truths there are to state” [104]?

These question anticipate the age-old tension between general, observer-
independent, certain aspects and subjective, observer-dependent counterparts.
Physical theories aspire for the former but draw legitimacy from the latter. How
can we derive certain knowledge—about e.g., some thing-in-itself—from subjec-
tive experience that might—even worse—involve practical involvement? Later,
we turn to the linguistic version of this question: How can different speakers
mean or refer to the same despite subjective uses or subjective intentions?56

Before we turn to more general linguistic concerns we briefly consider the
case of formal languages. Self-reference imposes limitations on formal languages.
Problems arising from self-reference crystallize, e.g., in the Liar’s antinomy:

This sentence is false.

The sentence leads to a contradiction if one requires that a statement is true if and
only if the claim that the statement be true is true. This particular unquotation
notion of truth—illustrated by: “Snow is white” is true if and only if snow is
white—is called Schema T [119]. For a truth predicate T and with h·i denoting
the name of a sentence, it can be written as

�$ T h�i, 8 sentences � .

With the theorem on the undefinability of truth, Tarski showed that any for-
mal language extending first-order arithmetic57 with a truth predicate contain-
ing Schema T allows for such a contradiction. Self-reference, together with a

56The appeal in evolutionary “explanations” of innate ideas, linguistic capabilities, etc. seems
to stem from the desire to find some common, unquestionable element.

57A first-order arithmetic is an axiomatic system for the arithmetic of natural numbers relying
merely on statements of first-order logic.
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negation, thwarts the unification of different linguistic contexts as it precludes a
consistent truth predicate.

The verification function above serves as a predicate. If it is formalized in a
theory extending first-order arithmetic, we require it to contain the Schema T,
and no sentences of the formal language are excluded from arising from obser-
vation, then there is a liar’s antinomy. There are three escape routes: (1) Either
nature miraculously removes all problematic sentences, and leaves us with an
incomplete formal language in which certain syntactically correct sentences are
excluded by assumption, or (2) we can run into glitches in our experience that we
cannot account for without contradiction, undermining our confidence in experi-
ence as the appropriate normative authority (see also the reliability constraint in
Ref. [51, 2B]), or (3) we avoid the reference to sentences within that language.
Tarski follows the latter path: He confines the definition of truth to languages
that are not semantically closed—languages that do not refer to their own sen-
tences. The definition of a truth predicate then becomes part of an over-arching
meta-language. If we follow Tarski’s path, then we have to accept a dualism be-
fore addressing the problematic dualism between unitarily evolving states and
definite measurement results in quantum mechanics.58

We are lead to question the entire approach we have taken thus far—i.e., the
idea that experience provides us with a predicate over a set of available atomic
sentences on which valid theories build a logical construct of meaningful state-
ments.59

8.2 Reducible, or not?

In a first step towards challenging the program of reductionism, we retrace con-
sideration from Wittgenstein. In Ref. [129], he examines how we acquire the
ability to speak and finds a circular interdependence between the meaning of
words and experience: For a child, that has no medium to establish meaning
from explanation60, the acquisition of language reduces to trimming61. This pro-
cess, in turn, relies on observation. There is an issue of self-reference at the very
root of meaning—or at the very root of any account of experience for that mat-

58It feels like being in the quagmire, as discussed in Section 11.4.
59Quine describes the program as follows: “The other dogma is reductionism: the belief that

each meaningful statement is equivalent to some logical construct upon terms which refer to
immediate experience.” [98]

60“One has already to know (or be able to do) something in order to be capable of asking a
thing’s name. But what does one have to know?” [129, §30]

61“Here the teaching of language is not explanation, but training.” [129, §30]
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ter. What we can meaningfully say, depends on our experience. And inversely,
how experience can find its way into our language depends on the linguistic
means available to us. Feyerabend observes similarly that we cannot draw a
clear boundary between facts and theories.62 Meaning and facts do not have
their self-sufficient existence out there.

To break this circular dependence, one might place one before the other by
assumption—either by assuming innate semantic capabilities63 or by assuming
self-evident sense data. This assumption, however, is tainted. Firstly, the dualism
between innate capabilities and acquired or learnt ones raises epistemic concerns
as discussed by Sellars [111] (see Footnote 88). Secondly, if we want to incorpo-
rate this into the approach above, we would require one consistent framework.
On the one hand, the Liar’s antinomy stands in the way. On the other, limitations
on the translatability of languages suggest that ways of speaking can be radi-
cally different and can, therefore, not simply be pieced together into one entity.
The Object/Relation Impedance Mismatch serves as an example here (see Sec-
tion 11.4). And if we were not concerned with creating a basis for discussing the
measurement problem, then the problem itself might be taken as a similar case.
In fact, dualities, such as quantum/classical, practical activity/certain knowledge
and meta-/object language, are the recognition of like incommensurabilities.

This repelling effect of seemingly insurmountable incompatibilities is con-
trasted64 by an attraction through semantic holism (see Section 8.5.1): No state-
ment has meaning in isolation.

By now, the reductionist approach above faces two obstacles: There is hardly
a consistent way to incorporate different meaningful ways of speaking into one
logical construct other than by privileging or prioritizing a subset by assumption.
And the association of atomic sense data with atomic statements, thus, establish-
ing their meaning, is averted by the apparent impossibility to atomize meaning.

So far we have been concerned mostly with how the world acts through expe-
rience on the meaning of the words we use. The following statement by Nietzsche
summarizes the above developed scepticism:65

62“Tatsachen und Theorien sind viel enger verknüpft, als es das Autonomieprinzip wahrhaben
will.” [31, §3] — “Facts and theories are much tighter interconnected than the principle of
autonomie wants to admit.” [31, §3, own translation]

63Fodor is to mention here. For a critical review of his position, we refer to Ref. [97].
64The two effects do hardly counteract one another.
65“Ein Maler, dem die Hände fehlen und der durch Gesang das ihm vorschwebende Bild aus-

drücken wollte, wird immer noch mehr bei dieser Vertauschung der Sphären verrathen, als die
empirische Welt vom Wesen der Dinge verräth. Selbst das Verhältnis eines Nervenreizes zu dem
hervorgebrachten Bilde ist an sich noch kein nothwendiges; [. . . ] [D]as Hart- und Starr-Werden
einer Metapher verbürgt durchaus nichts für die Notwendigkeit und ausschliessliche Berechti-
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A painter without hands who wished to express in song the picture
before his mind would, by means of this substitution of spheres,
still reveal more about the essence of things than does the empiri-
cal world. Even the relationship of a nerve stimulus to the generated
image is not a necessary one. [. . . ] [T]he hardening and congealing
of a metaphor guarantees absolutely nothing concerning its necessity
and exclusive justification. [88]

The existence of any one true and exhaustive language is in doubt. The assump-
tion of innate, non-contextual structures, an underlying lingua mentis that allows
to deduce semantics and related experience if deciphered correctly can be con-
tested. Well, it is an assumption (see Section 8.5). Consequently, it is question-
able whether the friends acquisition of a measurement result can be described
exhaustively.66

Furthermore, physical theories rely on singling out parts in our environment
as orthogonality shows (see Sections 6.1 and 11.3.1). Thus, we must address
the complementary question how the words we use refer to entities in the world
around us. Orthogonality in this sense illustrates that doing physics is not based
on a unidirectional imprint of nature on what we can say.

Putnam argues against the existence of exhaustive criteria that determine
reference or representation: Does an ant’s incidental “picture of Churchill” in the
sand refer to Churchill? Similarity to the features of Churchill is neither necessary
nor sufficient to refer to Churchill (see [96, §1]). Magritte’s “Treachery of Images”
exposes similar ambiguities: Foucault distinguishes in his discussion of Magritte’s
references to a pipe [35] similitude and resemblance, and regards the painter to
bring “the former into play against the latter” [35, §5].67

We discuss the role of reference to systems in the context of the Wigner’s-

gung dieser Metapher.” [87, p. 18]
66Schneider [108] considers the measurement as “the production of a signifier.” This draws

from Cassirer’s work who observed: “What primarily distinghuishes linguistic concept from
strictly logical concept formation is that it never rests solely on the static representation and
comparison of contents but that in it the sheer form of reflection is always infused with dynamic
factors; that its essential impulsions are not taken solely from the world of being but are always
drawn at the same time from the world of action. All linguistic concepts remain in the zone
between action and reflection.” [20, §4.1] There emerges a connection to Fleck’s epistemology.
Schneider subsequently employs the “auto-productive nature of signifier” to justify the collapse.
The argument creates a problematic connection between semantic processes as essentially inter-
subjective and an isolated subject, i.e., the friend.

67“Resemblance presupposes a primary reference that prescribes and classes. [. . . ] Resem-
blance serves representation, which rules over it; similitude serves repetition, which ranges across
it.” [35, §5]
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friend experiment in Section 8.3, and in the context of indistinguishable particles
in Section 11.3.

8.3 The system
The system S in the Wigner’s-friend experiment exposes issues with the physical
systems in general. Wigner and his friend must agree to refer to the same sys-
tem S. In the above scenario, this amounts to Wigner reading off by means of his
measurement M F

W that the friend refers to the same S as he does. If the friend
is ready to “measure S,” then the friend “has S in mind.” We have to add to (A)
the following aspect:

(ASys) For an observer O referring to a system S, it is sufficient that O is in a state�
for some � 2HO.

Before examining whether a measurement can establish reference to a sys-
tem, let us take a closer look at the notion of a “system” itself. What is it that
we commit to if we use the term “system”? The notion builds on the idea that
we can talk about a clearly confined part of the world around us, and distinguish
it from other such parts. We assume a separability, i.e., the possibility to make
statements about one such part independent of other parts. Einstein places this
separability at the core of his understanding of physical reality:68

I just want to explain what I mean when I say that we should try
to hold on to physical reality. We are, to be sure, all of us aware
of the situation regarding what will turn out to be the basic founda-
tional concepts in physics: the point-mass or the particle is surely not
among them; the field, in the Faraday-Maxwell sense, might be, but
not with certainty. But that which we conceive as existing (‘actual’)
should somehow be localized in time and space. That is, the real
in one part of space, A, should (in theory) somehow ‘exist’ indepen-
dently of that which is thought of as real in another part of space, B.
If a physical system stretches over the parts of space A and B, then

68We omit the following part of the quote, which, in light of non-locality [10, 3, 78] is ques-
tionable. “If one adheres to this program, then one can hardly view the quantum-theoretical
description as a complete representation of the physically real. If one attempts, nevertheless, so
to view it, then one must assume that the physically real in B undergoes a sudden change be-
cause of a measurement in A. My physical instincts bristle at that suggestion.” [64, §5 (translated
quote from [27])] We do not regard separability as sufficient in the sense that measurements on
parts, together with previously shared information, reveal the results of any measurement that
can possibly be performed on the combined system.
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what is present in B should somehow have an existence independent
of what is present in A. What is actually present in B should thus
not depend upon the type of measurement carried out in the part of
space, A; it should also be independent of whether or not, after all,
a measurement is made in A. [. . . ] However, if one renounces the
assumption that what is present in different parts of space has an
independent, real existence, then I do not at all see what physics is
supposed to describe. For what is thought to be a ‘system’ is, after
all, just conventional, and I do not see how one is supposed to divide
up the world objectively so that one can make statements about the
parts. [64, §5 (translated quote from [27])]

Importantly, the ability to speak of separate systems does not imply an “objective
division” of the world. Einstein’s reservations towards such a division go beyond
a temporal inability to conceive such an objective division:

Terms that have proven useful for the ordering of things attain eas-
ily such an authority over us so that we forget their worldly origin
and we accept them as unalterable facts. They are, then, put down
as ‘thinking-necessities,’ ‘a priori given,’ etc. The path of scientific
progress is often made impassable for a long time by such miscon-
ceptions. [26, p. 102, own translation]

This joins Feyerabend’s [31, 32] and Kuhn’s [73] investigation into the history of
science, refuting the idea of an overarching convergent trend, with the consider-
ations by Wittgenstein, Sellars, and Rorty [130, 111, 103] on the contingency of
language. If we assume that there is neither a final privileged language, i.e., a
“truth out there” [103], nor that we are able to “step outside the various vocab-
ularies we have employed” [103], then we must allow for a Kuhnian paradigm
shift, i.e., a radical re-description. Adopting (A) and (ASys) is, in turn, a step
towards assuming a privileged language, at the risk of petrifying scientific dis-
course. But what supports this suspicion towards the existence of, or convergence
towards, an ultimate language that reflects the truth out there other than assum-
ing uniformity in the history of science?69 What suggests to repudiate (ASys)?

69Arguments like the following-rule paradox against the existence of a privileged language
(see Section 8.4.2) are based on the observation that such uniformity is not warranted. Thus,
historical arguments are tainted.
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8.3.1 Isolated systems, decoherence, and superselection rules

A problem with reference to systems is related to decoherence in the following
sense: If Wigner observers a non-unitary time evolution of S⌦F , then it is possible
that the friend measures a system S0 bigger than S, i.e., bigger than what Wigner
thinks the system is. The “escaping photon” leading to decoherence can be seen
as a problem of non-aligned reference: The photon is contained in S0 but not
in S. Conversely, we can see decoherence—provided that we take it as inevitable
interaction with the environment—as the inability to sharply draw the boundary
between one system and another, or between one system and its environment.
This perspective also challenges how we understand decoherence itself: We can-
not define decoherence as “a system interacting with its environment” because
there is no clear-cut distinction between “system” and “environment.” Thus, de-
coherence is maybe better seen as the abandonment of the notion of a well-confined
system.

This also affects environment-induced superselection rules. The program of
“einselection”70 addresses the problem of many-worlds interpretations how to
fix the basis corresponding to measurement results, and, thus, how “to split the
worlds.” Einselection is not primarily concerned with explaining how a single
world splits into systems. Explaining the system-split yet poses a problem. Su-
perselection rules might provide a basis on which one might attempt to divide
the world into systems, against Einstein’s above-mentioned concerns. These su-
perselection rules cannot be induced by the environment,71 because it assumes
the notion of a system already, leaving us with a circularity. We are similarly
faced by circularity, if we attempted to “measure” what qualifies as a system,
because “measuring” here means again “measuring a system.” A way out is to
supplement quantum mechanics from the beginning by superselection rules.

The idea of introducing superselection rules has another interesting conse-
quence: If we regard contextuality as an essential aspect of quantum mechan-
ics [91, 50, 70], then the superselection rules effectively undermine quantum
mechanics itself: With the superselection rules, we introduce observables in the
center of the orthomodular lattice of allowed projectors P0(H ), i.e., elements
that commute with all other elements in the lattice. This is the cost of introducing
a non-contextual notion of a system into contextual theory [91]: There must be a
Heisenberg cut, i.e., a line at which things become at least in part classical. This

70This is the abbreviation of environment-induced superselection rules.
71On a side-note, let us remark that the idea of “being induced by the environment” resembles

conceptually the epistemic idea of sense-data: There is something given in our environment that
induces us to know (see later footnotes.)
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might also affect the measurement problem directly: If in the Wigner’s-friend
experiment the notion of a system was established by suitable superselection
rules, not all of the measurements leading to the contradiction are necessarily
permitted. If, for instance, the measurement MSF

W with ambiguous probability
predictions was precluded by the superselection rules, then there would be no
measurement problem.72

There are objections: Quantum mechanics with postulated superselection
rules is not quantum mechanics. Or, put otherwise, introducing superselection
rules undermines the assumption that quantum mechanics is universal.73 We are
left with a problem: How can quantum mechanics be universal and exhaustive
without threatening the notion of a system? How can quantum mechanics be
without the notion of system? How can the notion of a system avoid the above
circularities without supplementing the theory by such a notion and threaten-
ing its universality? This necessarily levels all particular features of a particular
system.74

8.4 The Friend

8.4.1 Quantum inquiries about intentions

Let us assume that, despite the above scepticism, there are theoretical means to
define a system, e.g., by a suitable set of superselection rules added to quantum
mechanics. The question remains whether there can exist an element ⇧F

W 2

P(HF) that shows that “the friend means to measure S”—that the friend “has S
in mind.” This question carries two intricacies: Can we find something inside the
friend that reveals

(Itnt1) the friend’s reference to something outside of him, and

(Itnt2) the friend’s intention to perform a measurement?

If we require that the friend’s intention to measure S is before his actual contact
with S, then we must expect to read off this intention by merely measuring F ,
and not S ⌦ F .

We examine the possibility of asking the more specific question whether

72This reminds of the Bohmian restriction to position measurements.
73Consider the following extreme case: Let us assume the world is entirely classical. Then, we

might still describe it by a Boolean sub-lattice of P(H ). Is then quantum mechanics universal,
given that we have to restrict the quantum mechanical description to a Boolean sub-lattice?

74See also the discussion in Section 8.4.2.
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(Itnt3) the friend intends to perform the measurement ⇧S
F 2P(HS).

If Wigner can inquire about such a question, and answer it positively, then he
can conclude that the friend has the intention “to measure S.” It might be that
one measurement ⇧F

W with a suitable result reveals that the friend intends to
“perform the measurement ⇧ on S for some ⇧ 2 P ⇢P(HS).” Let us, therefore,
assume the map

⇡ : P(HS)!P(HF)

to formally capture the following: If Wigner can positively answer to ⇧F
W 2

P(HW ), then he can conclude that the friend intends to measure an element
in ⇡�1(⇧F

W ).
The friend does not intend to measure because we asked him about it. Or, even

worse, oscillate between different intentions, as we change our inquiries.75 We,

75 In a sense, this is what we insinuated when we allowed for concluding from (Itnt3) to (Itnt1)
and (Itnt2). To illustrate this, consider the following situation: You offer your friend one scoop
of ice-cream, and you tell him to choose one flavor. To find out which flavor he would like to
have, you ask him the following two questions (arbitrarily many times and in arbitrary order):
(Q1) “Do you want chocolate ice-cream?” and (Q2) “Do you want vanilla ice-cream?” If he
now says consistently “yes” to one, and “no” to the other, then you might conclude that he has
a clear “intention.” This conclusion is not justified if your friend gives changing answers as you
repeat these questions. If he says consistently “yes” to both questions, then you doubt that he
understood what you meant with “choosing one flavor.” If he does not understand what it means
to “choose a flavour,” how can we conclude his intentions from his answers to the questions (Q1)
and (Q2)?

Even though we are getting a little ahead of ourselves here, let us take this one step further
and imagine that you give him a cone with a scoop of ice-cream. Your friend starts eating or not.
In the case that the friend consistently gives a preference, and you offer him the respective ice-
cream, you expect him to starting eating (and his face showing how he is enjoying it). Conversely,
if you offer him the other flavor, then he should not eat and rather insist “But I meant chocolate
ice-cream.” Now, if you offer him the type that you concluded from his consistent answers to
be his preference, and he does not start eating, we can imagine the friend to say “Oh sorry, I
meant the vanilla.” or, angrily “But I meant chocolate.” In the latter case you might learn that
he (consistently) permutes the words vanilla and chocolate. If your friend in the past always
asked for vanilla, and always ate it with joy, and you now skip the question to directly offer him
vanilla ice-cream, then he might still not eat it, e.g., because today he “felt like chocolate,” and,
thus, intended to have chocolate ice-cream. In the case of the friend giving changing answers,
we can imagine that he (emotionlessly) eats the ice-cream, unless he said “no” and you give
him the respective flavor nonetheless. Does this last case, despite being logically correct, still
qualify for “having chosen a flavor”? Now, one might oppose that I deprived the friend of his
emotions, to testify of his choice. But then I can easily imagine him showing disgust, even if
he eats the logically correct flavor, e.g., because this chocolate ice-cream is horrible. Did I now
fiddle with the circumstances too much? Should there not be a clear pattern, if we consider
“normalized conditions”? But how are these conditions characterized? By the friend sticking to
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therefore, demand that the image ⇡(P(Hs)) forms a distributive lattice avoiding
that the friend “changes his mind” if we ask him questions in a different order.
Thus, ⇡ effectively collapses the non-distributive lattice P(HS) into a distribu-
tive sub-lattice of P(HF). Thus, we re-encounter the preferred basis problem
of the many-worlds interpretation and the “system” problem from Section 8.3.1:
We are required to postulate a distributive sub-lattice that corresponds to “mea-
suring intentions.” Suspecting that the friend has “S in (his) mind” posits inten-
tions as non-contextual. As in Section 8.3.1, we encounter issues anchoring non-
contextual notions in a contextual theory that is supposedly universally valid.
Thus, we do not have to go as far as the measurement problem for contextual-
ity76 to get into the way of an exhaustive quantum description.

8.4.2 Normativity and the nexus between past and future

The above-developed scepticism relates more specifically to quantum mechanics.
The requirements (C1) and (C2) give rise to another, more general doubt. Recall
that (C1) specifies the descriptive task of physics, while (C2) specifies that this
description has to succumb to a normative judgement. Kripke, when discussing
Wittgenstein’s paradox of rule-following77, observes:

The relation of meaning and intention to future action is normative,
not descriptive. [71, p.37, emphasis in original]

On the one hand, this statement reflects on the above-discussed reference to
systems and the problem of Wigner aligning his reference to his friend’s. On
the other hand, it foreshadows a similar problem with describing the friends
measurement—i.e., referring to the same measurement that supposedly provides
the normative experience. If we “interchangeably use the words ‘experience’,
‘observation,’ and ‘state of the observer’ ” [83], then we remove the room for

the logical rule? This leaves us with a circularity. These are first steps towards the discussion in
Section 8.4.2.

76This takes contextuality as essential to the measurement problem (see [57]).
77Wittgenstein summarizes: “This was our paradox: no course of action could be determined

by a rule, because every course of action can be made out to accord with the rule. The answer
was: if everything can be made out to accord with the rule, then it can also be made out to
conflict with it. And so there would be neither accord nor conflict here.” [129, §201] To put it
in the words of the example in Footnote 75, imagine that your friend in the past always asked
for vanilla ice-cream. We cannot tell whether he is following a rule that dictates him to choose
vanilla again, or a rule that lets him change his choice for chocolate ice-cream this time, before
he has uttered his choice.
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normative judgement. We effectively postulate the theory to be true.78 In the
following, we elaborate on these concerns.

There is a link between Hume’s problem of induction and Wittgenstein’s para-
dox of rule-following:

Both [Hume and Wittgenstein] develop a sceptical paradox, based on
questioning a certain nexus from past to future. Wittgenstein ques-
tions the nexus between past ‘intention’ or ‘meanings’ and present
practice: for example, between my past ‘intentions’ with regard to
‘plus’ and my present computation ‘68+57=125’. Hume questions
two other nexuses, related to each other: the causal nexus whereby
a past event necessitates a future one, and the inductive inferential
nexus from the past to the future. [71, p. 62, emphasis in original]

The link between the two can be explicated as: Nothing in the friend’s past log-
ically determines whether and how the friend means to account for his experience
in a measurement. That is: Nothing in the friend’s past determines whether he
intends to measure S or T , or whether he thinks to have successfully performed
a measurement, or what result he obtained. Unless the friend’s particular state a
can be subsumed under a general category A. The extension into the future of
this general category is not logically warranted [62]. Thus, all theories have a
tentative character and we must resort to falsification [92].

The idea that quantum mechanics provides means to exhaustively describe
the friend’s measurement is to assume that quantum mechanics provides the gen-
eral category that covers all future measurements. Then, however, the friend is
no different from a brain-in-a-vat [96]: Employing the separability assumption
from above, we can conclude that anything that we can say about the friend, in-
cluding his intentions and possible accounts of experience, can be derived from
the friend’s state. With the help of some auxiliary environment T , we can simu-
late the friend’s measurement without ever putting him in contact with S despite

78This brings us back to reflect Einstein’s concerns about the passibility on the path of scientific
progress cited in Section 8.3.
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his alleged initial intentions of measuring S.79

S T

M F
W

This renders the reference to the S that we struggled to ensure previously—as a
necessary requirement for qualifying the friends acts as a measurement of S—
invalid. The friend’s reference does not conform to our notion of “referring to S,”
as in referring to a particular system S. There does not seem to be a general crite-
rion for particular reference [97]. The problem translates to any other observer,
also to us:80 If there is no principle difference between the friend and us, we are
thrown back to the question how we can ever refer to anything outside ourselves,
if we must suspect some Wigner-like super-observer simulating us.81 Similarly,
a measurement is no more something we actually, or better actingly, have a part
in, but something that is said about us.82 Is there then any measurement that
could provide us with the grounds to reject a theory as demanded in (C2)?

|�i

F W us?

Kripke’s argument against functionalism can be seen as a variant of the following-
rule paradox. Translating it to Wigner’s friend allows to explicate the issue. Let

79We merely have to ensure the partial trace onHF to remain the same.
80If quantum mechanics fully describes the friend’s measurement, what then is “reading this

text” other than a quantum-mechanically described observation?
81In the Truman Show, Christof tries to keep Truman from leaving with the following state-

ment: “There is no more truth out there than there is in the world that I created for you.” [125,
ca. min. 133] Truman finds himself at the door because observing glitches lead him to question
the exhaustiveness of Seahaven’s normality. Similar to pre-Galilean philosophers, Truman might
have taken the falling spotlight as a figment of his imagination and fall in line with Christof’s
exhaustiveness argument. If Truman had assumed the exhaustiveness of Seahaven’s normality—
including a travel agency that never takes you anywhere outside the city—, the question whether
he is part of a staged play would not have been meaningful.

82In this regard, “measuring” becomes “being said to measure,” analogue to [128, $202].
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us first summarize the argument laid out in Ref. [18]: If we assume that physical
computers can break down, then we can also imagine the following scenario: If
a physical computer computes F and breaks down, it actually computes another
function G. If, vice versa, a computer computes G and breaks down, it actually
computes the function F .

x
computes F works normally

F(x)

x
computes G works normally

G(x)
breaks down

Thus, we are left with the following problem:

We cannot decide whether a physical computer physically computes

⇢
F
G

�
,

and

⇢
works normally
breaks down

�
.

We can stipulate that the computer works fine, and conclude that it computes F
or G. Or we stipulate that it computes F , and conclude whether it works correctly
or breaks down. But we lack the means to fix both.

The problem translates to the friend and his reference to systems S and T :

refers to S is right

refers to T is right

is mistaken

If the friend is mistaken, then he refers to the respective other system.

We cannot decide whether the friend refers to

⇢
S
T

�
, and is

⇢
right
mistaken

�
.

So as long as we allow the friend to be mistaken at times—or dreaming, or
hallucinating—, and this results in swapping references, or measurements,

measures ⇧S
F is right

measures ⇧S
F
0 is right

is mistaken
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then we are faced with the problem of deciding what measurement or what sys-
tem the friend meant, and whether he is right or mistaken. There is nothing we
can expect to find in the state of the friend that will definitely decide both ques-
tion at once. Again, we can stipulate that he is dreaming and establish whether
he is referring to S or to T . Or we stipulate that he is referring to S and estab-
lish whether he is right or mistaken. The authority to establish either of these
stipulations is usually delegated to a wider circle of persons that intersubjectively
forms an agreement.83

In light of the challenges laid out above, we conclude: The common reading
of the measurement problem relies on fully describing the friend’s measurement,
thus removing the friend from the ground of intersubjectivity.84

The “problem” then consists in the incommensurability of two different de-
scriptions that quantum mechanics allows for. The insistence that the measure-
ment is a problem that needs a solution in form of another theory or an appropriate
reading of quantum mechanics implicitly depends on removing the need to (inter-

83 We can draw a connection to Habermas’ criticism of positivism [52]: If quantum mechan-
ics is taken to yield an exhaustive description, then the need for intersubjective agreement on
norms is superfluous. Language and science becomes private in a way that Habermas regards
intrinsic to Pierce’s pragmatism. “Peirce would have had to come upon the fact that the ground
of intersubjectivity in which investigators are always already situated when they attempt to bring
about consensus about metatheoretical problems is not the ground of purpose-rational action,
which is in principle solitary. [. . . ] It is possible to think in syllogisms, but not to conduct a
dialogue in them. [. . . ] But the communication of investigators requires the use of language that
is not confined to the limits of technical control over objectified natural processes. It arises from
symbolic interaction between societal subjects who reciprocally know and recognize each other
as unmistakable individuals. This communicative action is a system of reference that cannot be
reduced to the framework of instrumental action.” [53, §6, p. 137, emphasis in original] With
the abandonment of intersubjectivity, Pierce cannot resort to a community of scientist vouching
for methodologic means to yield certain knowledge as he effectively does: “Ontological propo-
sitions about the structure of reality unintentionally elucidate the process of mediation through
which we come to know reality. Yet in fact this concept of reality was first introduced only as
the correlate of a process of inquiry that guarantees the cumulative acquisition of definitively
valid statements. As soon as we remember this point of departure, Scholastic realism of Peirce’s
stamp can be seen through as the ontologizing of an originally methodological problem. Indeed
for Peirce the problem of the relation of the universal and the particular presented itself outside
of the tradition. That is, it appeared not as a logical-ontological problem, but rather in connec-
tion with the methodological concept of truth as a problem of the logic of inquiry.” [53, p. 109f,
emphasis in in original] Irrespective of whether one adheres to Habermas’ critical assessment of
positivism or not, the connection illustrates the epistemological import of assuming an exhaustive
language (see also Footnote 88).

84This shows in an unquestioned use of phrases like the following (see Section 6.2.2): “If
Wigner aims to describe his friend by means of quantum mechanics, then he gets to know that
‘the friend is ready’ by performing a measurement M F

W .”
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subjectively) settle normative questions.
What does this mean for the Wigner’s-friend experiment? No matter the read-

ing of quantum mechanics,85 an actual Wigner’s-friend experiment surprises if an
isolated system shows a collapse—irrespective of what or who constitutes it: The
surprise would be that we can meaningfully call a system isolated despite it show-
ing a non-unitary evolution. Whatever evidence justifies us to qualify the system
as isolated is then at odds with quantum mechanics. This takes S ⌦ F as just
another quantum system. Quantum mechanics is universal insofar as it can be
applied to S ⌦ F . The “isolated friend” does, however, not provide any contri-
bution to intersubjectively agreeing on the correctness of the theory. Whatever
happens inside S⌦ F is not a measurement that provides the experience required
in (C2).

Hume’s problem of induction shows that one can hardly rely on uniformity to
support general claims. As such, the historical analysis of Feyerabend and Kuhn
cannot serve as reason to reject the assumption of an exhaustive language as this
requires a uniformity of history (see also Section 8.3, in particular Footnote 69).
The idea that science aims for its own disintegration strikes us, however, as odd:
For, can we not really learn when we have to listen carefully, or watch closely?
When mere description gives way to metaphorical disruption—“suddenly break-
ing off the conversation long enough to make a face, or pulling a photograph out
of your pocket and displaying it, or pointing at a feature of the surroundings, or
slapping your interlocutor’s face, or kissing him?” [103, §1]When experimental
behavior is not covered by the established description? When emitted electrons
do not get any faster if the intensity of light shun onto a metallic plate is in-
creased?

8.5 Assumptions and contingencies

The discussion in Section 8.4 demonstrates that normativity affects the Wigner’s-
friend experiment in several, interdependent ways: On the one hand, there is
Hume’s nexus between existing experimental findings and the general validity of
a theory. On the other hand, there is Wittgenstein’s nexus between past “refer-
ences” or “intentions” and a general rule for “reference” or “intention.” These
two aspects join in the idea of reproducibility:

Indeed the scientifically significant physical effect may be defined as
that which can be regularly reproduced by anyone who carries out

85We consider GRW [43] to be a different theory [8].
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the appropriate experiment in the way prescribed. [93, §I.8, empha-
sis in original]

Repeated successful applications of a theory to experimental setups lend legiti-
macy to physical theories. To allow for reproducibility we assume that different
observers are able to agree on having performed equivalent measurements on the
same system and thus obtained the same result.86 Following Wittgenstein, differ-
ent observers do not refer to the same system because they follow the true “rule
of reference,” but because they establish a contingent agreement on referring to
the same system. The contingency of our description of the world out there is not
a contemporary defect reflecting the inadequacy of our current description. In
this perspective, Characteristic (C2) remains an aspect of science and is neither
rendered obsolete nor less importance by following some “scientific method”—
i.e., a true “rule for doing science.”87 Science retains its room for creativity, and
remains itself a creative activity [33]. These observations carry a circularity as
they take us back to our starting point, i.e., Characteristic (C2) that we ascribed
to physics in the first place. Our arguments are subject to the contingency of
language as well. Thus, the problems we see in seeing the measurement as a
problem are created as much as, in our regards, is any language, at least in part.
It seems that we must, at this point, retract from declaring our assumptions as
“weaker,” as we initially did. Such a comparison seems hardly justified.

If, on the contrary, one sees the quest of physics to excavate a truth out there,
independent of any normative judgements or creative acts—a truth that imposes
itself—, then the assumptions (A) and (ASys) can hardly be accepted as such,
i.e., as assumptions. Identifying an assumption is a reflection on the creative
steps that facilitate one’s way of speaking: It constitutes the admission that it
could have been done otherwise.88 In this light, it is only consequent that pos-

86This requirement is weaker than Popper’s requirement of a rule that “prescribes” how to
carry out an experiment.

87With upholding Characteristic (C2), we repudiate the empiricist reading: “Experience pro-
vides the basis for judgements about the correctness of the theory.” We do not believe that,
once we figure out the “language of sense-data,” the room for normative judgements closes (see,
e.g., [111]).

88There is the possibility to regard assumptions as a temporary evil until the evident founda-
tions have been properly sorted out. Until the assumption is turned into an inevitable conclusion
of self-imposing facts. This approach is, however, tainted by the tension within the idea of “learn-
ing the self-imposing,” or, to put otherwise, “to acquire an unaquired ability.” This is the core
of Sellars inconsistent triad: “[classical sense-datum theories] are confronted by an inconsistent
triad made up of the following three propositions: A. x senses red sense content s entails x non-
inferentially knows that s is red. B. The ability to sense sense contents is unacquired. C. The
ability to know facts of the form x is ø is acquired.” [111, §6]
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itivism removes such reflections (see [52]). We return to Wittgenstein’s obser-
vation that the reader might not be easily convinced if he had not had similar
thoughts before. The ladder can merely be climbed if one has already made the
first steps onto it (see [128, preface and §6.53]). Embracing the contingencies
of any language-game bars us from offering an ultimate argument for the con-
tingency of language.89

8.5.1 Specker’s assumption

Ernst Specker is credited for his contribution regarding the contextuality of quan-
tum mechanics. In 1960, Specker published the article “Die Logik nicht gle-
ichzeitig entscheidbarer Aussagen”—the logic of not simultaneously decidable
propositions [113]. The article does not (yet) prove the contextuality of quan-
tum mechanics, but discusses a non-distributive poset and, thus, prepares the
ground for the latter findings on contextuality [66, 70, 50]. Specker begins with
the following statement:90

The motto put before the paper [‘La logique est d’abord une science
naturelle.’ F. Gonseth, (Logic is first of all a natural science.)] is the
subtitle of the chapter La physique de l’objet quelconque [The physics
of any object. . . ] from the work Les mathématiques et la réalité [The
mathematics and the reality]; this physics turns out to be essentially
a form of classical propositional logic which, in this way, on the one
hand obtains its typical realization and, on the other, is stripped of
the claim for absoluteness that has at times been appended to it. The
following explanations follow this view and should be understood in
the same empirical sense. [113, p. 1, own translation]

89Putnam hints at this concern when he states: “Reichenbach, Carnap, Hempel, and Sellars
gave principled reasons why a finite translation of material-thing language into sense-datum
language was impossible. Even if these reasons fall short of a strict mathematical impossibility
proof, they are enormously convincing [. . . ]. In the same spirit, I am going to give principled
reasons why a finite empirical definition of intentional relations and properties in terms of phys-
ical/computational relations and properties is impossible—reasons which fall short of a strict
proof, but which are, I believe, nevertheless convincing.” [97, §5]

90“Das der Arbeit vorangestellte Motto [‘La logique est d’abord une science naturelle.’ F. Gon-
seth] ist der Untertitel des Kapitels La physique de l’objet quelconque aus dem Werk Les mathé-
matiques et la réalité; diese Physik erweist sich im wesentlichen als eine Form der klassischen
Aussagenlogik, welche so einerseits eine typische Realisation erhält und sich anderseits auf fast
selbstverständliche Art des Absolutheitsanspruches entkleidet findet, mit dem sie zeitweise be-
hängt wurde. Die folgenden Ausführungen schliessen sich an diese Betrachtungsweise an und
möchten in demselben empirischen Sinn verstanden sein.” [113, p. 1]
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In this first paragraph, Specker explicitly assumes a philosophic stance and urges
the reader—almost as a hermeneutic prescription—to consider the following
work in this perspective. The assumption is interesting because of the specific
stance Specker endorses, and its placement before the explanations leading to-
wards contextuality. Following Gonseth, Specker ascribes to logic, through physics,
the character of an empirical natural science, thus, subject to revision and re-
moved of any Platonist aspirations for absoluteness. At the very beginning of
considerations that bore contextuality and quantum logic, two concepts that
fundamentally question absoluteness claims appended to the natural sciences,
stands the explicit abandonment of such claims. This reminds of Wittgenstein’s
cautioning remarks in the preface of the Tractatus:

This book will perhaps only be understood by those who have them-
selves already thought the thoughts which are expressed in it—or
similar thoughts. [128, preface]

Both, Wittgenstein and Specker, expose a circular dependence: Cognition builds
on cognitive elements, meaning on other meaningful entities. Problems of this
circular dependence become particularly evident when we turn cognition or mean-
ing against the respective self. Gonseth observes the double role of the speaker
with regards to such reflexive activities:91

There is a per se not closed set of reflexive activities, that can be per-
formed on themselves, or, as a condition for carrying out themselves,
have to be presumed. In first place, one should mention here the
thinking about thinking, the knowing about knowing, the research-
ing about researching [and the speaking about speaking]. In all these
cases, the person appears as a bearer of a double role. On the one
side, this role is passive, insofar as the person is the object of the
performed activity, on the other side, the role is active, insofar as the
activity has to be carried out by the person. It is clear that this circum-
stance must have far-reaching consequences. [48, p. 180, emphasis
in original, own translation]

91“Es gibt eine an sich nicht abgeschlossene Menge von reflexiven Aktivitäten, die auf sich
selbst ausgeübt werden können, oder als Vorbedingung für ihre eigene Ausübung vorausgesetzt
werden müssen. An erster Stelle sind wohl das Denken über das Denken, das Wissen über das
Wissen, das Forschen über das Forschen zu erwähnen. In all diesen Fällen erscheint die Person
als Trägerin einer doppelten Rolle. Auf der einen Seite ist diese Rolle passiv, indem die Person
das Objekt der auszuübenden Aktivität darstellt, auf der andern Seite ist sie aber aktiv, indem
die Aktivität von der Person selber auszugehen hat. Es sollte klar sein, dass dieser Umstand sehr
weittragende Konsequenzen haben muss.” [48, p. 180, emphasis in original]
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These reflexive activities amplify the problem of the reflexive dependence, i.e.,
the necessity for its own presumption. While the reflexive activities make the
problem clearer, the reflexive dependence has more serious consequences as it
affects our ways of speaking, knowing and researching more broadly. Whatever
meaning or cognitive content we assign, we inevitably do so in light of previously
established meaning or knowledge. Meaning and knowledge, thus, are charac-
teristically holistic. In consequence of such observations, Gonseth builds his open
philosophy on a principle of revisability that exposes all elements in a system of
knowledge, including logic, to revision.92

Rorty’s notion of contingency of language characterized as

I call the ‘contingency of language’—the fact that there is no way to
step outside the various vocabularies we have employed and find a
metavocabulary which somehow takes account of all possible vocab-
ularies, all possible ways of judging and feeling. [103, Introduction]

is closely related to the reflexive dependence. The inevitable presumption of
knowledge and meaning not only results in the inability to step outside language
and cognitive processes but also hinders the to step into a new language-game:

A picture held us captive. And we could not get outside it, for it lay in
our language and language seemed to repeat it to us inexorably. [129,
§115]

The following observation by Fleck offers a picture of this captivity—clearly we
cannot have left language behind:93

Unfortunately, we have the idiosyncrasy that we regard old, familiar
trains of thought as particularly evident, so that they do require no
proof and do not even admit such proof. They form the iron funda-
tion on which one calmly builds on. [33, p. 46, own translation]

92The idea of principles for philosophy, appears to be at odds with the above observations
on reflexive activities. Gonseth cannot aim for any abstract or general principles. Instead these
principles rather emerge from a tentatively assumed separation of a meta-level. Any considera-
tions from the meta- on the object-level, proceeds in a dialectic sense insofar as changes on one
side are not without effects on the other. (See the discussion on meta- and object-language in
Ref. [48], and further elaborations in Ref. [76, 29].)

93“Leider haben wir die Eigenheit, alte, gewohnte Gedankengänge als besonders evident zu
betrachten, so dass dieselben keines Beweises bedürfen und ihn nicht einmal zulassen. Sie bilden
das eiserne Fundament, auf dem ruhig weitergebaut wird.” [33, p. 46]
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It is in doubt that building on such a foundation is to be regarded as an ancient
habit that can be eradicated rather than being an inevitable part of saying some-
thing. To establish agreement on the use of terms—or should I rather say on the
rules how to use terms?—is a process troubled again by the reflexive dependence.
In this sense, the “calmly building on” might rather be understood as “throwing
ourselves” into any of these reflexive activities.

Specker’s and Wittgenstein’s introductory comments reflect that developing
ideas questioning this iron foundation faces obstacles.94 For one has to question
what one necessarily has to build on. These obstacles become more insurmount-
able if the basis one is to question contains explicit notions that are held as “a
priori” or “necessities.”95 Reductionism or foundationalism—and more generally
the assumption of a privileged language, epistemology, or method—exacerbates
the problems to overcome the captivity imposed by contingency—be it linguis-
tic [98], epistemic [102] or methodologic [31]. In this light, Specker embrac-
ing Gonseth’s open philosophy does not only caution the reader of subsequent
thoughts that might question the reader’s current iron foundation, but also tes-
tifies a scepticism towards clinging too tightly to any such foundation.96

Gonseth, recognizing the contingency and holism of any system of knowl-
edge, was concerned that the consequent revisability of any part of such systems
might undermine their the stability. He thus added to his open philosophy the

94Whether Specker and Wittgenstein meant to express this concern can be questioned.
Wittgenstein, however, uttered doubt that his Tractatus was and ever would be properly un-
derstood [110, §II.2].

95The vicinity of a “necessary foundation” and a “explicit necessary notions” as part of this
“necessary foundation” seems confusing at first sight. To say that there exist some basis on which
we build in cognitive processes and when establishing meaning is not to say that (parts of) this
basis necessarily have to be given. The latter assumption, of necessary elements in the iron
foundation, corresponds to the “dangerous fallacy” that Wittgenstein recognizes with hindsight
in the Tractatus: To treat philosophical questions as if they could be given answers sometime in
the future (compare [110, §II.2]).

96At the same time, this raises the question what it took Specker, Jauch, and Piron to consider
quantum mechanically represented propositions outside the corset of propositional logic, ignor-
ing for the moment the first steps by Birkhoff and von Neumann [14]. To this end, we suspect
that the vicinity of Specker and Jauch to Gonseth and Bernays, as well as respective seminars at
ETH Zurich, was helpful. Further, there seems to be a cultural difference: On the one hand, there
were the “first generation” researchers that experienced the wake of quantum mechanics—i.e., a
paradigm shift within which both the formal basis and the philosophic foundation were subject
to open debates. On the other, the following generations of physicist employed the formalism
and primarily calculated with it. For this latter generation that has been called by Andreas Buch-
leitner the “quantum field theorists,” a resort to solutionism and a consequent idea of “solving
the measurement problem” appears natural. In Section 10, we trace a similar genealogy with
regards to influences of computers and computer sciences on doing physics.
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principle of technicity:

The second principle, the principle of technicity, is to counterbalance
the principle of revisability. This principle is to impose a limit on what
counts as a legitimate reason for starting a process of revising a po-
sition. The idea is that the motivation for a change has to come from
within existing technical, experimental means including the techni-
cal language of a science. This principle brings into focus the way in
which technical progress – in particular in developing experimental
instruments – is relevant to progress in science. [29, p. 8, emphasis
in original]

The principle of technicity acts, thus, as a conservative counterweight to revisions.
Assuming a privileged layer to resort to removes concerns about the stability of a
system of knowledge. This presents us with a spectrum of certainty: On the one
side, we find the assumption of a privileged layer—whether we already know it
or not—with its guaranteed stability at the cost of being held captive. On the
other, there is the acknowledgement of the contingency arising with reflexive
dependencies—Rorty terms this irony97—entailing questions about stability—
culminating in a feeling of being left with sand running through the hands. In
light of this spectrum, the quest for certain knowledge is contrasted by the con-

97“I shall define an ‘ironist’ as someone who fulfills three conditions: (1) She has radical and
continuing doubts about the final vocabulary she currently uses, because she has been impressed
by other vocabularies, vocabularies taken as final by people or books she has encountered; (2)
she realizes that argument phrased in her present vocabulary can neither underwrite nor dissolve
these doubts; (3) insofar as she philosophizes about her situation, she does not think that her
vocabulary is closer to reality than others, that it is in touch with a power not herself. Ironists
who are inclined to philosophize see the choice between vocabularies as made neither within a
neutral and universal metavocabulary nor by an attempt to fight one’s way past appearances to
the real, but simply by playing the new off against the old.” [103, §4] Rorty contrasts irony by
common sense in the following way: “The opposite of irony is common sense. For what is the
watchword of those who unselfconsciously describe everything important in terms of the final
vocabulary to which they and those around them are habituated. To be commonsensical is to
take for granted that statements formulated in that final vocabulary suffice to describe and judge
the beliefs, actions and lives of those who employ alternative final vocabularies.” [103, §4, p. 74]
This differs from the spectrum we suggest insofar that it does not place the assumption of the
existence of a privileged vocabulary in contrast to irony, but rather the embracing of the current
vocabulary as such. It might be true that the assumption of the existence causes one to suspect
the current vocabulary to take the place of that privileged vocabulary.
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cerns about the progress of science.

irony quest for certainty

instability captivity

It is tempting to also consider the measurement problem in the context of
this spectrum. If we then replace quest for certainty with a quest for the solution,
then the spectrum easily turns into a spectrum over the quality of solutions to the
measurement problem. The quest for the solution is then contrasted by the quest
for possible, contingent solutions. It seems, however, that attempts to locate
approaches to the measurement problem on this spectrum still bear a taint of
Wittgenstein’s “dangerous fallacy” (see Footnote 95): We have not left behind
the paradigm that the measurement problem requires a solution. A reflection on
the measurement problem, thus, finds itself in a very different opposition to the
quest for the solution.

possible, contingent solutions quest for the solution

reflection



Ways of Doing Physics

In the perspective emerging in the previous Sections 7 and 8, the measurement
problem appears as a symptom of a particular philosophic stance. It reflects
the hope that we can exhaustively describe the world around us. The descrip-
tion turns into an unclouded mirror image. Concepts that aspire to be key to
developing such an “understanding of nature”—rather than a “making sense of
nature”—are the notion of states, of information, and of a system. In the following
sections, we take a closer look at these terms and their role in doing physics.

9 The State

The perspective on quantum mechanics we have established in Section 5 puts
emphasize on measurements rather than states. In a sense, we have degraded
the quantum states, and more generally quantum density matrices, to a repre-
sentation of probability distributions over measurement operators. From this
perspective, the state hardly attains the role of a state of being or, as we discuss
below, of a state of knowing. The state is rather a useful mathematical concept
than an entity of ontological or epistemological import. The common framing of
the measurement problem suggests the prevalence of a different understanding
of quantum states. Taking a look at how the state is often introduced in text
books, lets the measurement problem in its usual disguise appear as a reflection
of a commonsensical understanding of quantum states among physicists.98 In

98“1. States: A state is a complete description of a physical system. In quantum mechanics,
a state is a ray in a Hilbert space.” [94, §2.1] “Postulate 1: Associated to any isolated physical
system is a complex vector space with inner product (that is, a Hilbert space) known as the state
spaceof the system. The system is completely described by its state vector, which is a unit vector
in the system’s stat space.” [86, §2.2.1] “1. States: The set of states of an isolated physical system
is in one-to-one correspondence to the projective space of a Hilbert space H . In particular, any
physical state can be represented by a normalized vector � 2 H which is unique up to a phase
factor. In the following, we will callH the state space of the system.” [21, §4.2] “I. The state of
a particle is represented by a vector | (t)i in a Hilbert space.” [112, §4.1] “First Postulate: At a
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this regard, reflections about the measurement problem turn into an investiga-
tion of the effect of media (Medienwirkungsforschung).

On the one hand, there is the prominent placement of the state as subject
of the first axiom or postulate of many axiomatic introductions. It might be a
relict from classical mechanics to think of physical theories from the end of the
state. The non-contextuality of classical mechanics allows for the absence of a
concept of observables. Only in light of quantum mechanics, we see the urge to
characterize subsets of phase-space forming a Boolean algebra to be regarded in
analogy to projective operators.

On the other hand, the state is held—implicitly or explicitly—as (the basis of
any) (complete) description of a physical system. Note that this is different from
holding the state as the basis for a physical description of a system.99 In the latter
perspective, the state is a tool in a particular way of describing a given referent,
termed the system. This description neither has to account for ways in which
we establish reference to the system nor is there any restrictions on what counts
as a system. Thus, also an observer can be subject to a physical description.
The conclusion of Section 8 is that describing the observer removes him from the
normative, intersubjective realm in which measurements can be made to serve
as to provide legitimacy to physical descriptions.

The commonsensical notion of a state culminates in the following tacit as-
sumption:

Any system is in a state of being.

What defines and characterizes the existence of a system, is resolved in a state
of some kind. This assumption already contains the idea that systems can be
exhaustively described. The question merely is: What is the correct description?
Does our description correspond with the description? Do we already mirror na-
ture?

Physicists, being trained to assign states, understand the world through sys-
tems with states. The following statement provides an example of this perspec-
tivity:

A theory need not do anything more than enable us to make predic-
tions about instrumental state p if we only want to make predictions

fixed time t0, the state of a physical system is defined by specifying a ket | (t0)i belonging to a
state space E .” [22, §B.1]

99With a physical description, we do not mean to assume a neutral outside perspective onto a
“language of physics.” Instead, we emphasize a particular justificatory context that permits for
particular formulations and approaches to problems.
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about things we can measure. However, if we are interested in go-
ing beyond what we observe with our instruments, senses, etc., and
asking what reality is ‘really’ like then it seems we must consider the
ontic and associated epistemic states. [59, §1]

In this view, philosophic questions about the “real reality” might require different
classes of states, but states nonetheless. It is noteworthy that this rarely regarded
as a narrow perspective, unlike the perspective of someone who is trained to
use a hammer, and to whom everything looks like a nail. The statement is not
only interesting for its use of the term “state” but also for its reference to a “real
reality.” The latter hints at the solutionism that Wittgenstein later regarded as the
“dangerous fallacy” he had committed in the Tractatus (see also Section 8.5.1).

This is not to say that there is clear line drawn between physical problem
that ask to be addressed under the assumption that a solution can be found and
philosophical problems that preclude such an approach. Instead, this serves to
illustrate that approaching problems under the assumption of solvability is one
contingent approach. At the same time, the implicit distinction between pre-
dictions about the mere apparent and the “real reality” puts the ontic-epistemic
divide into the light of the distinction between practical activity and certain knowl-
edge as criticized by Dewey. It is tempting to see the endorsement of an epistemic
view, as the rejection of the idea of certain knowledge. On a closer look, it seems
that epistemic views on quantum mechanics do not abandon the quest for cer-
tainty as we discuss subsequently.

The above assumption is challenged if the we are deprived of the transparency
of a spectator theory. One consequence of the grappling to commensurate con-
textuality with the idea of physics excavating the truth out there is the distinc-
tion between -epistemic and -ontic models. The reading of quantum states as
states of being is then complemented by a neo-Kantian conception of quantum
states as states of knowledge. In other words, the metaphysical interpretation
of states is complemented by an epistemological one, and the assumption turns
into:

Any

⇢
object
subject

�
is in a state of

⇢
being
knowing

�
.

The debate about which of these models applies [59, 114, 60, 95, 105] has man-
ifested the distinction between the two branches in the above assumption as a
dichotomy. The assumption, however, remains and sets how to understand states
as “complete descriptions” or theories as “universal” [80]. With this, doubts con-
cerning the meaning of assumption in light of any privileged “state”-vocabulary
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(see Section 8.5) that reflect the captivity of any Absolutheitsanspruch100 are still
pressing.

The Kantian turn to epistemology, manifested in the notion of epistemic states,
is accompanied by a second development, i.e., the appearance of the notion of
“information” in doing physics [114, 105]. In particular, epistemic models have
employed or been argued for by reference to information. Quantum Bayesian-
ism (Qbism) is located on the far end of the “informational” readings of quantum
mechanics.

9.1 Quantum Bayesianism
Quantum Bayesianism is a subjectivist reading of quantum mechanics that un-
derstands quantum mechanics as a theory about information and aims for its
representation within the framework of probability theory. In this reading, the
quantum states “are not something out there, in the external world, but instead
are expressions of information,” [41, §II] or “compendia of beliefs.” [41, §IV] In
Fuchs’ pragmatistic reading, quantum mechanics provides a users’ manual:

Qbism has a story to tell on both quantum states and quantum mea-
surements, but what of quantum theory as a whole? The answer is
found in taking it as a universal single-user theory in much the same
way that Bayesian probability theory is. It is a users’ manual that
any agent can pick up and use to help make wiser decisions in this
world of inherent uncertainty. To say it in a more poignant way: In
my case, it is a world in which I am forced to be uncertain about the
consequences of most of my actions; and in your case, it is a world
in which you are forced to be uncertain about the consequences of
most of your actions. [41, §III]

The world is filled with all the same things it was before quantum the-
ory came along, like each of our experiences, that rock and that tree,
and all the other things under the sun; it is just that quantum theoy
provides a calculus for gambling on each agent’s own experiences—it
doesn’t give anything else than that. [41, §III]

This exposes Qbism to Habermas’ critique of the monologistic traits present in
Pierce’s pragmatism (see Footnote 83). In Section 8.4, the need to intersub-
jectively establish agreement arose from the normative nexus between past to

100We refer here to the claim for absoluteness, addressed by Specker, as discussed in Sec-
tion 8.5.1.
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future action.101 Thus, the picture of a theory as a “universal manual” for single
users is oblivious of the problematic nexus between particulars and universals
that affects meaning as well as inductive inference.

These concerns turn into an issue that arises from within in the picture: Do
agents have the freedom to perform unwise actions? In the case of the Wigner’s-
friend experiment this would amount to the friend changing the measurement
he performed on the system S. So for the few certain cases, where we expect
that we have a deterministic prediction—i.e., in the cases of performing what
we think are equivalent measurements—,any deviation can be “explained” by an
agent inside the system “acting unwisely.” It is, however, not clear whether there
would be the need to “explain” anything, because that would be a justificatory
act for why a certain behavior or consequence is covered by a given rule—i.e.,
an intersubjective discursive act. Either universality or the single-user focus is in
jeopardy. Finally, it seems that we must just regard it as “the consequences of
wise actions in an inherently uncertain world,” if there are no normative mea-
sures for this constituting an “unexpected outcome” in the universal single-user
theory. We are left with a qbistic brain-in-a-vat.102 The “unwise friend” resem-
bles Maxwell’s demon. In the common reading of the measurement problem, the
friend has no such agency independent of our description of him and, thus, can-
not obstruct matters like this.103 One might suspect that it is the possibility for
unwise behavior exceeding our description of the demon which turns him into
an “intelligent being” [117]. At the same time, Bennett’s solution for the puzzle
caused by the demon [11] is to subject him to our description, and, thus, deprive
him of such agency outside our words accounting for it.

For Fuchs, the above mentioned concerns are not as pressing as the doubt
that Qbism might not be a realistic view. In other words, not the scepticism re-

101Note that Fuchs uses “normative” in a very different sense when he remarks: “As probability
theory is a normative theory, not saying what one must believe, but offering rules of consistency
an agent should strive to satisfy within his overall mesh of beliefs, so it is the case with quantum
theory.” [41, §III] Normativity says here something about the quality of the statements of a
theory, and nothing about how to understand these statements. This normativity occurs in a
setting of mere description short of the need to establish meaning.

102It is possible to preclude this interference of another agent’s actions “against the wise rules”
by restricting the applicability of the manual, or by simply assuming all agents to act wisely.
Again, if there is no intersubjective agreement on what constitutes rules of wise actions, then
it might not even be justified to say that an agent broke the rules. This leads eventually to the
questions how to understand any rules if we do not intersubjectively agree on them. And, thus,
what justifies to speak about such rules.

103Recall that the initial measurement performed on the friend revealed the friend’s intentions
as to what measurement to perform on what system.
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garding the above assumption is the problem but the scepticism regarding the
question whether one is located in the correct branch of the assumption. If we
regard this as a response to being discredited for being in the wrong branch of the
assumption—as an indicator for ways of thinking and talking among the quan-
tum theorists—, then the prospect of this work to be regarded as an interesting
contribution is rather dim. To be clear, Fuchs does not abandon the quest for
certainty as it becomes evident in the following statement:

If quantum theory is a user’s manual, one cannot forget that the world
is its author. And from its writing style, one may still be able to tell
something of the author herself. The question is how to tease out
the psychology of the style, frame it, and identify the underlying mo-
tif. [41, §IV]

The statement is diametrically opposed by Rorty’s interdependent rejections of
the ideas of a “truth out there” and a “language of nature”:

We need to make a distinction between the claim that the world is
out there and the claim that truth is out there. To say that the world
is out there, that it is not our creation, is to say, with common sense,
that most things in space and time are the effects of causes which do
not include human mental states. To say that truth is not out there
is simply to say that where there are no sentences there is no truth,
that sentences are elements of human languages, and that human
languages are human creations. Truth cannot be out there — cannot
exist independently of the human mind — because sentences cannot
so exist, or be out there. The world is out there, but descriptions of
the world are not. Only descriptions of the world can be true or false.
The world on its own — unaided by describing activities of human
beings — cannot. [103, §1]

The world does not speak. Only we do. The world can, once we have
programmed ourselves with a language, cause us to hold beliefs. But
it cannot propose a language for us to speak. Only other human
beings can do that. The realization that the world does not tell us
what language games to play should not, however, lead us to say
that a decision about which to play is arbitrary, nor to say that it is
the expression of something deep within us. The moral is not that
objective criteria for choice of vocabulary are to be replaced with
subjective criteria, reason with will or feeling. It is rather that the
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notions of criteria and choice (including that of ‘arbitrary’ choice)
are no longer in point when it comes to changes from one language
game to another. [103, §1]

The argument for why Qbism should not be denied the qualification of a “re-
alist view,”104 is the assumption of an a priori given structure of systems with
its Hilbert-space dimension as intrinsic “universal capacity.” Thus, the dimen-
sion of a system does not correspond to the number of different results a given
experimental setup allows to distinguish. Instead, there is the assumption of a
universal and ultimate limit on the “information” we can have about a system.
This implies a particular notion of “information” and its relation to knowledge:
Knowing corresponds to having information. Thus, we end up with a Cartesian
immediate awareness of the “information we have” and a consequent removal
of reflexive dependences of knowledge or information. Even if one refrains from
assigning cognitive meaning to “information,” the placement of an absolute limit
on information maintains the idea of an objective distinguishability short of the
need to be established.

10 Information
Imagine reprinting measurement results in different fonts. Is then 0 different
from 0, or 1 different from 1? Is such a description of an experiment de-
scribing a different experiment from the one with this description of an experi-
ment? It is an established convention105 that 0 and 0, 1 and 1 mean the respective

104Maybe we should rather regard this as the fear of Qbists to be expelled as heretics from
the state-religion of “realism” upheld by some physicists. For realism vouched for a priestly
access to a higher authority. “[A]s long as we think that ‘the world’ names something we ought
to respect as well as cope with, something personlike in that it has a preferred description of
itself, we shall insist that any philosophical account of truth save the ‘intuition’ that truth is
‘out there.’ This intitution amounts to the vague sense that it would be hybris on our part to
abandon the traditional language of ‘respect for fact’ or ‘objectivity’ — that it would be risky, and
blasphemous, not to see the scientist (or the philosopher, or the poet, or somebody) as having
priestly function, as putting us in touch with a realm which transcends the human.” [103, §1] This
quote might activate a view on religion oblivious of reflection—a view commonly held among
(natural) scientists and left-wing thinkers assigning themselves the authority of rationality. We
do not share such converse characterization in full generality. I owe to Pepe Elwert for insights
into critical perspectives in Protestant theology.

105“Als der Grundzug alles menschlichen Daseins erscheint es, daß der Mensch in der Fülle
der äußeren Eindrücke nicht einfach aufgeht, sondern daß er diese Fülle bändigt, indem er ihr
eine bestimmte Form aufprägt, die letzten Endes aus ihm selbst, aus dem denkenden, fühlenden,
wollenden Subjekt hervorgeht.” [19, as quoted in [54]]
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same symbol, while {0,0} and {1,1} mean different symbols. Landauer’s “Infor-
mation is physical”106 suggests that there is one set of mutually different symbols
that is exempt from being conventional and, thus, offers a resort free of reflexive
dependences.107 When Landauer’s slogan is contrasted by the slogan “It from bit”
attributed to Wheeler108, then the existence of such an ultimate set of symbols is
not questioned but merely where to find this set.109 Wheeler acknowledgement
of reflexive dependences and the mentioning of “observer-participancy,” in the
following statement allow to doubt whether this contrasting reflects Wheeler’s
own position:

To endlessness no alternative is evident but loop, such a loop as this:
Physics gives rise to observer-participancy; observer-participancy gives
rise to information; and information gives rise to physics. [132]

At the same time, these observations did not hold Wheeler from proclaiming
“surpreme goals” with reference to an absolute understanding of existence:110

Niels Bohr tells us from ‘a radical revision of our attitude as regards
physical reality’ and a ‘fundamental modification of all ideas regard-
ing the absolute character of physical phenomena.’ [. . . ] Bohr’s mod-

106“Information is not a disembodied abstract entity; it is always tied to a physical represen-
tation. It is represented by engraving on a stone tablet, a spin, a charge, a hole in a punched
card, a mark on paper, or some other equivalent. This ties the handling of information to all the
possibilities and restrictions of our real physical wor[l]d, its laws and its storehouse of available
parts.” [75, §1]

107In light of the following statement, one might assume that Landauer himself suggests such
a fundamentalist reading: “The view I have expounded here makes the laws of of physics depen-
dent upon the apparatus and kinetics available in our universe, and that kinetics in turn depends
o the laws of physics. Thus, this is a want ad for a self-consistent theory.” [75]

108“every it — every particle, every field of force, even the spacetime continuum itself — derives
its function, its meaning its very existence entirely — even if in some context indirectly — from
the apparatus-elicited answers to yes or no questions, binary choices, bits.” [132]

109Again, Landauer seems to have entertained such a dichotomy: “Wheeler in a number of
discussion[s] has an adventurous view in which the laws of physics result form our observation
of the universe. Wheeler’s details are not my details, but we both depart from the notion that
the laws were there at the beginning.” [75]

110Wheeler attempts to resolve the tension between a reductionist reading of “It from bit”
and the infinite regress involving possibly intersubjective elements of an “observer-participancy”
seems to be addressed in the idea of a “law without law.” It seems not so clear whether this
attempt to retreat to a vanishing point joins both aspects or rather abandons both of them. Is
a vanishing Archimedean point rather vanishing, and, thus, not an Archimedean point, or an
Archimedean point and thus not vanishing? How can any point be vanishing enough to escape
the reflexive dependence of “observer-participancy” and still be Archimedean?
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est words direct us to the supreme goal: Deduce the quantum from
an understanding of existence [132]

Landauer and Wheeler represent merely two of the multiple ways of joining
computer sciences and information theory with physics. These joins have put
emphasis on the descriptive aspects of physics (see Characteristic (C1)). The
notion of computers being exhaustively described machines following the rules
they have been programmed to follow finds its correspondence in the “laws of
nature”:

The laws of physics are essentially algorithms for calculation. These
algorithms are significant only to the extent that they are executable
in our real physical world. [75]

The focus, thus, turns to finding the true laws or programs without considering
how we come to understand these laws, and whether and how we find empirical
evidence for the applicability of these laws.111

A different idea of a computer emerges if we inversely transfer normative
ideas of physical theories (see Characteristic (C2)). Then, computers appear as
physical experiments. If they show unexpected behavior (glitches), we are lead
to revise any of the parts of the system of knowledge involved in the description
of their behavior.

In the subsequent sections, we examine aspects of the connection between
information theory and physics in greater detail.

10.1 Erasure, and the 2nd Law

Landauer concluded from the observation that any computation is carried out
on a physical computer combined with the 2nd Law of thermodynamics that the
erasure of any single bit entails the dissipation of kT ln 2 free energy.112 Erasure

111Interestingly, with the increase of computational resources and the alongside increase of
complexity the degree to which we understand the rules that we program computers to follow
decreases and becomes increasingly heuristic. Merely for well-controlled scenarios, we can fully
describe (components of) computers—similar to physical experiments. This has resulted in what
Felix von Leitner has termed the “bugwave” (Bugwelle), i.e., lists of reported bugs that grow
faster than bugs are removed [123, 122]. How do we suppose to understand the rules nature
is programmed to follow—assuming that the picture of a programmed nature is viable—, if we
cannot even understand the rules we came up with? Even if we could formulate them, we might
not be able to understand them.

112“Landauer’s principle, often regarded as the basic principle of the thermodynamics of infor-
mation processing, holds that any logically reversible manipulation of data [. . . ] must be accom-
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here means to set the physical system under consideration into a particular low-
entropy macrostate.113 If we start off in a state with higher entropy, this means
to reduce the entropy and, thus, by the 2nd Law we expect this to be merely pos-
sible by investing work and dissipating heat. The picture of erasure is here the
following where we assume the gas to be coupled to a heat bath:

(9)

The molecules on the left occupy a larger phase-space volume than on the right.
More precisely, the setup on the left represents a configuration in which a larger
phase-space volume is accessible than in the setup on the right. So far, erasure
has merely a thermodynamic meaning, quite opposite to its common use as a
concept for information. How can we understand the above as erasure of infor-
mation?

10.1.1 What does “erasure” mean?

How can we understand the depicted process as erasure of information? The an-
swer depends on how we understand information. Let us consider the data-based
conception of information established in Ref. [34], building on the following no-
tion of a datum.

The Diaphoric Definition of Data (DDD): A datum is a putative
fact regarding some difference or lack of uniformity within some con-
text. [34, §1.3]

In this context, information consists of one or more data.114 Let us assume that
the differences characterizing data can be labelled.115 Such a labelling is an

panied by a corresponding entropy increase in non-information bearing degrees of freedom of
the information processing apparatus or its environment.” [12, §]

113Norton locates here one of two fallacies commonly committed when it comes to discussions
of Maxwell’s demon: “I also noted that arguments for Landauer’s Principle repeatedly used the
same incorrect assumptions: that erasure must compress phase volume or that additional ther-
modynamic entropy derives from the probabilities of so-called ‘random’ data.” [89, §1] This
foreshadows problems that we discuss subsequently.

114The complete definition of semantic information includes further necessary characteristics:
“The General Definition of Information (GDI): � is an instance of information, understood as
semantic content, if and only if: (GDI.1) � consists of one or more data; (GDI.2) the data in �
are well-formed; (GDI.3) the well-formed data in � are meaningful.” [34, §1.2]

115It is tempting to think of this labelling in terms of “telling things apart.” Adding this linguistic
aspect might, however, go too far in respect of the use of the word information in the context of
thermodynamics.
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(injective) mapping into the set of bit strings of a given length.116 The question
thus is: What are possible (injective) mappings of the above scenario into a set
of bit strings? What are possible discretizations of the above scenario? How do
we locate data in the above scenario?

A first map consist of assigning a single bit to each of the sides in the above
scenario: Let us introduce a piston and assume that the bit 0 corresponds to the
left and bit 1 to the right of the following picture.

0 1

In this arrangement, we map the position of a piston117 to a single bit. Instead
of employing the extremal positions of the pistons, we might as well use two
disjoint intervals, possibly with each including one of the extremal positions. Let
us call this mapping a binary macroscopic mapping. To turn this into a function
from the entire range of possible piston positions to the set {0,1}, we have to
expand the intervals so that they form a partition of that range. More generally,
we can partition the volume in the space of macrovariables that can be associated
with the piston into M = 2m parts and associate with each such parts an m-bit
string.

If the depicted thermodynamic process is irreversible, then moving the piston
to the left comes at the cost of some irretrievable work. If the process is reversible
(or made reversible by, e.g., coupling the piston to a reversible battery), then era-
sure amounts to reversibly setting the piston to the left if we find it in a position
to the right and else do nothing. It seems that Landauer’s principle is not re-
ferring to macrovariables of a piston as carriers of information, when devising a
necessary thermodynamic cost of erasure.

Let us ignore the piston, and consider mappings that instead relate to the
microstate of the N particles. If these particles are indistinguishable, and if we
assume that we can merely tell whether particles are in the left or in the right
half of the volume, then we obtain a so-called Hamming weight mapping into
the n-bit strings with N = 2n. This is the simplest case of partitioning the volume
into K parts that allows for

C =
(N + K � 1)!
N !(K � 1)!

116This assumes a finite memory. Whether or not this assumption is warranted is an own
philosophical debate. More generally, we could turn to maps into the Kleene closure S⇤.

117We neglect for the moment other thermodynamic variables, such as pressure.
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different distributions of N particles among the K partitions. This allows to in-
jectively map the distributions to bit strings of length dlog2 Ce. We call this a
K-partition mapping. This mapping can further be generalized to partitions of
a 6-dimensional phase-space. If the particles are distinguishable, then we are
left with KN different distributions. If, furthermore, K = 2, then we obtain a
mapping into the N bit strings.

The microscopic association of states to information divides along the ques-
tion whether particles are distinguishable or not. We elaborate on the distin-
guishability of particles in Section 11. For the simple case of a one-particle gas,
however, both mappings join. In the following section, we discuss turn to this
case.

10.1.2 Erasing a single bit, and Szilard’s one-particle gas

Maroney discusses in Ref. [79] how erasure of a single bit can be transferred
to a thermodynamic process, and shows that this process is not necessarily irre-
versible. The one-particle gas also considered by Szilard [117] is the simplest
case with N = 1 and K = 2. We recapitulate the discussion here with in the
perspective of the question where information is to be located. This means that
we discuss step-by-step the process depicted in Figure 2. We consider of a one-
particle gas in contact with a heat bath at temperature T . Instead of the piston,
we imagine a barrier that can be moved horizontally, possibly while being cou-
pled to a battery. Most importantly, the barrier can be removed entirely and be
inserted somewhere else, unlike the piston above.

Initially, the barrier is in the middle of the volume, separating the volume into
two equal halves. The particle is either in the left half of the volume, (1.z), or in
the right one, (1.o). The case (1.z) is associated with the bit zero, and the case
(1.o) with the bit one. There is no difference in associating the bit zero because
the gas is to the left of the barrier, or because the one-particle is in the microstate
“in the left half of the volume.” The microstate perspective and the macrostate
perspective yield the same bit assignment. This changes, however, in the second
step.

In (2), we remove the barrier. The gas, thus, expands into the entire vol-
ume. As the phase-space volume accessible to the particle doubles, the entropy
of the gas increases by k ln2 if we assume that the particle is uniformly dis-
tributed across V/2 before the removal of the barrier and uniformly distributed
across V after the expansion. From the microstate perspective shown in (2.z.a)
and (2.o.a), the bit assignment remains well-defined.118 From the macrostate

118We take the center of mass as the reference point here.
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(z)

(1.z)

(2.z.a) (2.z.b)

(3.z.a) (3.z.b)

(o)

(1.o)

(2.o.a) (2.o.b)

(3.o.a) (3.o.b)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Figure 2. A detailed resolution of an erasure process.

perspective shown in (2.z.b) and (2.o.b), however, the assignment of a bit by
whether the particle is either to the left of the barrier or to the right of it is no
longer well-defined.119 In the latter case, one might say that we lost one bit of
information. Maroney associates correspondingly the erasure to this step.

The barrier is inserted back into the volume in step (3). Inserting the barrier

119There are other possible macroscopic bit assignments independent of the barrier. If we
assume the bit 0 (1) to correspond to the gas being confined the left (right) half of the volume,
then, as Xavier Coiteux-Roy points out, allowing the gas to expand into the entire volume leads
to a third macrostate that one might associate with erasure. Like in ternary logic, we have a
third state for “erased information,” corresponding to the right-hand side in 12. Information-
baring macrostates do, however, not have to be low-entropy states. We could also permute the
assignment of the triple {0, 1, “erased info”} with drastic consequences for Landauer’s principle.
These considerations also show that the idea of locating erasure in step (2), i.e., associating it
with the removal of the barrier, and, thus, with the loss of the ability to “talk about bits,” is
strongly dependent on the encoding. In a sense, there hardly seems to be a natural notion of
erasure. In light of Fleck’s statement in Footnote 2, this is not surprising.
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at the far right of the volume, turns the bit to zero from the macrostate per-
spective. By compressing the volume in step (4), we join again the micro- and
that macrostate perspective. Maroney calls (4) correspondingly the “compres-
sion step.” From the microstate perspective, however, the erasure happens only
now: If the temperature T of the heat bath is low enough, then a particle ini-
tially in a microstate corresponding to the bit one is only now reset to the bit
zero. Note that the isothermal compression is reversible.

Maroney describes the following inverse process: Let gas expand and load
the battery (or lift a weight) with the extracted kT ln2 amount of work. Then,
remove the barrier from the far right end of the volume and allow the gas to
expand. Finally, insert the barrier in the middle. This inverts the erasure process
if initially the microstates (1.z) and (1.o) were assigned the same probability
weight 1/2. We recovered the work used in the compression step (4).120

This exposes a tacit assumption we have made in step (1) and that is fatal
in two sense: We have assumed that the microstate and the macrostate perspec-
tive merge in the same bit assignment, (1.z) or (1.o). Firstly, from the macro-
perspective, this assignment is only warranted if we had previously gone through
step (3) and (4) for (1.z), or correspondingly (3’) and (4’) proceeding from the
far left end of the volume for (1.o). Secondly, if we know from the macro-
perspective that either (1.z) or (1.o) is the case, then we can reset to zero by
either doing nothing or by extracting the work when the barrier is push to the
left to then use it again to compress the gas from the right. In hindsight, the
introduction of a piston above was not as ungrounded as it might have initially
appeared.

We have, thus, discussed for two cases of initial thermodynamic states—i.e.,
probability distributions over microstates—how to reversibly proceed to the low-
entropy state in step (4). The argument generalizes to any distributions as laid
out in Ref. [79]. Thus, we are presented with a thermodynamically reversible
process that implements a logically irreversible erasure process. Note the differ-
ent meanings of erasure from the different perspectives: If one assumes a macro-
scopic perspective, then “erasure” rather means “loss of a distinction.” This is
essentially a mixing process and hints at the path that we pursue in Section 10.2.
The idea of a “loss of distinction” is meaningless from a microstate perspective.
Instead, “erasure” turns into “setting to zero.” Given that from a microstate per-
spective, we are already in a low-entropy state, we can isothermally extract the
work that is required to compress the gas again—if not already classical or quan-

120Already in Ref. [77], it is noted that this is possible if the initial thermodynamical state is a
uniform distribution.
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tum mechanics sufficiently describes the gas for a reversible manipulation. Thus,
Landauer’s principle merely applies if we somehow intertwine the microscopic
and the macroscopic perspective.

10.1.3 Noumenal and phenomenal information

We started off by trying to understand the process in (9) as “erasing informa-
tion.” In the examination in Section 10.1.2, this process, however, acts as the
last step in a larger picture. This last step alone can be understood as erasure—
i.e., as putting all bits to zero—only if one considers the gas from a microscopic
perspective. In fact, if one includes the macroscopic perspective, and if one un-
derstands the bit zero as “the one particle is to the left of a barrier” and the bit
one as “the particle is to the right of a barrier,” then the last step is rather un-
derstood as merging microscopic and macroscopic information. Note here the
divergence implicitly present in the right-hand side of (9): Either the macro-
scopic bit assignment is not well-defined, because the barrier has been removed
as in step (2). Or the macroscopic and the microscopic bit assignment differ with
non-zero probability as in step (4). Only by compressing to a low entropy state,
microscopic and macroscopic information are the same.

In thermodynamics, the “observables” are the macrovariables.121 Microstates
however are not, unless the gas is in a low-entropy macrostate for which the two
coïncide. Thus, if we require that the data we are concerned with correspond
to observable entities, then either we have to employ a macrostate mapping or
restrict ourselves to low-entropy states. In the latter case, we might transition
isothermal-reversibly to any other state with zero-entropy difference as discussed
above. In the former case, erasure consists of removing the barrier as in step (2).
Therefore, neither of the cases applies to “erasure” as depicted in (9). The right-
hand side does not correspond to phenomenal information. The reading of (9) as

121Jaynes remarks: “[T]he fundamental operational definitions of such terms as equilibrium,
temperature, and entropy — and the statements of the first and second law — involve only the
macrovariables observed in the laboratory. They make no reference to microstates, much less
to any velocity distributions, probability distributions, or correlations. As Helmholtz and Planck
stressed, this much of the field has a validity and usefulness quite independent of whether atoms
or microstates exist.” [68, §8] Thus, he concludes: “The entropy of mixing does indeed represent
human information; just the information needed to predict the work available from the mixing.” [68,
§5] In a sense, the idea goes back to Wigner: “I have profited from discussions of these problems,
over many years, with Professor E. P. Wigner, from whom I first heard the remark, ‘Entropy is an
anthropomorphic concept.’ .” [67, §VII] Therefore, we can regard Jaynes’ stance as a reflection
of Wigner’s critical attitude towards the (anthropomorphic) use of the term measurement (see
Footnote 30).
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mapping any associated string to the all-zero string, thus, involves assigning the
right-hand side noumenal information—“information-in-itself”—that is exempt
from being observed.

This exposes a crucial difference between thermodynamic entropy and Shan-
non entropy. Shannon considered bit strings emitted by a source. This setup
allows to consider the probabilities characterizing the source in a frequentist
reading, i.e., as the result of a statistical analysis of empirical data obtained from
the source. Thermodynamic states in statistical mechanics as probability distribu-
tions over microstates cannot be understood as derived from an empirical sample
of such states. This suggests to regard thermodynamic entropy as a function of
phasespace volumes instead of probability distributions.

10.2 Gibbs’ paradox, and tricking demons

Despite the critical perspective on Landauer’s principle, information and ther-
modynamics might be brought together in an idea that could be termed “relative
thermodynamics.” The inspiration comes from Gibbs’ thoughts on mixing pro-
cesses and the ensuing paradox. The crucial observation for “thermodynamic
information”—essentially information that is associated with macrovariables—
is that it can be lost in the way we described in Section 10.1.2.

10.2.1 Mixing gases

Imagine a volume with N molecules. We assume that a molecule initially ob-
served at a particular position x has an equal probability to be observed through-
out the entire volume after a sufficiently long period of time has passed. This
implies that molecules that are at an initial time t0 on the left are at a later t1

distributed across the entire volume; and so are the molecules that were on the
right at time t0:

t0 t1

(10)

Let us compare this to another, slightly different scenario: We color the molecules
in such a way that molecules initially on the left are blue, and the molecules
initially on the right are red. The molecule positions and velocities are left un-
changed. We merely make the distinction between “molecules on the left at
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time t0” and “molecules on the right at time t0” visible.

t0 t1

(11)

The trajectories of the single molecules are the same in both scenarios, i.e., the
kinematics coïncide: If we pick out a molecule, and follow it around, it behaves
just the same, no matter its color.

We now turn to the question which of the processes qualifies as mixing and
why.122 If we understand mixing as “molecules that are initially on the right are
finally evenly distributed,” then mixing occurs in both scenarios, (10) and (11):
The gas mixes, no matter whether it is color-wise homogeneous or in-homogeneous.
This rephrases Gibbs’ observation.123

Again, when such gases have been mixed, there is no more impos-
sibility of separation of the two kinds of molecules in virtue of their
ordinary motions in the gaseous mass without any especial external
influence, than there is of the separation of a homogeneous gas into
the same two parts into which it has once been divided, after these
have once been mixed. [45]

Ostensibly, however, scenario (11) qualifies as mixing while (10) does not.
Mixing here means the process of loosing the ability to tell the blue and the red
molecules apart.

? (12)

As scenario (10) does not express the ability in the first place, it cannot be lost.

The initial measurable distinction between blue molecules on the left and red
molecules on the right, is essential to this understanding of mixing. The reference
to molecules, however, is not: It is sufficient to note that, at time t0, the left half
was blue while the right one was red. In other words, we merely require the
ability to measure that “all molecules to the left are blue, and all to the right are
red” which does not imply any statements about single particles. To summarize,

122Jaynes’ discussion of Gibbs’ paradox in Ref. [68], has inspired our considerations strongly.
123The quote is explained in detail in Ref. [68]. It might be helpful to realize the following

grouping: “Again, when such gases have been mixed, there is no more {. . . } than there is {. . . }.”
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we note: Mixing is, then, a process characterized by loosing a distinction—i.e.,
loosing a phenomenal datum as defined in Section 10.1.1.

An objection to the above scenario is the following: In thermodynamics the
distinction is not between colors of molecules. So what does the above example
say about the case where all molecules are initially in the left half of the volume?

t0

Then, mixing corresponds to the expansion of the molecules into the entire vol-
ume. This case compares to the colored scenario above, if we associate colors
with the ability to measure densities: In the one-colored case, we can merely
measure the molecule density of V , and not of smaller volumes. The two-colored
case corresponds to a higher resolution of the density measurements. Conversely,
when we assigned different colors to molecules we primarily introduced a mea-
surable difference between the molecules on the left and on the right.

Again, there is a tacit assumption with important consequences: As in Sec-
tion 10.1.2, we assume in the scenario (11) that the microstate and the macrostate
join. If we can merely manipulate and observe macrostates, then we have to ar-
gue how this is warranted. In Section 10.1.2, the compression step (4) plays
an important role: It allows to establish the macrostate datum while investing
work. We can also imagine bringing two volumes in contact and, thereby, es-
tablishing a macrostate difference. Inversely, we can observe the datum by its
ability to be turned into work. A piston, or solid barrier, implements a barrier for
data that result in pressure differences. For molecules of different types, a piston
would have to interact only with molecules of one type and not with molecules of
the other. With this we re-establish a connection between information and ther-
modynamics: Entropy measures the amount of work that we can extract from
a macroscopic difference by mixing. Therefore, entropy is not the entropy of a
system, but rather of a set of observables for that system.124 Consequently, the

124Van Kampen remarks to this end:“Thus, whether such a process is reversible or not depends
on how discriminating the observer is. The expression for the entropy (which he constructs by
one or the other processes mentioned above [mixing of the same or of different gases]) depends
on whether or not he is able and willing to distinguish between the molecules A and B. This
is a paradox only for those who attach more physical reality to the entropy than is implied by
its definition.” [121, §4] Similarly, Jaynes states: “Consider, for example, a crystal of Rochelle
salt. For one set of experiments on it, we work with temperature, pressure, and volume. The
entropy can be expressed as some function Se(T, P). For another set of experiments on the same
crystal, we work with temperature, the component ex y of the strain tensor, and the component
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2nd Law is a statement about how we describe the world and less about how the
world is.

10.2.2 Gibbs’ paradox

Gibbs’ paradox is a variant of the above considerations. We recount the paradox
following [68, §2]. Let us return to the previous setting, and interpret the colors
as different types of ideal gases. On the left hand side, in a volume V1, there
are N1 molecules of an ideal gas of type 1 at temperature T1. On the right hand
side, separated by a barrier, there are N2 molecules of an ideal gas of type 2 in a
volume T2 at temperature V2. If we assume that T1 = T2 =: T and V1/V2 = N1/N2,
then the pressure is equal, P1 = P2 = NkT/Vi =: P. When we remove the barrier,
the gases mix, and we end up with N = N1+N2 molecules in a volume V = V1+V2.

V1, N1, T1, P1 V2, N2, T2, P2 V, N , T, P

Temperature, pressure, and total energy remain the same. The difference in
thermodynamic entropy is then

�S = Sfin � Sinit = Nk log V � (N1R log V1 + N2R log V2)

= Nk


V1

V
log

Å
V1

V

ã
+
Å

1�
V1

V

ã
log

Å
1�

V1

V

ã�
.

If we the volume V1 are V2 are equal, and, thus, V1/V = 1/2, then the entropy
difference is

�S = Nk log2 .

Pz of electric polarization; the entropy as found in these experiments is a function Se(T, ex y , Pz).
It is clearly meaningless to ask, ‘What is the entropy of the crystal?’ unless we first specify the
set of parameters which define its thermodynamic state. One might reply that in each of the
experiments cited, we have used only part of the degrees of freedom of the system, and there is a
‘true’ entropy which is a function of all these parameters simultaneously. However, we can always
introduce as many new degrees of freedom as we please. [. . . ] There is no end to this search for
the ultimate ‘true’ entropy until we have reached the point where we control the location of each
atom independently. But just at that point the notion of entropy collapses, and we are no longer
talking termodynamics!” [67, §VI]
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The ability to tell apart particles on the left and particles on the right causes
an entropy difference that is not present in the microscopically identical process
depicted in (10). This is analog to the observation about erasure above: The
removal of the barrier in step (2) only leads to an increase in entropy, if we know
that the particle is either on the left or on the right of the barrier. This knowledge
is merely thermodynamically described if it constitutes a macroscopic datum that
can be used to extract the corresponding kT log2 of work.

The described scenario becomes paradoxical, if we assume that the difference
between between red and blue molecules is continuous. The entropy difference,
and, thus, the amount of extractable work does not depend on “how different”
the particles on the left and on the right in (10.2.2) are. It merely matters that we
can make out a difference. This reminds of the opposition of orthogonality and
the continuity of the Hilbert space in quantum mechanics and Einstein’s related
concerns discussed in Section 6.1.

10.2.3 Tricking demons

While the macrovariables are the “observables” of thermodynamics and statisti-
cal mechanics—thus, an essential ingredient of these theories—, the microstates
are of no necessity for a description of thermodynamic observables.125 In the fol-
lowing, we aim to explore this observation by a thought experiment addressing
the question what it takes to trick a demon that is fully aware of the coordinates
of an N -particle system in 6N -dimensional phase-space into seeing a violation of
the second law.

As discussed in Ref. [68, §6], a difference in the ability to distinguish ther-
modynamic data can be exploited to trick an observer with lesser distinguishing
abilities into seeing a violation of the second law. Imagine the gas from above,
in (11), with a piston sensitive to the thermodynamic datum of color: The pis-
ton interacts with the blue molecules while it does not with the red ones. If the
volume is coupled to a heat bath, then the extracted work W is compensated by
a heatflow Q from the bath into the volume.

T T

W

Q

To an observer without the capability to distinguish the molecule types, the pro-

125See Footnote 121.
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cess looks as following.

T T

W

Q

Thus, there from this second perspective no mixing occurs, and the decrease of
entropy, �S = �Q/T , through the heat flow from the bath, is not compensated
by an entropy increase within the gas. The observer is left with a violation of the
2nd Law.

We can imagine a distinction between types of molecules that is independent
of the kinematics described in classical mechanics. It seems that a reason why we
cannot imagine tricking also a demon into seeing a violation of the 2nd Law lies
in how we picture that the molecules interact with the piston: The demon can
read off the distinction of the types by observing the particles’ interaction with
the piston.126 As long as we assume that the way to extract work from a system
is described by particles interacting with a piston combined with momentum
conservation, any typical difference is resolved in terms of classical mechanics
or quantum mechanics. While we expect that the extracted work is mechani-
cal work, there is no necessity for particles to facilitate this extraction. In other
words: Thermodynamics might apply also to differences that are not differences
of (types of) particles. The picture of thermodynamics as an “information the-
ory” about noumenal microscopic information ties the theory more tightly to the
concept of particles than necessary. The abandonment of the particle picture
might allow to develop thermodynamics in an independent description about
work-extractable data.

11 Indistinguishability
In Section 10.1.2, we simplified the discussion about erasure by turning to a
one-particle gas. This case removes the difference between distinguishable and
indistinguishable particles. With multiple particles and the entailing need to re-
solve this difference, we turn to another aspect of Gibbs’ paradox affecting the
entropy in statistical mechanics—a problematic factor of N !—as we discuss in
Section 11.2.

126In light of Jaynes’ comment quoted in Footnote 124, one might object that the demon does
not “speak thermodynamics.”
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A question we hint at in Section 6.1 recurs: If we understand orthogonality
to be closely related to the integrity of the system under consideration—and that
system might be a single particle—, then the quantum mechanical description of
measurements on a single particle require the ability to distinguish this particle
from other such particles. Thus, if there are also systems that are merely accu-
rately described if we assume the indistinguishability of their constituents, then
the notion of a system comes with a contextual dependence. We discuss this in
detail in Section 11.3.

We are turning from the Gibbs’ paradox in thermodynamics with the con-
nected discussion about the nature of information to the Gibbs’ paradox in sta-
tistical mechanics and with it back to issues regarding the reference to systems.

11.1 Introduction to statistical mechanics

We consider a gas of N particles with a specified total energy E in a volume V ,
i.e., the particles form a so-called micro-canonical ensemble.127 We postulate
that a system in thermodynamic equilibrium is with equal probability in any of
the possible states in phase space. Thus, the micro-canonical ensemble has a
uniform density function on the 6N -dimensional phase space � ,

⇢(p, q) =

®
const. if E < H(p, q)< E +� ,

0 otherwise .
(13)

The entropy of the gas is defined as the logarithm of the volume of the support
of ⇢, i.e.,

S(E, V ) = k log � (E) with � (E) =
Z

E<H(p,q)<E+�
d3N p d3N q

where k = 1.38⇥ 10�23J/K is Boltzmann’s constant.
We now discretize the phase space � into cells of volume ⌧. Further, we

partition the single particle energy spectrum into ranges [✏s,✏+�✏s] and denote
by Cs the number of cells in that energy range and by Ns the number of particles
in that energy range.

Cs volume elements, containing Ns particles

127For an in-depth discussion of statistical mechanics, we refer to [120, 65].
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For a given set {Ns}s of occupation numbers, we denote the number of ways to
distribute N particles among cells so that the distribution is consistent with these
occupation numbers by W{Ns}. Replacing the cells by eigenstates of a quan-
tum mechanical Hamiltonian, and regarding Cs as the degeneracy of the energy
level ✏s, the scenario translate to quantum statistical mechanics.

If the particles are identical and non-interacting, then we can compute phase
space volume � (E) by summing over all sets of occupation numbers {Ns}s while
imposing the constraints

E =
X

s

✏sNs N =
X

s

Ns . (14)

The volume � (E) is well approximated by W{Ns} where the occupation num-
bers {Ns} maximise W subject to the constraints in (14), as laid out in Ref. [65].

We now turn to computing W{Ns}. If the particles are distinguishable, then
each permutation of particles counts as a different distribution, and, thus, adds
to W . For a given set of occupation numbers {Ns}s, there are

N !
N1! · · ·Ns! · · ·

=:
Å

N
N1 . . . Ns . . .

ã

ways of distributing the particles according to these occupation numbers corre-
sponding to the multinomial coefficient. For each of the energy regions, there
are CNs

s ways of distributing the Ns distinguishable particles among the Cs avail-
able cells, and we obtain128

W B
{Ns}=

N !
N1! · · ·Ns! · · ·

Y

s

CNs
s . (15)

If we set the degeneracies Cs = 1, then we obtain up to a normalisation the
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics.

If, however, we regard the classical particles as indistinguishable, then we
pass to the quotient space of phase space �/Sn. Then, there is merely one way of
distributing the N particles according to a given set of occupation numbers {Ns}s.
And we correct the phase-space volume for each energy region, CNs

s , by a fac-
tor 1/Ns!, yielding

W B.r =
Y

s

CNs
s

Ns!
=

W B

N !
. (16)

128In Ref. [106], Saunders makes use of this formula.
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This corrected phase space volume is, however, not the number of distribu-
tions of Ns indistinguishable particles among Cs cells. The latter is

(Ns + Cs � 1)!
Ns!(Cs � 1)!

leading to the corresponding value of W of a Bose-Einstein-gas,

W BE
{Ns}=

Y

s

(Ns + Cs � 1)!
Ns!(Cs � 1)!

. (17)

For the sake of complete, we add the Fermi-Dirac case. Each of the cells is then
occupied by at most one particle, and, thus, we obtain

W FM
{Ns}=

Y

s

Å
Cs

Ns

ã
=
Y

s

Cs!
Ns!(Cs � Ns)!

. (18)

The next step towards computing the entropy consist in solving the con-
straint optimization of the occupation numbers {Ns}. To this end, we refer to
[65, §8.5]. Instead, we elaborate on the difference between W B.r in (16) corre-
sponding to classical indistinguishable particles and W BE in (17) corresponding
to indistinguishable bosons. Following [106, §2.4], we consider the “occupation
numbers” {nl}

Cs
l=1 of the cells within a given region of energy ✏s. In (17), each

factor is the number of ways to distribute Ns indistinguishable particles among Cs

cells. This is the same as the count of possible occupation numbers {nl}l that sum
to Ns, X

all {nl}
Cs
l=1, s.t.

P
l nl=Ns

1 =
(Ns + Cs � 1)!
Ns!(Cs � 1)!

. (19)

While for the Bose-Einstein gas, each set of occupation numbers of the cells in
a given energy region have the same weight, this is not the case for the classical
indistinguishable particles. Consider the following identity129

X

all {nl}
Cs
l=1, s.t.

P
l nl=Ns

1
n1! · · ·nCs

!
=

CNs
s

Ns!
. (20)

Thus, assigning multiple particles to a cell lowers the weight in the classical in-
distinguishable case.

129This corresponds to equation (24) in Ref. [106, $2.4]. Saunders, in turn, refers to [100,
49–50].
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To understand the difference in weights, we recall our initial intention to esti-
mate a volume in 6N -dimensional phase space � for the classical case. We silently
omitted to multiply the count of distributions by a 6N -dimensional volume el-
ement ⌧N . When we move to the case of statistical quantum mechanics, we
exchange the volume measure of phase space by a measure of dimension—i.e.,
we turn to counting orthogonal states.130 There is however not only a difference
between the quantum and the classical case, but also between the two classical
cases that we distinguished above. For W B in (15), we count volume elements
of the phase space � , while for W B.r in (16), we count volume elements in the
quotient space �/Sn. Gibbs explains the factor 1/N ! which turns out to solve the
Gibbs paradox as discussed in Section 11.2, by the difference in volume measures
in � and �/Sn. The reduced weight in (20), results from the volume measure in
the quotient space. The measure is lowered if multiple particles are assigned to
the same cell. To understand how the volume measure in the quotient space is
lowered, we consider a single cell of volume ⌧ in the one-particle phase space µ
containing two particles.131

py

px

For every point in the volume there is another corresponding by the permutation
of the particles.132 Thus, merely the points below the diagonal, more precisely
the diagonal plane in µ, count for the volume element in the quotient space. The
volume is lower by a factor 1/2 = 1/2!. In fact, if there are ns particles in the
volume element, we have to lower the volume by a factor 1/ns!. The volume
in the quotient space is reduced by the number of ways we can exchange the
particles in the element. In equation (20), we count volume elements of the
quotient space � 0/SNs

with � 0 begin the phase-space of Ns particles. Thus, we
are not referring to volume elements ⌧ in µ, but to volume elements ⌧Ns . The
previous consideration translates to the volume of the diagonal elements in � 0

for which multiple particles occupy the same phase-space volume.
These differences in the measures appear in a different light if we assume

the probabilistic perspective of Bach [5, 4, 6]. To this end, we assume that there

130Again, we encounter orthogonality. We pursue this observation in Section 11.3.
131We only show the projection of the volume element onto the px py -plane.
132Except for some points in a zero-measure subset.
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Figure 3. We reproduce here the example given in Ref. [6, Fig. 3.2.].

are in total D bins, i.e., phase-space volume elements in classical mechanics,
and energy eigenstates in quantum mechanics. Further, we assume a probability
space (⌦, F, P), and define a first random variable

Xi : ⌦! {1, . . . , D} i 2 {1, . . . , N} (21)

corresponding to the so-called configuration of the N particles. A given con-
figuration ~j = ( j1, . . . , jN ), ji 2 {1, . . . , D} gives us for each particle the index
of the bin we can find it in. We, thus, obtain events [ ~X = ~j] with associ-
ated probabilities. Given a configuration ~j, we compute the occupation num-
ber ~k = (1, . . . , D), ki 2 {1, . . . , N) by the sum

ki(~j) =
NX

l=1

�i, jl .

The corresponding occupation number random

Ki : ⌦! {1, . . . , N} i 2 {1, . . . , N} (22)

derives by means of the indicator random variable

1[Xm=i] =

®
1 if Xm(!) = i ,

0 otherwise ,
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and is defined as

Ki =
NX

l=1

1[Xl=i] i 2 {1, . . . , D} .

Similarly, for a given partition of the D bins with Cs bins in the group cs, the
group occupation number is the sum of the occupation numbers of bins within
that group,

ns =
X

l2cs

kl

with the corresponding random variable133

Ns : ⌦! {1, . . . , N} Ns :=
X

l2cs

Kl . (23)

The different ways of counting particle distributions now correspond to differ-
ent probability distributions. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, henceforth ab-
breviated by MB, corresponding to N distinguishable particles distributed over D
bins—i.e., associated with W B in (15)— is defined by a uniform distribution of
the configurations, i.e.,

PMB( ~X = ~j) := PMB([ ~X = ~j]) = D�N . (24)

This reflects the uniform density function above. The probability distributions
of ~K and ~N are then

PMB(~K = ~k) =
Å

N
k1 . . . kD

ã
D�N (25)

PMB( ~N = ~n) =
Å

N
n1 . . . nF

ãY

s

Å
Cs

D

ãns

(26)

The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution corresponds to counting volume elements.
Correspondingly, we can regard the probability distribution of ~N to derive from
the distribution over groups ~n where the probability to fall into a group s is pro-
portional to the (relative) phase-space volume Cs/D occupied by that group (see [120,
§1.7]).

The Bose-Einstein distribution, abbreviated by ME, in contrast, is defined by a
uniform distribution over the occupation numbers, i.e.,

PBE(~K = ~k) :=
Å

N + D� 1
N

ã�1

. (27)

133From this point on, we slightly abuse notation from above by using Ns for both, the number
of particles per energy region, and its corresponding random variable.
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The probability distributions of ~X and ~N are then

PBE( ~X = ~j) =
Å

N
k1(~j) . . . kd(~j)

ã�1ÅN + D� 1
N

ã�1

(28)

PBE( ~N = ~n) =
Å

N + D� 1
N

ã�1 Y

s

Å
ns + Cs � 1

ns

ã
. (29)

For both, the MB case and the ME case, the uniformity assumption at the
very beginning of this section holds with the crucial difference as to which ran-
dom variable is concerned. Note that this uniformity is essential if we intend to
interpret the entropy S as a form of Shannon entropy.

It still remains to integrate the case of classical indistinguishable particles
corresponding to (16) into this probabilistic picture. The cases of W B and W B.r

correspond to the same probability distributions, for they only differ by a global
factor N !. But instead of starting by means of postulating the uniform distri-
bution of the configurations ~X as done in (24), it seems more appropriate for
indistinguishable particles to start by postulating the distribution of the occu-
pation number as done in the case of BE. As classically we are still referring to
phasespace volumes, we must adjust this distribution accordingly as discussed
above. Thus, we set the a priori distribution

PMB.r(~K = ~k) = (norm.)⇥
1

k1! · · · kD!
. (30)

By means of (20), we can derive PMB.r( ~N = ~n). Eventually, these distributions are
no different from the ones given in (25) and (26). The quantum correspondent
to these considerations is the definition of the configurations ~X and associated
probability distributions PBE( ~X = ~j).

In this probabilistic perspective, the distinction between distinguishable and
indistinguishable particles has changed. In a sense with MB we might have talked
about indistinguishable particles all along. And even if we have indistinguishable
particles in mind—be they classical or quantum—, we can define configurations
and assign probability distributions. Correspondingly Bach defines particles to
be indistinguishable, if the probability distribution over particle-specific parame-
ters, as the configurations, does not allow to make a difference, i.e., are uniform.
This perspective fits to the perspective onto quantum mechanics we established
in Section 5.6: The distinguishability of quantum particles is defined by the sym-
metry of the corresponding density matrix. With Gleason’s Theorem this can be
regarded as the symmetry of a probability distribution.134

134“Indistinguishable quantum particles are characterized by the property that the statistical
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On an interesting side note, we remark that the correlation of the configura-
tions Xi and X j show are bunching effect—i.e., condensation—for the BE case
over the MB case. A system of classical particles that excludes the diagonal cells
might show condensation, as well [49].

11.2 Gibbs’ paradox in statistical mechanics

In classical thermodynamics, if we scale both the particle number N and the
volume V of a gas by a factor �, then we call a function S(N , V, T ) extensive if

S(�N ,�V, T ) = �S(N , V, T ) .

The Gibbs paradox in statistical classical mechanics consists of the entropy S =
k log W B not being extensive: Employing (15) and Stirling’s approximation, log x!⇡
x log x � x yields

S ⇡ kN log N + k
X

s

Ns log
Cs

Ns
. (31)

If we double the particle number and the volume, then the second terms scales
by a factor of two while the first does not. The latter picks up an additional
term kN log2. Dividing W B by N ! removes the first term and, thus, solves the
issue.

What justifies this step? One response, following Gibbs135, is to correct the
volume measure: For if the classical particles are indistinguishable, then we have
to compute the phase-space volume in the quotient space �/Sn and, thus, adjust
the weight in counting distributions accordingly as discussed in Section 11.1.
Another response is to recourse to statistical quantum mechanics and observe
that for the dilute case—i.e., when Cs� Ns and, therefore, with mostly no more
than one particle per volume element—the expressions in (20) and (19) con-
verge. In other words, statistical classical mechanics merely approximates how

operator which determines the state of the system is invariant under any permutation of thepar-
ticles. [. . . ] Applying now the classical analog of the quantum definition of indistinguishability
it turns out that the particles of the MB [Maxwell-Boltzmann] statistics are indistinguishable as
any uniform distribution is invariant under permutations.” [5, §1]

135“If two phases differ differ only in that certain entirely similar particles have changed places
with one another, are they to be regarded as identical or different phases? If the particles are
regarded as indistinguishable, it seems in accordance with the spirit of the statistical method to
regard the phases as identical. In fact, it might be urged that in such an ensemble of systems as
we are considering no identity is possible between the particles of different systems except that
of qualities [. . . ].” [44, §XV, p. 187]
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things really are, i.e., how they are described in statistical quantum mechanics.
The subtext of this argument is that

classical particles are distinguishable, and, (Dcl)

quantum particles are indistinguishable. (Iqm)

If one did not assume the former, Dcl, then the missing factor 1/N ! would not be
due to classical mechanics being wrong, but due to applying the wrong volume
measure. The latter, Iqm, stems from the counting argument used when comput-
ing W BE in Section 11.1, reflecting the symmetrization of the density matrices in
statistical quantum mechanics.

Schrödinger remarks:

It was a famous paradox pointed out for the first time by W. Gibbs,
that the same increase of entropy must not be taken into account,
when the two molecules are of the same gas, although (according
to naïve gas-theoretical views) diffusion takes place then too, but
unnoticeably to us, because all the particles are alike. The modern
view solves this paradox by declaring that in the second case there
is no real diffusion, because exchange between like particles is not a
real event—if it were, we should have to take account of it statisti-
cally. [109, §VIII, p. 61]

With the statistical picture established in Section 11.1, one might wonder whether
the in-/distinguishability differentiation—the distinction between the “classical”
and the “modern” (quantum) view—deserves to figure so prominently in statis-
tical mechanics: As discussed in Section 11.1, as long as particle-specific random
variables are uniformly distributed, we can regard particles as indistinguishable—
irrespective of whether we consider the classical or the quantum case (see also
Footnote 134). What then is the basis for (Dcl)? What warrants the exchange of
particles in classical statistical mechanics to be a “real event”?

The picture in statistical classical mechanics is that a gas consists of N classical
particles with their respective distinct N trajectories. We compare this picture to
the following statement:136 “The space-time continuity is our main criterion for
the identity of material bodies.” [110, §V.2, own translation] The center of mass
of a particle i corresponds to a continuous trajectory in the one-particle phase
space µ. The continuity of the trajectory warrants the identity of the particle.

136“Die raum-zeitliche Kontinuität ist unser Hauptkriterium für die Identität materieller Gegen-
stände.” [110, §V.2]
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11.2.1 Trajectories in statistical mechanics

In statistical classical mechanics we do not describe a single particle, but an en-
semble of particles. How much of the picture of particles with unique trajectories
carries over from classical mechanics into statistical classical mechanics? The
state of an ensemble in statistical classical mechanics is described by a probabil-
ity density function on the N -particle phase-space � (see (13)). For N = 1, this
turns into a probabilistic description of a single particle. One can regard classical
mechanics as a probabilistic description with a concentrated distribution. With
the uniformity assumption in (13), merely special cases of a single-particle en-
semble qualify as a system in classical mechanics with the respective well-defined
trajectory. Worse yet, if we discretize phase space—to introduce, e.g., the ran-
dom variable for configurations, ~X (see (21)), or to meaningfully speak about
information (see Section 10.1.1)—, then we loose the uniqueness of the trajec-
tory as soon as the probability of two particles occupying the same one-particle
phase space element137 is non-zero. In short, while we may integrate classical
mechanics into statistical classical mechanics, the notion of a unique trajectory
associated with single particles seems to fade as we do so. Thus, as far as sta-
tistical classical mechanics is concerned, the idea of a unique trajectory appears
to be rather the afterimage of a different description. Even if unique trajectories
are not an inherent characteristic of statistical mechanics, it does not preclude to
interpret the probability distribution function as uncertainty about the trajecto-
ries of N particles. Then, one might assume “classical particles”—i.e., particles
that are not only described in classical mechanics, but rather particles that essen-
tially are confined to a unique trajectory. Yet, these “classical particles” remain a
contingent assumption with no necessity to statistical classical mechanics.

Besides the problems occurring when one attempts to transfer the picture of
system identified by their trajectories in classical mechanics to statistical classical
mechanics, there are doubts regarding the trajectory-picture itself. To this end,
we turn to the following questions in the subsequent section: What role does
the identity of a system play in physical descriptions? What is the prospect of
deriving a criterion of identity from a physical theory? How does the identity of
a system depend on the identity of its constituents?

137Equivalently, we could speak about the probability of occupying diagonal elements in the N
particle phase space.
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11.3 Reference to systems

To test physical descriptions, we split the reference to the system under investiga-
tions from statements about that system. We separate reference—or “attributee”—
and attributes. The theories then provide us with statements about attributes or
properties of the system that can be experimentally tested. Thus, we usually as-
sume that we can identify the system—at least within a particular experimental
context. A theory is falsified if it yields an attribute about a given system different
from the one actually observed—not because the theory gives statements about
the wrong system. Moreover, the attributes crucially depend on what system
they are attributed to, as becomes apparent by orthogonality.

11.3.1 Orthogonality revisited

In Section 6.1, we consider Einstein’s concerns regarding the orthogonality of
spatially separate effects. Recall, the following scenario of a particle deflected as
it passes a slit

qa

qb

with the effects at A and B corresponding to orthogonal propositions qa ? qb.
Thus, if qa is true, then qb is false, and vice versa. The orthogonality is war-
ranted by the identity of the attributee, i.e., by qa and qb constituting statements
about the same (identical) system. What seems strange in this scenario, is the
spatial separation of the effect despite an observed orthogonality reassures us of
the identity and integrity of the attributee. As we discuss below, spatial separa-
tion figures as an important criterion for separability, i.e., to distinguish different
systems, even though quantum mechanics—if it were to provide us with a crite-
rion of separability—does not inherently prefer a position measurement.

It might appear that the connection between orthogonality, i.e., how proposi-
tions relate to one another, and the identity of the system they are attributed to, is
primarily a problem within quantum mechanics, for spatially separate effects as-
sociated to the same system do not seem to appear in, say, classical mechanics.138

138Schneider in Ref. [108] separates the axioms of quantum mechanics into two groups, one
about systems, the other about observables: “There is a kind of duality in these fundamental con-
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To counter this view, we consider the following example by Frege:

The discovery that the rising sun is not new every morning, but al-
ways the same, was one of the most fertile astronomical discoveries.
Even today the identification of a small planet or a comet is not al-
ways a matter of course. [39, p. 36]

If we now replace one word of the sentence by another having the
same reference, but a different sense, this can have no bearing upon
the reference of the sentence. Yet we can see that in such a case the
thought changes; since, e.g., the thought in the sentence ‘The morn-
ing star is a body illuminated by the Sun’ differs from that in the
sentence ‘The evening star is a body illuminated by the Sun.’ Any-
body who did not know that the evening star is the morning star
might hold the one thought to be true, the other false. The thought,
accordingly, cannot be the reference of the sentence, but must rather
be considered as the sense. [39, p. 41]

Putting aside that Frege employs the latter example to examine the thought of
a sentence, as well as, the observation that the identification of a small planet
or comet poses less of a challenge today, we note again the importance of iden-
tity for how propositions relate to one another. We can merely assign different
truth values to equivalent attributes, if we assume that they apply to different
systems.139 Or, if we turn this around, how we identify systems affects which
attributes we consider equivalent.

In the measurement problem, the importance of what we refer to shows as
follows: If single photon escapes the friend’s laboratory, i.e., if S ⇥ F (see Sec-
tion 6.2) is not isolated, the evolution is no longer unitary. The scenario of the
Wigner’s-friend experiment is no longer problematic.

cepts and rules, since rules R1–R3 [systems and Hilbert spaces, states and vectors, time evolution
of isolated systems] deal with the description of the system, while rules R4–R6 [observables as
operators, outcomes as eigenvalues, probabilities from inner products] deal with observables
which appear heterogeneous with respect to the system. In this sense, the observables do not
belong to the system.” [108, §2.1] On the one hand, orthogonality binds both categories closely
together. On the other, it is hardly an aspect of quantum mechanics: If we consider classical
mechanics analogue to Section 5.6 starting from lattices, then classical observables are merely
subsets of phasespace and can be separated similarly from systems. Finally, the distinction be-
comes further obfuscated, if we change to the Heisenberg picture. Thus, this separation is neither
evident in quantum mechanics nor does it serve to distinguish quantum mechanics from classical
mechanics.

139Depending on the attribute further assumptions are also needed, such as that the system is
isolated.
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These considerations illustrate the importance of the identity of systems for
how we do physics.

11.3.2 Identity from properties

The trajectory picture carries the thought that the identity of a system might be
guaranteed through a physical theory itself. The theory in question is taken to
provide the means to identify the system. This attempt to incorporate the iden-
tification into the theory presents us with problems. Firstly, we are lead into a
circularity: We either suppose the validity of the theory and derive a criterion to
identify the system, or we suppose the reference to the system and test the va-
lidity of that theory. We are faced by the underdeterminism in semantic holism
as discussed in Section 8.5.1: It seems we can hardly avoid one contingent as-
sumption or the other. It might feel as if the basis we build on to say anything is
rather shaky. In this regard, the appeal in assuming a fixed structure of systems
which magically insures that we refer to the same system becomes palpable.140

Down the line what offers an anchor here, is not that we circumvent making an
assumption; but the quality of that assumption: If reference to the same system
is warranted by how the world is split into systems—as opposed to, e.g., refer-
ence to the same system being discursively established—, allows to locate the
cause for the coinciding reference in the external object and endows ones ways
of speaking by objectivity.141

Secondly, there arise problems with identifying entities by their properties.
Imagine we are given a trajectory in phase space (~x(t), ~p(t)), and we observe a
system S with its center of mass on this trajectory at time t0. If the trajectory
provides a criterion of identity, then whatever we find at some later time t1 > t0

at a phase space point (~x(t1), ~p(t1)), is the identical system. From the phase space
point alone we cannot infer what it is we find there.142 What we mean, when
we say that “we find something at the phasespace point,” is that there exists a
system with these phasespace coordinates. This presupposes that we know what
system entities we have to examine with regards to their phasespace coordinates,
i.e., with regards to their quantifiable attributes. This leads us to the question,
whether we can examine the attributes of entities, that we cannot identify in the

140Fuchs opts for such a system structure, as discussed in Section 9.1.
141Interestingly, this quest for objectivity leads to an assumption with a large scope: It is an

assumption about the world rather than about “the systems we talk about.”
142Saunders similarly observes the following: “[P]hysical theories are primarily about quanti-

ties, rather than things, so we cannot simply consult our best physical theories about what there
is.” [107, emphasis in original] This also relates back to the first paragraph in Section 11.3.
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first place. For, Strawson remarks:

Another possible interpretation of the slogan [‘no entity without iden-
tity’] [. . . ] might run something like this: ‘There is nothing you can
sensibly talk about without knowing, at least in principle, how it
might be identified.’ I have nothing to say against this admirable
maxim. [116, §1]

Then, we would have to solve the identifiability issue before, we can employ the
trajectory as a criterion for identifying a system. We find ourselves confronted
with yet another circularity.

11.4 The quagmire

There might emerge a deeper cleavage between ways of referring to (identical)
systems and statements about properties. To this end, let us recall from Sec-
tion 8.5.1 Gonseth’s position that physics can be regarded as a form of propo-
sitional logic or, more generally, of predicate logic. We now dare a comparison
of this form of predicate logic with another one. At the beginning stands an ex-
tension to Gonseth’s position: Another “typical realization” of formal languages,
including predicate logic, are programming languages.

Before trying to carry through a comparison between realizations, it is worth-
while pausing for a moment and reflecting on the step we are about to do. The use
of the “same” formal language in physics and in programming languages is prob-
ably quite different, and, thus, the understanding of the rules of the language.
This is a lesson from the consideration on following rules (see Section 8.4.2,
and [129, 71]). On the one hand, this is exactly what we hope for: Ideally, we
gain from this comparison a (new) understanding. Put in Feyerabend’s words,
we hope to have found a contrast agent.143 On the other, we must be wary of
overstretching this comparison: An understanding “transferred” along this com-
parison might turn out to not be tenable. Re-framing the latter concern is to
caution ourselves regarding how to compare different uses.144 We mean to say

143“Auch erkennt man einige formale Eigenschaften einer Theorie nicht durch Analyse, sondern
durch Kontrast.” [31, §2] — “Also one recognizes formal properties of a theory not by analysis,
but through contrast.” [31, §2, own translation]

144In a sense, we are drawing from Rorty’s considerations on the contingency of languages
here. Any such comparison is merely one contingent bridge between uses of language—it is
itself only one use of language. This is a reminder that the step should not be seen as an outside
perspective onto uses of language.
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here as well: In the following, we attempt a first step onto potentially unstable
ground.145

We can say something about the difference in the use of language and an-
ticipate what we might draw from this comparison: In programming languages,
reference to (formal) objects is explicitly (and formally) expressed. Moreover,
we find ample applications and can, thus, hope to draw from an empirical ba-
sis regarding the use of formal objects. The nexus of our comparison is exactly
an empirical observation—namely the so-called object/relation impedance mis-
match.146

11.4.1 The object/relation impedance mismatch

Attempts to interface between relational databases and object oriented program-
ming lead into problems.147

Although it may seem trite to say it, Object/Relational Mapping is the
Vietnam of Computer Science. It represents a quagmire which starts
well, gets more complicated as time passes, and before long entraps
its users in a commitment that has no clear demarcation point, no
clear win conditions, and no clear exit strategy. [84, emphasis in orig-
inal]

The two sides of the problem are different ways of looking at a system—i.e.,
primarily a computer system, but we might learn something for ways of looking
at physical systems. On the one hand, there is the objective perspective:

Object systems are typically characterized by four components: iden-
tity, behavior and encapsulation. Identity is an implicit concept in
most O-O languages, in that a given object has a unique identity that
is distinct from its state (the value of its internal fields)—two objects
with the same state are still separate and distinct objects, despite be-
ing bit-for-bit mirrors of one another. This is the ‘identity vs. equiv-
alence’ discussion that occurs in languages like C++,C# or Java,
where developers must distinguish between ‘a==b’ and ‘a.equals(b)’ . [84]

On the other hand, the relational perspective emerging from relational databases
and representing predicate logic:

145It can be questioned whether it has be any different in other parts of this text.
146I owe to Igor Moreno for pointing out the problem to me.
147We suspect that those who are concerned with the measurement problem can relate to the

feeling of getting “entrapped in the quagmire.”
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Relational systems describe a form of knowledge storage and re-
trieval based on predicate logic and truth statements. In essence,
each row within a table is a declaration about a fact in the world,
and SQL allows for operator-efficient data retrieval of those facts us-
ing predicate logic to create inferences from those facts. [84]

The impedance mismatch is the empirical observation that joining these perspec-
tives creates problems. If we compare this with the following statement by Frege,

Equality gives rise to challenging questions which are not altogether
easy to answer. Is it a relation? A relation between objects, or be-
tween names or signs of objects? [39]

then the question arises whether the woes of the impedance mismatch are—
at least in part—a representation of philosophical concerns that also affect the
identifiability of physical systems. If so, we can hope to leverage insights about
programming languages to understand issues in philosophy and physics.148

One way of joining the impedance mismatch with Frege’s statement is to
observe that identity for objects is quite different from equivalence for proposi-
tions in predicate logic. The latter is a relation and, therefore, embeds naturally
into predicate logic. Identity-as-a-relation for objects, as hinted at by Frege, re-
quires to cross the problematic object/relation gap. And so does what we initially
strived for, i.e., the identity-from-relations for objects.

So what is this object/relation gap? Let us consider the following example of
a simple database scheme:

PERSON

AHV_No Name City

STUDENT

Stud_Id Faculty Major

LINK

Link_Id Stud_Id AHV_No

A row in the Person-table such as {756.0774.7623.28, Mustermann, Lugano}, is
commonly read as “There exists a person called Mustermann, living in Lugano,

148For readers rather sceptical of philosophical baggage, we add that this then exemplifies the
“reality of philosophic concerns.” Neward lists in Ref. [84] a number of “real” issues arising from
the impedance mismatch.
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and having an insurance number 756.0774.7623.28.” In the same way, there “ex-
ists a link with student id 191178373 and insurance number 756.7299.9011.26"
for a row {1,191178373,756.7299.9011.26} in the Link-table. We can already
make out that this conflicts with our intuition that first there is student with a
student id 191178373 and a person with insurance number 756.7299.9011.26
before we can link the two. In other words, we assume that we can only link en-
tities that exist. Similarly, we expect that for every student there is person linked
to it, i.e., every student is a person. We intuitively assume, there are1 persons
that are2 maybe also students. The first “are1” is quite different from the second
“are2.” The former establishes what entities there are (ontologically speaking),
and the second one establishes what may be said about some of these entities.

Object systems formalize aspects that we insinuated above, that are, however,
not naturally present in relational systems. Let us consider the following example
of a class person with a subclass student:

person

AHV_No

Name

City

is_a

student

Stud_Id

Faculty

Every instantiation of the person-class has its unique identity, even if the fields
have the same value. Calling twice

new person(756.0774.7623.28, Mustermann, Lugano)

yields two objects, each uniquely identified—commonly by a pointer to the asso-
ciated memory address. Let us compare this to a scenario, in which we attempt
to insert the same row {756.0774.7623.28, Mustermann, Lugano} twice into the
same table: It seems this merely creates redundancy, for it repeats a statement
with the same content—a statement with the same meaning.149 In a sense, it is
meaningless to speak of two statements (or two rows) if all their fields coincide.
If one observes that we also invoke a notion of equality for fields, one can sense
that we are already knee-deep in the quagmire. The sense in which there are
no statements (or rows) with the same content, is the one of set equality: If we

149Frege in Ref. [38] might call this the thought of a statement.
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add an element to a set which already contains that element, the set remains the
same.150

Database systems usually forbid replicated rows by enforcing a unique pri-
mary key for each row. This primary key does not name an entity for then also
links are entities. Furthermore, there might be a person without a (unique) insur-
ance number. The primary is neither necessary nor sufficient to identify entities.

If we aim to bridge between the above defined classes and tables—i.e., to
establish an object/relation mapping (ORM)—, we have to impose constraints.
The above observation of ORMs leading into the quagmire shows how these con-
straints are restraining. If ORMs are merely contingent connections between the
relational and the object world—i.e., between the world of sentences with truth
value and the world of referential sentences—, then there seems to be a funda-
mental difference. Whenever we traverse from the relation into the object world
or vice versa, we must be suspicious.

11.4.2 Physical attributes and physical systems

If physical theories are a realization of predicate logic, i.e., comparable to (very
large) relational data bases, whose relations depend on what objects we are refer-
ring to (see Section 11.3.1), we cannot avoid crossing the object/relation bound-
ary. We consider two interrelated such cases that we mentioned before: On the
one hand, when we think of a gas as N particles we aim to derive attributes for
the gas from the features of its constituents, i.e., of the objects that constitute
the gas. We call this the constituent problem (CP). On the other, we considered
deriving the identity of a system—by which one is able to refer to it—from its
attributes. We call this the identity-from-attributes problem (IfA). In a sense, the
(IfA) gives rise to the (CP), for the idea that we can “identify particles by their
trajectories” nurtures the hope to then describe a gas “through its constituting
particles.” Nonetheless, the two problems are quite distinct for they cross the
boundary in different directions.

A first observation regarding (CP) is the following: As long as we speak about
the gas—i.e., if the system we refer to is “the gas” (read: the object new gas())—
, any statements about its “constituents” are attributes (read: rows in a table)
without the necessity to have any constituent-objects around.151 In other words,

150To speak of “adding an element” requires a reference.
151“Ich bin gegenüber allen sportlichen Geschwindigkeits- oder Geschicklichkeitsrekorden un-

tentwegt auf dem Standpunkt des Schahs von Persien stehengeblieben, der, als man ihn ani-
mieren wollte, einem Derby beizuwohnen, orientalisch weise äusserte: ‘Wozu? Ich weiss doch,
dass ein Pferd schneller laufen kann als das andere. Welches, ist mir gleichgültig.’ .” [133] —
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we can make an attribute statement about a gas involving “constituents,” without
the ability to identify its constituents. If, on the contrary, we are to make state-
ments about the constituent C , then we must be able to refer to that constituent
(read: that have an object C = new constituent()), and, thus, also be able to
distinguish C from the other constituents.152 Reference to a gas and reference to
its constituents are substantially different. This difference becomes even more
striking if we turn to quantum mechanics as discussed in Section 11.5.

11.4.3 Saunders ORM

We now consider Saunders’ approach in Ref. [107]. The scenario is described in
the following quotes:

I take ‘individual’ to mean an object that (i) persists, somehow, in
time, and (ii) can be uniquely identified throughout the time that it
persists. I take ‘object’ (and interchangeably, ‘thing’) to mean any-
thing that can stand in predicate position, typically the value of a
bound variable; in this I follow Quine. [107]

I see no safer way than to put questions of ontology into words, us-
ing simple declarative sentences and the standard apparatus of first-
order quantifiers. [107]

When I say an individual is identifiable (at a time or throughout a pe-
riod of time), I mean it is absolutely discernible (at a time or through-
out a period of time); thus individuals, in my sense, are always ab-
solutely discernible. By ‘indistinguishables’ I mean things that are at
most weakly discernible, if discernible at all. [107]

Thus, there are objects x , y, z, . . . , s, t, . . . that are discernible to different degrees.
Two objects s, t are

• absolutely discernible if there exists a predicate153 P with Ps but not P t,

“Towards all sportive comparisons of velocity and skillfullness, I have always taken the stance
of the Sha of Persia who as he was encouraged to attend a derby wisely uttered: ‘What for? I
know that one horse can run faster than another. Which one, does not concern me.’ .” [133, own
translation]

152Here, we encounter a structural difference between object systems in programming lan-
guages and physical systems. Composite physical systems are again physical systems.

153Quantifying over predicates, we find ourselves here in 2nd order predicate logic, contrary to
Saunders’ statements in Ref. [107].
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• relatively discernible if there exists a predicate F , such that Fst but not F ts,
and

• weakly discernible if there exists a predicate F , such that Fst and F ts but
neither Fss nor F t t.

Consider two spheres of same color, radius, material, . . . at a distance d from
one another:

s t

d

(32)

If the only allowed predicate is the irreflexive, symmetric “being d apart” (Fd),
then s and t are weakly discernible. But what is this a statement about? What
are the relevant systems, here? And, thus, what notion of orthogonality applies
down the line? So, far we have merely produced a single row {s, t} in a ta-
ble associated with Fd . What is the associated ORM? What are possible ORMs?
Whatever “system-class” with instantiated objects we define: There is only one
statement we can (or cannot) assign to the objects, namely “s and t are d apart,”
i.e., Fdst. In terms of a physicists’ intuition, this is two say: We can merely assign
attributes to the composite system.

There is no attribute that yields a statement justifying to speak of two system-
objects. Merely the spatial separation present in the natural language meaning
of Fd makes us believe that in assigning Fdst to a system we are really referring
to two systems. The idea that there “are” two spheres is rather the captivity of
a particular picture. The objects s and t are primarily mathematical symbols
used to generate statements. It seems that only as a predicate for a composite
system we can speak of indistinguishable constituents. Differentiating between
distinguishability and indistinguishability is merely possible by means of predi-
cate applying to “ensembles of particles.” In this regard, neither Dcl nor Iqm are
tenable.

11.4.4 Orthogonality, yet again

To make our example slightly more interesting, we add a third object, so that we
have the objects s, r, t and a binary predicate Fd , as well as its complement ¬Fd .
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At this point, we get the following partial lattice structure:

0

1

Fd rs Fdst Fd r t

¬Fd rs ¬Fdst ¬Fd r t

In the computer-linguistic picture above, the order relation corresponds to link
tables. Thus, the order relation itself is merely a subset of the statements given
in the relation picture.

Among the possible lattices satisfying these complementarity constraint, we
consider the following two examples:

0

1

Fd rs Fdst Fd r t

¬Fd rs ¬Fdst ¬Fd r t

L1

0

1

Fd rs Fdst Fd r t

¬Fd rs ¬Fdst ¬Fd r t

L2

In the lattice L1, we connect all the upper nodes with zero, and all the lower
nodes with one. This corresponds to the picture of arranging three black spheres,
labelled by s, r, and t, in a plane. Statements about any of the pairs are indepen-
dent of one another. The other lattice, L2, emerges if we assume two available
positions for three spheres at a distance d: Placing a pair in these positions ex-
cludes the other two pairs from being at a distance d. Note that the complement
in the lattice L1 is not unique, were it not for us starting off with a notion of
complementarity. So, in a sense, the notion of orthogonality does not arise from
the relational (lattice) structure but is what we dictated from the beginning.
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0

1

Fd rs ¬Fd rs Fdst ¬Fdst Fd r t ¬Fd r t

Figure 4. Reduction of L1.

0

1

Fd rs Fdst Fd r t

¬Fd rs¬Fdst¬Fd r t

Figure 5. Reduction of L2.
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As visualized in Figure 4 and 5, both can step-by-step be reduced to binary
lattices (see [91, Definition 2.41] and [23, §1.25]). This is no surprise as Boolean
lattices are isomorphic to hypercubes lattices.154

The first step of the reduction comes with a good news and a bad one. First the
bad one: The emerging structure has no connection to the variables r, s, t. There
is nothing that supports that we should speak of them as objects in the sense
of new system(). This reflects the considerations in Section 11.4.3. The good
news is, however: There lattice seems to fall into “entities” with their own notion
of orthogonality. This ray of hope—that some “object structure” crystallizes from
the relational structure—is lost in the second step of the reduction: In both cases,
we collapse to a number of trivial binary lattices. There is nothing that supports
a meaningful notion of orthogonality that we might suspect in the first step. If
classical mechanics is faithfully represented by a Boolean subset lattice, the hope
that a meaningful system structure emerges is rather dim. Quantum mechanics
presents us with a converse problem: As mentioned in Section 8.3.1, a lattice is
merely reducible if the center is not trivial. The lattice emerging from quantum
mechanics does not reduce at all.

If we cling to the idea that a system structure should be present in the re-
lational structure of a theory—i.e., building an ORM from the relational side—,
then the prospect in light of classical and quantum mechanics is as follows: On
the one hand, classical mechanics requires us to impose some structure that pre-
vents the reduction to trivial cases. On the other, quantum mechanics requires us
to impose superselection rules that allow some reduction. If we assume the “uni-
versality” of either quantum mechanics or classical mechanics, then, it seems, we
do not only have a measurement problem, but also a system problem.155

154Boolean lattices are isomorphic to a subset lattices. And subset lattices are isomorphic to
hypercubes. The lattice L1 is a product of Boolean lattices, L2 is the subset lattice of a three
element set.

155To maintain that the notion of a system is necessarily vague, as Peres follows from consid-
erations that resemble the case of brains-in-a-vat, seems to rather hide than solve the problem.
“A quantum system is a useful abstraction, which frequently appears in the literature, but does
not really exist in nature. In general, a quantum system is defined by an equivalence class of
preparations. (Recall that “preparations” and “tests” are the primitive notions of quantum theory.
Their meaning is the set of instructions to be followed by an experimenter.) For example, there
are many equivalent macroscopic procedures for producing what we call a photon, or a free hy-
drogen atom, etc. [. . . ] The ambiguity of these notions emerges as soon as we think of concrete
examples. Is a hydrogen atom in a 2p state the same system as one in a 1s state? Or is it the
same system as a hydrogen atom in a 1s state accompanied by a photon? [. . . ] These examples
show that we must be content with a vague “definition”: A quantum system is whatever admits
a closed dynamical description within quantum theory.” [90, §2.1]
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11.4.5 Object theory

A drawback of Saunders’ approach is that it does not enforce singular predicate in
defining objects. In the previous Section 11.4.3, this leads to the observation that
an object in predicate logic is not necessarily something we can make statements
about. There might not be statements about an object s in particular.

One way to respond to this, is to assume other predicates that are somehow
“not part of a given theory” but are otherwise available and provide the means to
make statements about particular objects. Effectively, this introduces a dualism
with the usual side-effects. And deprives physical theories of any claim to uni-
versality. Another response is to explicitly include monadic predicates as in the
approach discussed by Zalta [131]. The starting point is the Naive Object Theory
characterised as follows:156

A very simple statement of the theory upon which Meinong seemed
to be relying in his early work is the following, which we will call
Naive Object Theory. (NOT) For every describable set of properties,
there is an object which exemplifies just the members of the set. [131,
§0.2]

The idea is, thus, that the predicates single out what we are referring to.157 Let us
assume a second order predicate logic with objects x , y, z, . . . and n-place predi-
cates F n, Gn, Hn, . . . (together with common notions of predicate logic). We say
that x1, . . . , xn exemplify F n if the statement F n x1 . . . xn is true. To understand
what (NOT) means, let us approach it the other way around, i.e., from the object
side. In light of the above considerations, this appears already fairly paradoxi-
cal: In order to build an ORM from the relational side we approach—through
the quagmire—from the object side. As in Saunders’ approach, we invoke the
natural-language notion of a variable in predicate logic referring to an object in
the sense of new object(). By now, we suspect that we never really left the
quagmire. The real problem might not be to build an ORM but rather the un-
tenability of the idea that we can cleanly separate the object from the relation
side.158

Well then, let us assume that s “denotes an object.” We think of s as the
left sphere in the example considered in (32). So s exemplifies, e.g., roundness,

156Subsequently, we follow [131, Introduction §2].
157In other words, the absorption of reference into a propositional framework can be regarded

as a removal of “denotational” names in favour of “connotational” ones [72].
158“Philosophy is a battle against the bewitchment of our intelligence by means of lan-

guage.” [129, §109]
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blackness, and being to the left in (32). These monadic predicates, also called
properties, are then contained in a set

{F1
| F1s} . (33)

If t “denotes the right sphere in (32),” then we can form a set

{F1
| F1s ^ F1 t} . (34)

that contains properties like roundness and blackness. Following (NOT), this,
yet again, singles out an object. There arises the question whether that object
is the composite of two, namely s and t. If we are to establish reference from
predicates, i.e., connotationally, then there is no referential difference between s
and t, and we can hardly speak of two objects, unless we introduce a denota-
tional difference between s and t—thereby undermining our initial goal—, or we
assume some other formalism for the composition of systems. The prospect of a
formalism for composition without the denotational use of names remains to be
investigated.

If the predicate logic comes with a notion of identity159 for predicates, then
we can also form sets such as

{F1
| F1 = P _ F1 =Q} . (35)

which is (set-)identical to {P,Q}. The natural way to transfer orthogonality from
proposition or statements to predicates, is to assume that

P ?Q :, 8x(P x ) ¬Qx) .

Following (NOT), there exists an object for {P,Q} with P ? Q, threatening the
falsifiability of our theory.

To round off (NOT), we assume the Leibniz’s Law

x = y , 8F1 : (F1 x, F1 y) , {F1
| F1 x}= {F1

| F1 y} . (36)

After the discussion in Section 11.4.1, we know that we are bound for trouble
here: We started off with statements like “x denotes an object”—a referential
statement. Thus, with (36), we establish the equivalence between a reference
identity and a set/relation identity.160

159Oh dear!
160Some of the differences to Saunders’ approach become apparent, once more, if we com-

pare (36) with Saunders’ version of Leibniz’s Law [107], i.e.,

x = y , 8F 2 P : (F . . . x . . ., F . . . y . . .) (37)

where P is a set of predicates that may or may not contain monadic relations. At the core of
Saunders attempt to establish indistinguishable objects stand a restricted notion of identity.
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If we assume that every property G has a complement

9F : 8x(F x, ¬Gx) ,

and that any two properties G and H have a conjunction

9F : 8x(F x, Gx ^ H x) ,

then we also the composite object {F | F x ^¬F x} exists. Following (NOT), this
object exemplifies the property F x ^¬F x , and thus we are lead into a contradic-
tion. We have arrived at the Liar sentence (see Section 8.1) of object theories:161

The symbol s denotes the object that cannot be denoted.162

We observe here a mutual dependence between the Liar sentence of semantic
theories—i.e., the one about sentences and their truth values—and the Liar sen-
tence here: The former needs for its contradiction essentially a reference—i.e.,
“this sentence” or “the sentence on page. . . ”—while the latter requires a state-
ment with truth value—i.e., “x cannot be denoted.” Both contradictions illustrate
the same quagmire. The referential Liar sentence is less known for the lack of the-
ories of objects/reference.163

11.4.6 Humean rescue?

By now, the situation appears fairly hopeless: We conclude that, on the one hand,
reference “to the same system” is important, while, on the other hand, there does
not seem to be a satisfying answer for the question how we can assure ourselves
of such “same reference.” Realizing the importance of aligning what we refer to
leads to the urge to provide a general, extra-discursive explanation for such an
alignment. In a sense, we are presented with another futile quest for certainty.

To some extent, this hopelessness is the result of a particular attitude ac-
cording to which there are external criteria for correct reference—e.g., derived
from some “real” object structure. An assumption that disguises as answer to

161Similar to Tarski introducing the distinction between object- and meta-language, a dualism
like the one adopted by Saunders can resolve the contradiction. Meinong and Mally suggest
similar solutions.

162It is tempting start with “Let s denote. . . ”. This shows again the asymmetry in the use of
relational theories and of referential theories.

163Saunders, in a similar vein, distinguishes the directions of implication in (37): “The impli-
cation from left to right follows from Leibniz’s law (so the language is extensional). It is the
implication from right to left that is controversial, enforcing, for physical objects, a version of the
Principle of the Identity of Indiscernibles (PII).” [107]
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the above dilemma might well be the root of it. For, if we take the Humean and
Wittgensteinian doubt towards the nexus between past experience or available
evidence and future events seriously (see Section 8.4.2), then whatever we can
say about a real object structure or a truth out there is preliminary. So, on the
one hand, any real object structure is not as reliable as it might appear on first
sight. On the other hand, the particularity of any empirical test, the Humean
predicament [99], reduces the requirements for the reference to systems. We do
not need a general criterion of identity, merely the ability to agree on what we
are talking about in a particular experimental setup.

11.5 Entanglement and criteria for separability
Let us consider the case of entanglement of two systems (see also Section 5.5).
To this end, we assume a composite system with Hilbert spaceHa⌦Hb that—put
in the common phrasing—is in an entangled state

| +i=
1
p

2
(|0,1i+ |1, 0i) .

This means that based on a measurement in an entangled basis, obtaining a
result corresponding to the projector | +ih +| 2 Mab we assign the respective
state (see Section 5.2). The story—about, e.g., non-locality (see Section 5.5)—
continues with the separation of the subsystems and, eventually, concludes with
measurements on the subsystems a and b:164

t

x
Mab

Ma Mb

xa xb

If we assume that the Hilbert spacesHa andHb are spanned by the two orthog-
onal vectors |0ia/b and |1ia/b, then no PVMs Ma on Ha and Mb on Hb allow to
distinguish the system a from the system b, for the reduced density matrix—
obtained after performing the partial trace over the respective other system—is

164In fact, in concludes with a predicate about the composite system—an insight that Stefan
Wolf attributes to particular instances of late-night Matthias Fitzi.
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in both cases maximally mixed. What allows to distinguish the systems, however,
is the fact that the measurement Ma is performed at a location different from the
one of measurement Mb. Implicitly, we also measure the position of the system.
The projectors of Ma are rather of the form ⇧a

i ⌦⇧left, and, respectively ⇧b
j ⌦⇧right

for Mb, where ⇧left and ⇧right are orthogonal projectors corresponding to disjoint
subsets of R3. Furthermore, xa lies in the range of ⇧left, and xb in the range
of ⇧right.

This presents us with the complementary situation to the one discussed in
Section 6.1: By orthogonality, we cannot observe the same particle in the same
position at the same time. That is, while ⇧left and ⇧right are orthogonal, ⇧a

left :=
⇧left ⌦ 1

b and ⇧b
right := 1a

⌦⇧right are compatible. These observations reflect the
separability assumption discussed in Section 8.3. Separability is—fairly intuitively—
spatial separability. In Einstein’s scenario considered in Section 6.1, however,
two spatially separate effects are associated with the same system. This pecu-
liarity carries over into the scenario here if we uniformly translate the measure-
ments ⇧a

left and ⇧b
right back in time, thereby loosing the spatial separation while

maintaining compatibility. We gain the possibility to imagine an incompatible
measurement: Assume that ⇧a

left = |LihL| and ⇧b
right = |RihR| we can define a

measurement ⇧+x := |⌫+ih⌫+| with |⌫+i= 1/
p

2(|L, Ri+ |R, Li).
Indeed, for any initial measurement ⇧x with the range in the plane spanned

by |L, Ri and |R, Li, we can distinguish two systems by their later position. In-
versely, if we return with this picture to Einstein’s scenario from Section 6.1,
there is no difference to assuming that there are actually two particles that are
initially measured by a ⇧0x with range in the plane spanned by |L, Li and |R, Ri.
We then speak of one system because we cannot tell the two apart.

The peculiarities arise because we equate separability with spatial separabil-
ity—in the spirit of non-intersecting trajectories in classical mechanics. Similarly,
we commit a fallacy when we think of the uniform translation as a translation
“along the trajectories” as depicted above. Implicitly, this corresponds to sin-
gling out a preferred basis, the basis of position measurements. The position
then becomes the warrant for “speaking about the same system.” Theoretically,
the {|0i, |1i} basis and the {|Li, |Ri} basis are no different, and we may turn
around the scenario by distinguishing particles by the former basis.165 It seems
that we can merely imagine performing arbitrary measurements on the joint sys-
tem if we assume both parts to be spatially close.166 To conclude, however, that,

165We may go further and exchange any of the bases by a superposition, such as {1/
p

2(|Li±
|Ri}.

166Saunders consider the example of a spatially entangled state without starting from a spa-
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therefore, we can merely distinguish systems if they are spatially separate or to
exclude measurements with the diagonal basis 1/

p
2(|Li± |Ri) is not necessary.

In this sense, the notion of a system in quantum mechanics seems more flexible
as commonly assumed. Whether we can refer to multiple constituents of a given
system depends on the orthogonality and compatibility of the measurements per-
formed on that system. Merely, if the orthogonality reflects a spatial separation,
a lack of imagination makes us feels we must speak of multiple constituents.

As we have seen above, any identifying attribute as “being to the left” or “be-
ing to the right” can be dissolved in a contextual theory. And whenever we detect
entanglement, by, e.g., violating a Bell inequality, then we must conclude that
what we measure is not an isolated system and past identification by attributes
in the span of the relevant basis are invalidated. Conversely, any assigned label
“L” or “R” merely remains valid, as long as the system does not interact with
other systems.

tially closed system.



In Retrospective

12 Concluding Thoughts
I feel hesitant to write the customary conclusion, for I suspect it might tempt to
skim off the results there [40]. What I consider the result is the above—surely
incomplete—development of some thoughts.

What, I guess, can be said—if you want, as a distillate167 of the above: (1) The
measurement problem is a formidable starting point for (philosophic) reflections.
Even if, ironically enough, it might be the denial of reflections that gives rise
to the problem. (2) In the measurement problem, we can make out surfacing
cleavages: On the one hand, there is the collision of conflicting epistemological
stances. On the other, there are issues of language—e.g., the gap between propo-
sitional and referential ways of speaking, as well as between experience and
meaning. (3) Sentences like “Consider a system in a state. . . ” that are lightly said
in discussions about physical theories hide a considerable commitment. It seems
that rather than to acknowledge the contingency of the involved assumption-
s—thus, the contingency of any way of doing physics—we are tempted to over-
compensate: An assumption that facilitates to say something about the world
is replaced by an insinuation on how the world must be like in order for us to
speak about it the way we do. On first sight, this unnecessarily broadens the
assumption. But then it also allows to blur the assumption itself—obscuring the
involved contingencies and allowing for a questionable certainty. The emergent
idea of a master key [58] that grants access to the truth out there has unneces-
sarily normalising and narrowing effects.

167Needless to say, eating grapes and drinking grappa are very different.
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1 Introduction to Lattices
In this section, we give an introduction to lattices and summarize the results
relevant for this thesis.

Definition 1 (Poset). A set P is partially ordered if any elements x , y, z 2 P satisfy

(P1) x < x (reflexivity),

(P2) if x < y and y < x , then x = y (antisymmetry),

(P3) if x < y and y < z, then x < z (transitivity).

A partially ordered set is often referred to as a poset.

Definition 2 (Supremum and infimum). The supremum of a subset S ⇢ P of
poset P least upper bound, i.e.,

sup S =min{s 2 P | s > x 8x 2 S}

and, vice versa, the infimum is the greatest lower bound, i.e.,

inf S =max{s 2 P | s < x 8x 2 S} .

If the supremum or infimum exist, then they are unique.

Definition 3 (Join and meet). If the supremum sup{x , y} exists, we call it join,
and write x ^ y . If the infimum inf{x , y} exists, we call it meet, and write x _ y .

Definition 4 (Bounded Poset). A poset is bounded if there exist a null element 0 2
P such that 0< x 8x 2 P and a universal element 1 2 P such that 1> x 8x 2 P.

Definition 5 (Lattice). A partially ordered set (L,<) with unique greatest lower
bound a ^ b and unique least upper bound a _ b is called a lattice.

The following is a bounded poset but not a lattice:

0

↵

�

1
�

�

while these ones are:

0

1

0

1

↵ � �
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Definition 6 (Complementation). An complementation is a map a 7! ¬a such
that

a ^¬a = 0, a _¬a = 1 .

In the example above, the two marked elements are complements:

0

1

A lattice might allow for more than one complementation:

0

1

↵ � �

Then, the map is not necessarily bijective.

Definition 7 (Orthocomplementation). If the complementation on a lattice is
bijective and order reversing, i.e.,

if a < b : ¬a > ¬b ,

then the we refer to it as an orthocomplementation.

Definition 8 (Orthogonality). In an orthocomplemented lattice L, two elements a, b
are orthogonal, denoted a ? b, if a < ¬b, or, equivalently, b < ¬a—using the
order reversing property of the ortho-complementation.

In the following example, a and b are orthogonal to one another:

0

1

a

¬a¬b

b

Definition 9 (Weak modularity). An lattice L satisfies weak modularity if for
all a < b:

a _ (¬a ^ b) = a ,
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or, equivalently, if a > b:
a ^ (¬a _ b) = a .

A orthocomplemented, weakly modular lattice is called orthomodular.

Definition 10 (Distributivity). A lattice L is distributive if for any a, b, c 2 L

a ^ (b _ c) = (a _ b)^ (a _ c)

The following two lattices are the smallest non-distributive lattices:

0

1

↵
� �

� ^ (↵_ �) = � ^ 1= �
(↵^ �)_ (� ^ �) = ↵_ 0= ↵

0

1

↵ � �

↵^ (� _ �) = ↵^ 1= ↵
(↵^ �)_ (↵^ �) = 0_ 0= 0

Definition 11 (Compatibility). Two elements in a lattice, a, b 2 L are called
compatible, if the lattice generated by {a,¬a, b,¬b} is distributive.

If for a, b 2 L

a ^ (¬a _ b) = b ¬b ^ (b _¬a) = ¬a ,

then the elements
0, a,¬a, b,¬b, a ^¬b,¬a _ b, 1

form the distributive sublattice generated by {a,¬a, b,¬b}.

Theorem 2 (Compatibility I). In an orthomodular lattice L, a and b are compatible
if and only if

(a ^ b)_ (¬a ^ b) = b . (38)

The proof consists of combining Theorem (2.15) and (2.17) in Ref. [91].

Proof. If the sublattice is distributive, then

(a ^ b)_ (a ^¬b) = a and (a ^ b)_ (¬a ^ b) = b .

It remains to show that (38) is sufficient. First we show that compatibility is
symmetric: If (a ^ b)_ (¬a ^ b) = b, then, with a ^ (a _ c) = a for any c,

a ^¬b = a ^ (¬a _¬b)^ (a _¬b)
= a ^ (¬a _¬b) = a ^¬(a ^ b) .
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As a > (a ^ b), we employ orthomodularity,

a = (a ^ b)_ (a ^¬(a ^ b)) = (a ^ b)_ (a ^¬b) ,

which proves the symmetry of compatibility. Further, we have to show equalities
of the form

(a ^ b)_¬b = a ^¬b . (39)

Note, first, that in any lattice a ^ b < b and, therefore,

(a ^ b)_¬b| {z }
=:c1

< a _¬b| {z }
=:c2

.

Applying orthomodularity, i.e., c2 ^ (¬c2 _ c1) = c1, yields

(a _¬b)^
�
(a ^ b)_ (¬a ^ b)| {z }

=b

_¬b
�
= (a ^ b)_¬b

and, thus, we obtain (39).

Note the important role of weak modularity in the proof above.

Theorem 3 (Compatibility II). In an orthomodular lattice L, a is compatible with b
if and only if there exists mutually orthogonal elements a0, b0, c 2 L such that

a = a0 _ c b = b0 _ c .

Proof. If a and b are compatible, then

(a ^ b)_ (¬a ^ b) = b
(a ^ b)_ (a ^¬b) = a

and thus we can set

c := a ^ b a0 := a ^¬b b0 := b ^¬a

which yields the orthogonal elements. If, inversely, a and b can be expressed in
the above form, then

¬a ^ b = ¬a0 ^¬c ^ (b0 _ c)
= b0 ^¬a0 = b0
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using weak modularity. Furthermore,

a ^ b = (a0 _ c)^ (b0 _ c)
< (a0 _ c)^ (¬a0 _ c)
= (a0 _ c)^¬a0 = c

using weak modularity again, and, thus, with

a ^ b = (a0 _ c)^ (b0 _ c)> c

we obtain a ^ b = c. This yields 38.

Theorem 4 (Existence of dispersion-free states). On an orthomodular lattice L,
there exists a dispersion-free state if and only if there exists an atom in the center of
the lattice.

We follow the proof of Theorem I in Ref. [66] and the proof of Theorem 1 in
Ref. [50].

Proof. We first show that the existence of a dispersion-free state µ implies that
there is an element in the center of L different from 0 and 1. Let Lµ := {a 2
L | µ(a) = 1}. Note that Lµ 6= ;. For any totally ordered subset T of Lµ, the
element a0 = ^{a 2 T} 2 Lµ by the properties of a dispersion-free state. Thus,
with Zorn’s Lemma, Lµ has a minimal element am.

Let us now show that am  a 8a 2 Lµ: If a1 2 Lµ, then there must exist
an a2 6= 0 with a2 < am. Otherwise am^a1 = 0 which contradicts the requirement
of a dispersion-free state. By weak modularity and Theorem 2, there exist an b 2
L orthogonal to a2 such that a2 _ b = am.

If µ(a2) = 0, then µ(b) = 1 and, thus, b 2 Lµ and b < am, thus, b = am. But
then, a2 = 0 and we obtain a contradiction, and we conclude that µ(a2) = 1.
This yields, again, a2 = am, and then am < a1.

We now show that am lies in the center of L: For any b 2 Lµ, am < b and
the two commute by weak modularity. If b /2 Lµ, then with µ(b) + µ(¬b) =
µ(b _ ¬b) = µ(1) = 1 it follows ¬b 2 Lµ. Thus, am < ¬b and, therefore, am is
compatible with ¬b and thus with b.

Now, we show that am is an atom in L, i.e., 8b 2 L, b < am either b = am

or b = 0. It suffices to show that if b /2 L, b < a then b = 0: In this case, ¬b 2 Lµ,
and ¬b > am > b. Therefore, b ^ b < b ^¬b = 0.

It remains to construct a dispersion-free state from an atom a in the center
of L: Let µ(a) = 1. Any b 2 L commutes with a, and thus a^ b exists and a^ b <
a. Since a is an atom, either a ^ b = 0 and, therefore, b = 0 and µ(b) = 0,
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or a ^ b = a. In the latter case, a < b and µ(b) = 1. Thus, µ is dispersion-
free.

Lemma 1 (Incompatible elements). If a < b and a are not compatible with c for
some a, b, c 2 L, then also b and c are incompatible.

Proof. We have to show: If a < b and b is compatible with c, then also a is
compatible with c. Let us consider

a ^¬c = a ^¬c0 ^¬d Thm 3 : c = c0 _ d
= a ^ b0 ^¬d c0 ? b0

= a ^ b0 d ? b0

= a ^ b = a a < b

and thus

(a ^ c)_ (a ^¬c) = (a ^ c)_ a = a .

2 Orthogonal projectors on a Hilbert space

Definition 12 (Inner product). Given a complex vector space V , the map V⇥V !
C, (x , y) 7! hx |yi is called an inner product if it satisfies

(IP1) hx |xi � 0 8x 2 V ,

(IP2) hx |↵y + �zi= ↵hx |yi+ �hx |yi 8x , y, z 2 V,↵,� 2 C,

(IP3) hx |yi= hy|xi 8x , y 2 V , and

(IP4) hx |xi= 0 ) x = 0.

Two vectors x , y 2 V are orthogonal if hx |yi= 0. The orthogonal complement to
a subspace W ⇢ V is

W? := {x 2 V | hx |yi= 0 8y 2W} .

Definition 13 (Hilbert space). An inner product space (V, h·|·i) is a Hilbert space
if the V with the norm induced by the inner product is complete.
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Amemiya, Araki [2]: V inner
prod. space s.t. L(V ) is OML )
V is complete.

L(V ), lattice of subspaces of
V , with orthocomplementation
from orthogonality in V

Birkhoff, von Neumann [14]

OML allows total homomorphism onto
{0, 1} iff it is distributive

lattice1

complemented lattice2

If distributive, then an element
has at most one complement.

orthocomplemented lattice3

orthocomplementation, map sin-
gling out one of the multiple com-
plements, a 7! a?

orthomodular lattice4 inner product space Hilbert space

boolean lattice compl. distrib. lattice5 power set lattice
with inclusion

isomorphism for finite lattices
(Birkhoff ’s theorem)

partially ordered set with unique
join (_) and meet (^) for all pairs

1

bounded lattice with 8a 9b : a _
b = 1, a ^ b = 0

2

compl. lattice with (a?)? = a and
order reversing: a  b) b?  a?

3

orthocompl. lattice and if a  c :
a _ (a? ^ c) = c

4

compl. lattice with
a ^ (b _ c) = (a _ b)^ (a _ c)

5

lattice

complemented lattice

orthocomplemented lattice

orthomodular lattice Hilbert space

boolean lattice

associate probabil-
ity weights with
elements in poset
(assuming that it is
a Borel set)

deterministic theory probabilistic theory
det. prob. distrib.

Gleason’s theoremKochen/Specker

Jauch/Piron

continuous map on a continuous and con-
nected space cannot be onto binary set
{0, 1}

Figure 6. A brief summary of lattices and quantum logic.
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Any Hilbert space H admits an orthonormal basis, i.e., a set of vectors N ,
such that for any x , y 2 N hx |yi = 0 if x 6= y and hx |xi = 1 (see [82, Theorem
3.27]). For any linear operator T 2 L(H ), there exists a unique operator T †

such that
hx |T yi= hT † x |yi 8x , y 2H (40)

(see [82, Proposition 3.36]).

Definition 14 (Hermitian adjoint). The unique map T † for which (40) holds is
called the Hermitian adjoint of T .

With the Hermitian adjoint the set of continuous, linear operators L(H ) on
a HilberspaceH forms a C?-algebra.

Definition 15 (Orthogonal projector). An operator P 2 L(H ) is an orthogonal
projector if P is idempotent, i.e., PP = P, and self-adjoint, i.e., P† = P. We denote
the set of orthogonal projectors P(H ).

The set of orthogonal projectors P(H ) forms an orthomodular, atomic lattice
with the order relation that is equivalently characterized by any of the following
conditions:

(OR1) P Q, defined as hx |P xi  hx |Qxi 8x 2H .

(OR2) P(H ) is subspace of Q(H ).

(OR3) PQ =QP = P .

The following are equivalent characterizations of orthogonality (see [82, Propo-
sition 7.16, Theorem 7.18]:

(OG1) PQ = 0.

(OG2) QP = 0.

(OG3) P(H ) and Q(H ) are orthogonal subspaces.

(OG4) Q  1� P.

(OG5) P  1�Q.

(OG6) P ?Q, i.e., P and Q are orthogonal elements in the lattice P(H ).

We now characterize subsets of L(H ) by introducing Hilbert-Schmidt oper-
ators (see [82, §4.3]).
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Definition 16 (Hilbert-Schmidt operators). An operator A 2 L(H ) is a Hilbert-
Schmidt operator if there exists a basis U onH such that

X

u2U

hAu|Aui<1 .

The set of Hilbert-Schmidt operators LHS(H ) ⇢ L(H )with the inner product

(A|B) :=
X

u2N

hAu|Bui

where N is a basis ofH , forms itself a Hilbert space. In particular, two projectors
P,Q 2 LHS(H ) are orthogonal in the sense above, if and only if, (P|Q) = 0.

Definition 17 (Trace class). The set of trace class operators LTr(H ) ⇢ L(H ) is
the set of operators T 2 L(H ) for which the trace Tr T is finite, i.e.,

Tr T :=
X

u2N

hu|Tui<1 ,

where N is an orthonormal basis ofH . In particular, the trace is independent of
the choice of basis.

The set of trace class operators is a subset of the Hilbert-Schmidt operators,
i.e., LTr(H ) ⇢ LHS(H ) ⇢ L(H ). The Hilbert-Schmidt inner product reduces for
trace class operators to the Frobenius inner product, i.e.,

(A|B) = Tr(A†B) .

Thus, trace-class projectors, in particular projectors on a finite dimensional Hilbert
space are orthogonal, iff Tr(P†Q) = 0.
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